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Rabbi Binyomin Adler 

Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim 
Tetzaveh 5776 
On Shabbos We Are Protected from Foreign Influences 
Introduction 
In this week’s parashah the Torah records the instruction that HaShem 
gave to Moshe regarding the holy vestments to be worn by the Kohen 
Gadol, the High Priest, and his sons. One of the eight garments worn by 
the Kohen Gadol was the Ephod, which was like an apron. It is said 
(Shemos 28:8) ְותֹוַלַעת ְוַאְרָּגָמן ֶלתְּתכֵ  ָזָהב ִיְהֶיה ִמֶּמּנּו ְּכַמֲעֵׂשהּו ָעָליו ֲאֶׁשר ֲאֻפָּדתֹו ְוֵחֶׁשב 

ָמְׁשָזר ְוֵׁשׁש ָׁשִני , the belt with which it is emplaced, which is on it, shall be of 
the same workmanship, it shall be made of it, of gold; turquoise, purple, 
and scarlet wool, and twisted linen. The Meshech Chochmah writes that 
the Gemara (Archin 16a) states that the Ephod served to atone for the sin 
of idolatry. The Gemara elsewhere (Kiddushin 40a) states that regarding 
idolatry, even if one has an idolatrous thought, it is akin to having actually 
worshipped idols. Thus, our verse alludes to this idea, as the word 
vicheishev can be interpreted to mean thoughts, and the words kimaaseihu 
mimenu yihyeh alludes to the idea that the thoughts are considered like a 
 an action. Perhaps we can expound further on this idea. Why is this ,מעשה
idea hinted to specifically regarding the ephod? It is noteworthy that there 
are a few words that equal the same number in gematria, numerical value. 
These words are היםל-אפוד, מלאך, הא  and סוכה. All these words equal 91 in 
gematria. What is the association between these words? A Sukkah 
symbolizes protection from foreign influences. When the Kohen Gadol 
would enter the Holy of Holies on Yom Kippur, he was required to be 
completely focused on his role of gaining atonement for the Jewish People. 
Were the Kohen Gadol to entertain one deviant thought, he would die 
inside the Holy of Holies. Thus, the Kohen Gadol was required to be akin 
to a malach, an angel. Elokim means G-d, and this Name is also used to 
depict one who has ascended to great spiritual heights. The manner in 
which one gains spiritual perfection is by not allowing foreign influences 
to penetrate one’s inner domain. Thus, it is fitting that the ephod served to 
atone for idolatry. The ephod was worn over the tunic and the robe, thus 
symbolizing protection from all external influences.  
The Shabbos Connection 
We do not currently have the Bais HaMikdash and the Kohen Gadol 
serving within, but HaShem has bestowed upon us His precious gift of the 
Holy Shabbos every week. Shabbos is the opportunity that we need to be 
shielded from foreign influences so that we can ascend the spiritual ladder. 
On Shabbos one is prohibited from performing מלאכת מחשבת, intended 
labor. On Shabbos one should focus on avoiding the performance of any 
prohibited act. Furthermore, one should focus on delighting in the 
Shabbos, and he will then be spared from any negative influences. 
Shabbos in the Zemiros 
Tzama Lecho Nafshi 
This zemer was composed by the great medieval commentator and poet 
Avraham Ibn Ezra whose name is found in the acrostic of the verses 

ֶהָחי ּוְבִני. ַהֵּמת ְבֵנְך ִּכי לֹא. נֹוֶאֶמת ִׁשְפָחה. ֱאֶמת ִלְגֶבֶרת ְרֵאה , recognize the true 
mistress – the handmaid dares say: ‘No, for your son is the dead one and 
my son is the live one!’ This passage, depicting our plea to HaShem to 
favor us over the sons of Yishmael, teaches us how important the power of 
prayer is. While we certainly know in our hearts that we are the favored 
son, HaShem desires our prayers to overcome the deception of the 
Yishmaelim, and then he will surely bring to an end the oppression from 

our enemies, and we will then merit the long awaited Ultimate 
Redemption, with the arrival of Moshiach Tzidkienu, speedily, in our 
days.  
Shabbos Stories 
Devotion to Torah at all Costs 
Chacham Ezra Attiah, zt”l, venerable Rosh Yeshiva of Porat Yosef, one of 
the greatest Torah personalities of his time and mentor to generations of 
great Sephardic leaders, came from very humble beginnings. His parents 
had been blessed with a son and daughter, and they prayed for another 
child. They took the long trek by donkey to Tedef, a small town in the 
Ottoman Empire, where the remains of Ezra HaSofer were interred. 
Yitzchak and Leah Attiah poured out their hearts, entreating Hashem for a 
son. Leah vowed that if Hashem granted her wish, she would name him 
Ezra and dedicate him to a life of Torah. She was blessed one year later, 
when she gave birth to Ezra. Twenty years later, Leah was left alone with 
Ezra when her husband passed away. Her older son and daughter had 
already married. It was now just the two of them with no source of 
material support. The normal thing would have been for able-bodied Ezra 
to go to work in order to support his mother. Leah would hear nothing of 
it. She had dedicated her son to Torah learning. She left no room for 
discussion. She did anything and everything to bring in a meager living to 
sustain the two of them. The end of the week found Leah both emotionally 
and physically drained. On Friday nights they would eat their meager 
meal, and Leah would exert superhuman effort as she sat in her chair and 
listened to the sweet sound of Torah emanating from her son. As her weary 
body relaxed and her bones cried out for sleep, she would begin to doze. 
Seeing his mother fall asleep, Ezra would quickly close his sefer. The 
Halacha was clear: One may study by the light of a kerosene lamp only so 
long as someone else was there. Otherwise, he might accidentally adjust 
the wick. Leah's body may have been spent, but her senses were sharp, as 
she would quickly awaken. The sweet hum of Torah had stopped. “Do not 
worry, my child. I am awake. You can return to your Torah learning,” she 
assured him. The tears and devotion of this woman were rewarded when 
her son became the great rosh yeshivah. 
To Listen to a Tzadik at all Costs 
The Machnovke Rebbe, HaRav Avrohom Twerski, zt”l, was an individual 
of unusual intensity, a genuine tzaddik, whose diligence in Torah study 
and warmth and sensitivity to every human were evidenced in his life. He 
never uttered an inessential word. He feared nothing that was part of this 
world. His shul was home to Jews of all walks of life who came to 
experience the presence of a truly holy man. One Yom Kippur evening, his 
shul was filled to capacity. Among the throng of worshippers was a man in 
his late sixties who had walked several miles to attend the services in the 
Machnovke Bais Medrash. This individual was not religious. Why was he 
there? Certainly, he could have found a shul that was closer to his home. 
When questioned why he had come, he gave the following reply. “As a 
young man in Russia, my father told me about the Machnovke/Moscow 
Rebbe. He was a great and holy individual to whom I should turn when 
necessary. I emigrated to Eretz Yisrael and raised my family there, 
regrettably distancing myself from religion. During the Yom Kippur war, 
my only son was called to naval duty. I remembered my father's 
instructions to go to the Machnovke Rebbe when I needed a blessing. That 
night, I, with my young soldier son in hand, entered the spiritual realm of 
the tzaddik. We presented the son's military orders to the Rebbe and asked 
for his blessing for a safe return. "'Do not join your company until 
tomorrow morning,' the Rebbe said. “’But I will be court-martialed if I am 
late,’ my son protested. The Rebbe would not yield. Under no 
circumstances was the young soldier to join that night. Later that night, in 
the midst of our anxious ferment, we were informed that the entire unit 
which he was to have joined had been decimated by an Egyptian warship. 
There were no survivors. “At first, I neither understood nor agreed with the 
Rebbe, but my father taught me to listen to a tzaddik. I, therefore, sided 
with the Rebbe and denied my son from joining his unit. This action saved 
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his life. This is why I always come here in Yom Kippur - to appreciate, to 
pay gratitude, to be in the Rebbe’s presence.” [Reprinted with permission 
from the Shema Yisrael Torah Network. For information on subscriptions, 
archives, and other Shema Yisroel classes, send email to 
parsha@shemayisrael.co.il] 
Shabbos in Halacha  
 Creating a new Entity – מוליד
2. Circumstances in Which Causing the Creation of a New Entity is 
Permitted  
There are some circumstances in which one is allowed to cause the 
creation of a new entity (nolad). 
B. Cases of Necessity 
In a case of necessity, one may rely upon the lenient opinion that allows 
causing liquids to freeze and causing solids to dissolve. 
With regard to nolad, the expression ‘cases of necessity’ includes 
preparing for guests or to enhance the enjoyment of Shabbos (Oneg 
Shabbos). 
One is also allowed to freeze liquids on Shabbos to prevent their spoilage.  

New Stories - Tetzaveh 5776 
He Has a Visa! 
A Long Island rabbi attended a taharah (ritual ceremony to prepare a 
deceased Jew for burial) for an individual whose background was rooted in 
a Chasidic community. Chevra Kadishas (burial societies) are often 
immune to the emotions, trauma and dread that would normally 
accompany a dead soul on a table. 
The Chevra did their job almost perfunctorily, with hardly a word spoken, 
and that did not strike the rabbi as strange. Years of working with cadavers 
can numb the senses of even the toughest men. All of a sudden, a murmur 
bounced back and forth between Chasidic members of the Chevra. "Er hut 
a visa? (He has a visa?)" they queried. Then the conversation took a 
stranger turn. They began to mumble about a first class ticket. 
The rabbi became concerned. Why was anyone talking about travel plans 
during this most sacred of rituals? That was not the time nor place. It just 
did not make sense. 
Immediately the room became silent, it was now filled with awe and a 
sense of reverence. "Er hut a visa!" exclaimed the senior member of the 
group. The entire Chevra nodded and the atmosphere suddenly 
transformed. 
They continued to prepare for the funeral as if the deceased had been a 
great sage or Chasidic Rebbe. The rabbi was unable to understand the 
sudden change in atmosphere until the eldest man beckoned him. "Come 
here," he said. "I'll show you something. The old man lifted the arm of the 
deceased to reveal seven numbers crudely tattooed on the dead man's 
forearm. "Do you know what they are?" 
"Of course," replied the Rabbi. "They are the numbers that the Nazi's 
tattooed on every prisoner in the concentration camps." 
"No," the old man said. "These numbers are the first-class ticket to Gan 
Eden. They are the visa and they are the tickets. Period." 
Toys are the Best Tikkun for Your Husband 
The young widow who entered Reb Shlomo Zalman's study was obviously 
distraught. In addition to the loneliness and pain she experienced, a sense 
of urgency was about her. She had recurring pangs of guilt. She wanted to 
do something spiritual to memorialize her dear husband. Perhaps she 
should establish a free loan fund or contribute books to the Yeshiva 
library. Or perhaps there was an act of spiritual self-improvement that she 
should perform. 
Reb Shlomo Zalman waited till she finished and then instructed her to 
listen to his advice very carefully. "I understand your need to do 
something spiritual as a tikkun (uplift) for your husband's soul. This is my 
advice to you. Go out and buy some toys for your children, take them to 
the park and enjoy life with them. Forget the quest for the great spiritual 
tikkun and help your children rejoice in life. That will bring the greatest 
tikkun for your husband." 
Let’s Watch What We’re Saying 
Rabbi Ephraim Wachsman tells a childhood story that still haunts him 
when he thinks about it. One time on the bus ride home, the boys’ 
conversation wandered to a certain wealthy and prominent member of their 
community. As is often the case, being in the public eye sometimes means 
having one’s quirks and idiosyncrasies on constant display, and having to 
deal with the ridicule of those who make it their business to make fun of 
people whose success rubs them the wrong way. 

The boys on the bus began discussing this man; it didn’t take long for the 
conversation to go awry. One of his classmates, whose skills of imitation 
were of some renown, regaled the assembly with his near-perfect take off 
of the man’s ‘penguin-like’ walk and posture, and his ‘frog-like’ voice. 
Others took their turns discussing critical issues such as ‘how little he 
gives to charity considering how rich he is,’ ‘how overdone that last 
chasuna he made was,’ and ‘how cool he thinks he is in his new car.’ They 
were having a grand-old time. Little did they realize the man’s son was 
sitting (cowering?) in the seat just in front of them, hearing everything 
they said. 
When the bus stopped at the son’s stop and he got up to leave, some of the 
boys began to realize what had just happened. Were those tears in his 
eyes? As he turned to leave, he left no doubt. His face was red with crying, 
and he bitterly called out, “I hate you—you’re so mean,” just as the bus 
doors slammed behind him. 
There are no words to describe the shocked silence of the boys left sitting 
on the bus. There was nothing to say that could right their wrong. They 
just sat there, each of them considering how he must have felt listening to 
them the whole time. 
“Afterwards I thought to myself,” says Rabbi Wachsman, “what if one of 
us had been fast enough to jump off the bus together with the boy? What if 
he started chasing him down the street? The boy was in no condition to 
speak to anyone—he was devastated. 
“‘Go away—I’m not mocheil you—ever! Don’t bother asking for 
mechilah (forgiveness). Just leave me alone!’ 
“‘Please stop—stop running, just for one minute. I want to talk to you.’ 
“‘Stop chasing me—I told you I’m not mocheil—go away!’ 
“Eventually, he manages to catch up with the boy. ‘Please, just give me 
one minute… I heard your father has a big factory, and that he pays well— 
do you think he’d give me a summer job?’” 
What could possibly be more insensitive? He’s just spent his entire bus 
ride ridiculing his father to his son’s great shame, and now he thinks he 
can run down the same son in the street and ask his father to do him a 
favor? It’s beyond absurd. 
Yet how many times do we commit the identical crime? Avinu she- 
ba’Shamayim, our Father in Heaven, is also the loving Father of the 
people we choose to slander, ridicule, and degrade with our derogatory 
speech. How does it feel, so to speak, for a Father to have to endure 
hearing His beloved son spoken of in such terms? How much pain does He 
feel? How great is His anger? 
Hours, and sometimes minutes later, the time for tefilah (prayer) inevitably 
comes—it could be shacharis, mincha, or ma’ariv. And there we are, 
siddur in hand, supplicating our Father to grant us all our needs. “Oy 
Tatte—give us health, give us wealth, give us nachas!” Under such 
circumstances, do our prayers stand a chance of gaining favor in His eyes? 
(www.Torah.org)  
Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim: Tetzaveh 5776 Sponsorships $180.00 
Have a Wonderful Shabbos! 
Prepared by Rabbi Binyomin Adler 
For sponsorships please call 248-506-0363 To subscribe weekly by email, 
please email ShabbosTaamHachaim@gmail.com View Shabbos: Ta’am 
HaChaim and other Divrei Torah on www.doreishtov.wordpress.com 
 
Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein 

Meshech Chochmah 
Proportional Lights(1) 
You [Moshe] shall command the Bnei Yisrael that they shall take for you 
pure, pressed oil for illumination… 
Meshech Chochmah: We read last week about the chief kelim of the 
mishkan. They included a menorah and a shulchan. The mishkan served as 
a model for other central places of avodah, including both batei mikdash. 
Thus, both of them also contained a shulchan and a menorah. 
At least the second one did. Shlomo’s, however, had multiple menorahs 
and multiple shulchanos. This begs for an explanation. If increasing the 
number was such a good idea, why did we revert to the single menorah 
model for the second bais hamikdosh?  
An answer may begin with our pasuk. Why do the people take the oil 
specifically for Moshe, as implied by the words “for you?” The mitzvah 
was not given only to him. Why is its purpose or benefit linked to him? 
We might find an answer in the position of the Ibn Ezra regarding the 
times at which HKBH spoke to Moshe.  
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We are aware of the limitation that Chazal put on Hashem’s availability to 
Moshe. This experience, they say, was a daytime phenomenon. Hashem 
did not speak to Moseh at night. The ibn Ezra, however, does not see this 
as linked to the time of day so much as to the presence of light. When the 
night is well-illuminated through lamps, Hashem would speak to Moshe as 
surely as He did during ordinary daylight hours. For Moshe, then, the light 
of the menorah had great meaning and purpose, which was not shared by 
anyone else. Man’s mind is clearer when he is surrounded by light, which 
puts him in a better, more joyous mood. Simchah is a precondition to any 
kind of prophecy. Thus, the menorah’s light enabled him to engage in 
direct conversation with HKBH during the times when natural light was 
unavailable.  
After the death of Moshe, the menorah’s light served no direct purpose as 
a provider of physical illumination – not to Hashem, and not to anyone 
else. Rather, Chazal(2) tell us that it offered testimony to the rest of the 
world that the Divine Presence was comfortable resting with the Jewish 
people. When G-d cherished them, the ner maaravi burned the entire day, 
after the other lamps had already gone out. This was a powerful statement 
by Hashem that He resided, as it were, with His people. 
Assuming that after the death of Moshe the menorah’s function became 
entirely bound up with representing the kavod of the Shechinah, we can 
understand Shlomo’s decision – at least according to the opinion(3) that 
both the extra menoros and shulchanos were fully functional.(4) The 
mishkan’s dimensions were 10x30x10 amos, for a total of 3000 cubic 
amos. Shlomo’s heichal, however, was 20x60x30, or 36000 cubic amos, 
twelve times the volume of the mishkan. If one menorah sufficed for the 
much smaller structure, twelve would be needed to represent the kavod of 
the much greater space filled by the Divine Presence! 
In fact, Shlomo did not bring the number to twelve. He added ten of his 
own, to yield a total of only eleven. He did this to retain symmetry. The 
ten he added formed two groups of five; each group was placed to one side 
or another of Moshe’s menorah. Had Shlomo insisted on full 
proportionality, he would have been forced to place five on one side and 
six on the other, leaving the arrangement unbalanced.  
In the avodah of the shulchan, we find that the Torah insists that it be 
“opposite” the menorah. From this Shlomo understood the link between 
menorah and shulchan. It followed that each additional menorah that 
Shlomo provided had to be associated with an additional shulchan. 
All of this thinking was mooted by the destruction of Shlomo’s beis 
hamikdosh. The second bayis would not know of the open display of 
Divine Presence of the first. There would be no need for extra menoros or 
extra shulchanos. The configuration reverted to the essential design 
dictated by the original mishkan. 
1. Based on Meshech Chochmah, Shemos 27:20 
2. Shabbos 22B 
3. Menachos 99A 
4. Other opinions have it that the extra kelim were set in place, but not 
used, or that all were used, but only one at a time. 
 

Rabbi Oizer Alport 

Parsha Potpourri 
Parshas Tetzaveh – Vol. 11, Issue 20 
This week's issue of Parsha Potpourri is dedicated l'zecher nishmas Blima bas Moishe z"l, whose yahrtzeit is on Wednesday (15 Adar), 
and l'zecher nishmas Yaakov Yitzchok ben Menachem Mendel z"l , whose yahrtzeit is on Thursday (16 Adar). Please have them in 
mind when reading and discussing this issue, and the Torah that is learned should be a merit for them and their entire families. Each 
issue of Parsha Potpourri requires a tremendous amount of work, and sponsorships are greatly appreciated. For more information 
about dedications, which are $50 per issue, please send me an email. Also, if you know of a shul, yeshiva, seminary, or high school 
that would be interested in a guest speaker for a Shabbos, Yom Iyun, etc., please let me know. Wishing you all a Good Shabbos, and I 
hope that you enjoy the Divrei Torah and Points to Ponder!  

 לז"נ בלימא בת משה ז"ל
 לז"נ יעקב יצחק בן מנחם מנדל ז"ל
 ואתה תצוה (27:20)
The Baal HaTurim points out that from the birth of Moshe in Parshas 
Shemos until his death in Parshas V’Zos HaBeracha, this week’s parsha is 
the only one (except for a few parshios in Sefer Devorim, in which Moshe 
speaks in the first-person) in which his name isn’t mentioned a single time. 
He explains that this is because in next week’s parsha, Moshe beseeched 
Hashem to forgive the Jewish people for the sin of the golden calf. He 
requested (32:32) that if Hashem wouldn’t forgive them, his name should 
also be erased from the entire Torah.  
Although Hashem ultimately accepted Moshe’s prayers and forgave the 
Jewish people, the Gemora teaches (Makkos 11a) that a conditional curse 
of a righteous person will be fulfilled even if the stipulation itself doesn’t 
come to pass. Hashem partially implemented Moshe’s request by 
removing his name from one entire parsha. This explanation still begs the 

question. Why was Moshe’s name specifically left out of this week’s 
parsha as opposed to any other? 
The Vilna Gaon notes that the yahrtzeit of Moshe, 7 Adar, traditionally 
falls during the week of Parshas Tetzaveh. In order to hint that it was at 
this time that Moshe was taken away from the Jewish people, the Torah 
purposely removed his name from this parsha.  
The Oznayim L’Torah contrasts this with the non-Jewish approach of 
establishing holidays on the day they believe their leader was born or died. 
We, on the other hand, recognize that as great as Moshe was, at the end of 
the day he was also human. The date of his death isn’t even explicit in the 
Torah, and during the time that he passed away, he isn’t even mentioned in 
the weekly parsha. 
Alternatively, Rav Zev Leff explains that Rashi writes (4:14) that Moshe 
was originally intended to serve as the Kohen Gadol, but the position was 
taken away from him and transferred to his brother Aharon as a 
punishment. Parshas Tetzaveh deals almost exclusively with the unique 
garments and inauguration procedure for the Kohen Gadol. One might 
have thought that Moshe was bitter at being reminded of the loss of what 
could have been his and would want to compensate by at least having his 
name mentioned repeatedly. To demonstrate that Moshe was genuinely 
happy about his brother’s appointment, his name isn’t mentioned a single 
time in the parsha which should have revolved around him, as he willingly 
stepped aside to allow Aharon his moment in the spotlight. 
Finally, Rav Ovadiah Yosef suggests that the word ספרך (Your book), 
from which Moshe requested to be removed, can also be read as ך-ספר  – 
the 20th portion in the Torah, which is Tetzaveh. 

)28:2ועשית בגדי קדש לאהרן אחיך לכבוד ולתפארת (  
Rav Yitzchok Hutner once related that while studying in the Slabodka 
yeshiva in Europe, he often heard America referred to as the “Goldeneh 
Medinah,” but living in the poverty that was rampant in Eastern Europe at 
that time, he couldn’t even begin to imagine the wealth and excess being 
referred to. Even upon arriving on America’s shores, he and all of the 
immigrants with whom he associated continued living under very simple 
and modest conditions. Hearing those around him complain about the 
difficulty involved in finding a job that paid a reasonable salary and 
allowed a person to observe his religious traditions, Rav Hutner remained 
cynical about the reports that America was a country where money was the 
most precious commodity and dollars rolled down the streets.  
One day that all changed. It was the week of Parshas Tetzaveh. Rav 
Hutner was walking outside when he observed two young Jewish boys 
playing ball in front of their house. The older of the two was regaling his 
younger brother with all that he had learned in yeshiva about the lofty 
position of the Kohen Gadol: his special garments designed to invoke 
glory and splendor, the offerings he was able to bring daily in the Beis 
HaMikdash, and his unique role in effecting atonement for the entire 
nation on an annual basis. The younger boy listened with interest and 
fascination, envisioning the action transpiring before his very eyes. He 
paused to take it all in and digest it before asking, “Tell me, how much 
was his annual salary?” Sadly, Rav Hutner realized that he had finally 
been welcomed to the Goldeneh Medinah, where the emphasis on the 
pursuit of the mighty dollar takes precedence over spiritual goals and 
aspirations. 
 ועשית חשן משפט מעשה חשב כמעשה אפד תעשנו זהב תכלת

)28:15וארגמן ותולעת שני ושש משזר תעשה אתו (  
Parshas Tetzaveh introduces us to the special vestments worn by the 
Kohanim when serving in the Mishkan. Among the eight unique garments 
worn by the Kohen Gadol was a breastplate known as the Choshen, which 
contained precious stones on which the names of the twelve tribes of Israel 
were engraved. Rashi writes (Shemos 4:14) that in the merit of Aharon 
rejoicing in his heart upon hearing that his younger brother Moshe was 
appointed to lead the Jewish people and redeem them from slavery in 
Egypt, instead of feeling envious and hurt, he was rewarded with the 
breastplate which was placed on his heart. As Hashem metes out reward 
and punishment מדה כנגד מדה – measure-for-measure – in what way was the 
privilege of wearing the Choshen considered an appropriate remuneration 
for Aharon’s conduct? 
The Derashos HaRan (Derush 3) explains the connection between 
Aharon’s actions and his reward based on the fact that the Choshen 
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contained within it the Urim V’Tumim, a parchment on which one or more 
of Hashem’s Divine Names were written. Rashi writes (28:30) that the 
Kohen Gadol was able to query the Urim V’Tumim regarding urgent 
questions of national importance, and he received answers from Hashem in 
the form of the letters of the tribes that were engraved on it either lighting 
up or protruding. This enabled the Jewish people to receive Divine 
guidance on critical issues, such as whether they should go to war. 
The Ran notes that this ability to consult Hashem and receive replies was 
essentially a minor form of prophecy, which is not typically associated 
with the job description of the Kohen Gadol, whose primary focus and 
responsibility was the Divine Service that took place in the Mishkan. If the 
Jewish people needed Divine communication, there were prophets whose 
function was to receive messages from Hashem and relay them to the 
nation. Moreover, the Urim V’Tumim wasn’t even one of the eight 
essential vestments worn by the Kohen Gadol, as evidenced by the fact 
that that it was hidden away during the period of the second Temple, yet 
the Kohen Gadol still donned the other eight garments and served during 
this time, something that would be forbidden if any of the other mandatory 
garments was unavailable. How did this seemingly tangential function 
become assumed by the Kohen Gadol? 
The Ran explains that the Kohen Gadol’s additional role is due to the fact 
that when Hashem selected Aharon’s younger brother Moshe to serve as 
His prophet, Aharon’s response was not one of jealousy and resentment, 
but rather one of genuine happiness as he went out to greet his brother with 
true joy in his heart. As a result, Hashem declared that the appropriate 
reward was for Aharon to wear the Choshen and the Urim V’Tumin 
contained therein on his heart, which enabled him to also receive a level of 
prophecy, thereby elevating him to serve a function of vital national 
import. 
Parsha Points to Ponder (and sources which discuss them): 
1) Rashi writes (27:21) that the Sages determined the amount of oil needed 
for the Menorah to burn from the night until the morning even during the 
lengthy winter nights. This amount of oil was placed in the Menorah every 
night of the year even though there would be leftover oil on the shorter 
nights, as extra oil didn’t pose any problem. Why would the Rabbis design 
the process for lighting the Menorah in a manner which would produce so 
much unnecessary waste? (Daas Z’keinim, Paneiach Raza, Rashi Shabbos 
22b and Zevachim 11b, Ayeles HaShachar) 
2) Of all of the items that Hashem created during twilight on Erev Shabbos 
at the end of the week of Creation, which of them was needed for the 
garments of the Kohanim? (Avos 5:6, Sotah 48b) 
3) If female Kohanim would be permitted to serve in the Beis HaMikdash, 
would they be permitted to wear the garments of the Kohanim, or would 
doing so violate the prohibition (Devorim 22:5) against wearing men’s 
clothing? (Gilyonei HaShas and Ha’aros Al Kiddushin 36b) 
4) What object or item was located in the courtyard of the Mishkan, but is 
not explicitly mentioned anywhere in Parshas Terumah or Tetzaveh? 
(Peninim MiShulchan Gevoha)  
5) The Torah commands us (29:38-42) to offer the Korban Tamid 
(Continual-offering) twice daily. Although we are presently unable to do 
so, which other mitzvah that we do twice daily is considered equally 
valuable by Hashem? (Yalkut Shimoni 835) 
Answers to Points to Ponder: 
1) The Daas Z’keinim and Paneiach Raza suggest that they adjusted the 
thickness of the wicks in proportion to the length of the night so that all of 
the oil would be consumed each night. Rashi writes that on short winter 
nights, they simply allowed the Menorah to continue burning during the 
day until the oil was finished. Rav Aharon Leib Shteinman questions the 
entire assumption that the leftover oil had to be thrown out, wondering 
why it couldn’t simply be used on a subsequent night. 
2) The Mishnah (Avos 5:6) lists 10 items that were created at this time, 
one of which was the Shamir worm. The Gemora (Sotah 48b) explains 
that it was needed to engrave the names of the 12 tribes on the Avnei 
Shoham that were placed on the Ephod (28:9). Each name was outlined on 
the stones, and the worm was coaxed to crawl along the outlines, thereby 
etching out the names of the tribes. 
3) The Mishnah (Kiddushin 36a) rules that acts of Divine Service are 
invalid if performed by a female Kohen. Tosefos (36b d.h. chutz) 

questions why this can’t be derived from the fact that even male Kohanim 
who perform the Divine Service without wearing the requisite garments 
invalidate it. Tosefos answers that the Mishnah is discussing a case in 
which a woman is wearing the garments of the Kohanim. Rav Yosef 
Engel questions how a woman is permitted to wear these male garments. 
He answers that if female Kohanim would be permitted to perform the 
Divine Service, they would also need to wear the garments. In this case, 
the garments would be considered made for both men and women, in 
which case no prohibition would apply. He proves this from the Maharsha 
(Nedorim 49b), who explains that Rav Yehuda and his wife were 
permitted to share a robe because it is a garment made for both genders. 
Rav Yosef Shalom Elyashiv disagrees with the proof and argues that even 
if women were allowed to perform Divine Service, they would transgress 
the prohibition against wearing men’s clothing if they wore the garments 
of the Kohanim. Nevertheless, their actions would be valid if they did so, 
and if no male Kohen was available, they would be permitted to serve due 
to the Talmudic principle of עשה דוחה לא תעשה – one may transgress a 
negative prohibition if this is the only way to perform a positive 
commandment. 
4) On Shabbos Parshas Tetzaveh, the Brisker Rov asked this riddle after 
the public reading of the Torah. He answered that Rashi explains (29:4) 
that part of the inauguration procedure for Aharon and his sons required 
them to immerse themselves in a mikvah inside the Mishkan. An 
additional answer is that Rashi writes (27:5) that there was a ramp on 
which to ascend the Altar, though neither the mikvah nor the ramp are 
explicitly mentioned in the text. 
5) The Medrash teaches that in the absence of the Temple, Hashem 
considers our twice-daily recitation of Shema as a substitute for the twice-
daily offering of the Korban Tamid. The Medrash adds that Hashem 
actually considers our declaration of faith and belief as more precious than 
all of the sacrifices that were offered in the Temple. 
© 2016 by Ozer Alport. To subscribe, send comments, or sponsor an issue, email 
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Dr. Avigdor Bonchek 

What’s Bothering Rashi? 
Parashas Tezaveh 
Shemos 28:10 - Speaking of the names engraved on the Avnei Shoham the 
Torah says: 
Six of their names on the one stone, and six of their names on the second 
stone, according to their birth. 
Rashi - According to their birth: Rashi: According to the order as they 
were born: Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Dan, Naftalie on the one; and on 
the second: Gad, Asher, Yissaschar, Zevulun, Joseph Benjamin [spelled] 
fully for so they were written at the place of their birth, 25 letters on each 
one. 
What Is Rashi Saying ? 
Rashi tells us that the order of "according to their birth" the names were 
written on these stones means according to the order that they were born. 
But this is exactly what the verse says ! What has Rashi enlightened us 
about? 
What Is Bothering Rashi? 
An Answer: Actually the word in Hebrew 'k'toldosam' (According to their 
birth') can be translated in several ways. See the beginning of parashas 
Toldos. There it uses the word 'Toldos' and there Rashi says it means the 
happenings, the historical events of Jacob. 
So in our verse it could possibly mean according to their birth, meaning 
according to the mothers who gave birth to them. In other words, first, all 
the children of Leah, then all of Bilha, then of Zilpa, then of the Rachel. 
Or as the Mizrachi says "k'toldosum' could mean according to their 
number, the most numerous group first (Leah's children); this is the same 
as our first interpretation, because in both cases Leah is first. 
How do Rashi words deal with this? 
Understanding Rashi 
An Answer: Rashi changes 'k'toldosun' to 'the order in which they were 
born' (in Hebrew: k'seder sh'noldu') which more clearly specifies the order 
of their birth and not the birth of their mothers or the number of their 
mothers' birth. 
A Closer Look 
Rashi adds the words " Benjamin [spelled] fully as they were written at the 
place of their birth, 25 letters on each one." He means that the name 
Benjamin is spelled in Hebrew with two 'yuds', one after the letter 'nun' 
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and again after the letter 'mem'. He does this to exclude the other 
possibility discussed in the Midrash that the name Yoseph was written on 
the stones as "Yehoseph'. Actually David in Psalms (51:6 the daily Psalm 
for the Thurs.) also calls him "Yehoseph". Thus if Benjamin is spelled 
with only one yud (non after the 'nun') then by adding the 'heh' to 
Yehoseph will still have 25 letters on each stone. 
But Rashi does not go this way, because, as he says, the word 'Toldosum' 
also implies that their names were written on the stones as they were given 
to them at their birth 'k'toldosum.' And Joseph was called Yoseph and not 
Yehoseph. 
An Additional Point 
Rashi here spells out the names of the twelve tribes. This may seem 
obvious but it is by no means obvious because later on in the Torah 
Ephraim and Menasha take the place of Joseph and Levi several times as 
the twelve tribes. Knowledge of this helps us answer a puzzle in Rashi that 
none of the commentaries can understand (See Rashi Bamidbar 1:17). 
Perhaps with this in mind you answer the difficult Rashi in Bamidbar! 
Shabbat Shalom, Avigdor Bonchek 
Avigdor Bonchek has published a new book on Rashi called "Rashi: The Magic and the Mystery" published by Gefen. Look for it at Jewish book 
stores. This article is provided as part of Shema Yisrael Torah Network Permission is granted to redistribute electronically or on paper, provided that 
this notice is included intact. For information on subscriptions, archives, and other Shema Yisrael Classes, send mail to parsha@shemayisrael.co.il 
http://www.shemayisrael.co.il Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
 

Rabbi Shlomo Caplan 

Mishulchan Shlomo 
Parshas Tetzaveh – What’s Your Mitzvah? 
In our Parsha the Torah discusses the korbanos brought during the 
inauguration period of Aharon and his sons into the kehuna.  The korbanos 
are described as a rei’ach nicho’ach – “satisfying aroma” – to Hashem 
(Shemos 29,18).  Rashi explains that this refers to the satisfaction of 
Hashem when His commands are fulfilled. 
We find a very similar expression in Maseches Berachos (17a): “Fortunate 
is he who grows in Torah and toils in Torah and creates a nachas ru’ach 
for his Creator.” Indeed Rabbi Dov Meir Rubman (Zichron Meir) asserts 
that any Mitzvah when performed properly and with true devotion can 
create a rei’ach nichoach for Hashem.   Sounds too difficult? 
Listen to what the Rambam has to say.  The last Mishnah in Maseches 
Makkos states, “Rebbi Chananya ben Akashya said, ‘Hakadosh Baruch Hu 
wanted to confer merit on Yisrael; therefore he gave them an abundance of 
Torah and Mitzvos.’” The Rambam explains: “It is a fundamental 
principal of faith that if a person will perform one of the 613 Mitzvos 
properly and punctiliously without any ulterior motive at all, for its sake 
and with love as I have explained, he is zocheh through it to Olam Haba.  
This is what Rebbi Chananya meant.  Since there are so many Mitzvos, it 
is impossible that a person should not do [at least] one of them properly 
and completely.  And that Mitzvah will provide him with [eternal] life.” 
The purpose of learning Torah and doing Mitzvos is to enable us to create 
a relationship with Hashem and come closer to Him.  It is the fulfilling of 
His will for no reason other than that it is His will which is so critical to 
achieving this closeness.  And it is this closeness to Hashem itself which 
allows us to be near to Him in Olam Haba and bask in His radiance.  A 
kornban,  in particular, has this capacity to bring us closer to Hashem even 
after having committed an aveirah. 
The Korban Olah – burnt offering – can be brought as a bull, sheep or bird.  
The bird is usually brought by a poor person who cannot afford to bring a 
larger animal.  Rashi notes that the Torah refers to the poor man’s Olah as 
a rei’ach nicho’ach just the same as the wealthy man’s Olah.  “From this 
we can deduce that whether one does more or does less, [it does not 
matter] as long as his heart is totally directed toward Heaven.” This 
demonstrates that even in regard to a korban, whose primary function is to 
bring one closer to Hashem, the critical factor is his noble intentions. 
This same principle can be applied to Mitzvos.  Even today when we do 
not have korbanos we can achieve this result by our wholehearted 
performance of Mitzvos.  Every one of us has a different personality and a 
different role to fulfill.  If we pursue the Mitzvos with diligence and 
sensitivity it is impossible for us not to encounter “our” Mitzvah.  We may 
do it just once or we may do it a thousand times; but one time – at least – it 
will be the perfect Mitzvah and through it we will achieve perfection and 
eternity. 
 

HaRav Eliezer Chrysler 

Midei Shabbos 
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This issue is sponsored by Family Wilschanski in honour of the Brisim of the 
sons of Binyomin and Yochi Learman and Noam and Miri Miller  
Parshas Tetzaveh - The Choshen Mishpat 
(adapted mainly from Rabeinu Bachye) 

The Choshen Mishpat was an amazing garment/ornament, which the 
Kohen Gadol wore on his heart. This was on the merit of Aharon, who 
displayed remarkable purity of heart when he felt not the slightest twinge 
of jealousy, following the appointment of his younger brother Moshe as 
leader of the Jewish people. Besides the power to atone for perversion of 
justice, as its name suggests, it served the unique function of answering 
any major query put to the Kohen Gadol concerning the king, the 
Sanhedrin or communal matters. 
The Rambam explains that the Kohen Gadol would face the Aron 
ha'Kodesh, whereas the questioner, who stood behind him, faced him. The 
latter would then proceed to pose his question in a quiet voice, like one 
Davens the Amidah, at which point the former was enveloped with Ru'ach 
ha'Kodesh. Looking at the Choshen, he would see the answer to the 
question appear on the Choshen, in the form of the relevant letters (all the 
letters of the Alef-Beis were engraved on its twelve stones, as we shall see 
shortly) which lit up and which actually appeared to protrude from the 
stones. 
For obvious reasons, the letters did not generally illuminate in the right 
order, Consequently, to arrive at the correct reading, the Kohen Gadol 
needed to concentrate and read the letters with the aid of Ru'ach 
ha'Kodesh. For this purpose, the Amah x half-Amah Choshen was folded 
to form a half Amah square - half an Amah is equivalent to one Zeres (the 
distance between the extended thumb and little finger). And it was into 
that fold that he placed a Name of G-d,. The Choshen with the stones that 
lit up was called the 'Urim', whereas the 'paper' containing G-d's Name 
(which inspired him with Ru'ach ha'Kodesh) was called the 'Tumim'; 
hence the Name 'Urim ve'Tumim', by which the Choshen Mishpat was 
known. 
In order to fulfil the above-mentioned function, the Choshen had to contain 
all twenty-two the letters of the Alef-Beis. And, because the four letters 
'Ches, Tes, Kuf & Tzadik' are missing from the names of the twelve tribes, 
the words 'Avraham Yitzchak Ya'akov Shivtei Yeshurun were added. 
This meant that the number of letters engraved on the stones now totaled 
seventy-two (six on each of the twelve stones, as we shall see shortly) - 
corresponding to the Gematriyah of G-d's Holy Name, with the letters 
written in full, as well as the total number of Names by which both G-d 
and Yisrael are called. It also represents the number of hours in which G-d 
created the world (6x12) with Chesed (whose Gematriyah is also seventy-
two), an indication that the world was created for the sake of the twelve 
tribes. This idea was further enhanced by the fact that the letters were 
arranged in such a way that each of the twelve stone contained six letters. 
The stones themselves, which were square-shaped, Rabeinu Bachye points 
out, were the twelve most precious stones in the world. All other precious 
stones are merely variations of those stones. 
He also describes how each of the stones mentioned in connection with the 
Choshen contained a unique Segulah (mystical power) which it transmitted 
to the wearer, and how the colour of the stone suited the nature of that 
tribe, and even coincided with the colour/s of their flag. 
Here is the chart of the stones according to R. Bachye 
Tribe Stone Colour Segulah
Reuven Odem (Ruby) Blood-Red Easy Childbirth 
Shimon Pitdoh Leek- Green Cools down 
  (a type of Emerald) (body & temperament) 

Levi Borekes (Carbunkle) Bright Crystal (like the stone Enlightens 
  that illuminated Noach’s ark)  
Yehudah Nofech (Emerald) Bright-Green Victory in battle 
Yisochor Sapir (Sapphire) Dark Blue Eyesight & pain relief 
Zevulun Yahalom Off-white / Crystal Success in business & 
 (Pearl/diamond)  antidote to insomnia 
Don Leshem (Jacinth) Bright Orange  
Naftoli Shevo (Topaz) Yellow or Safran Keeps rider in saddle 
Gad Achlomo (Crystal) Reddish Crystal Fortifies in battle 
Osher Tarshish (Chrysolyte) Olive oil Food digestion 
Yosef Shoham (Onyx) Black Charisma 
Binyamin Yoshpeh (Jasper) Red, black & green Cauterizes 
Note: The above chart, which is based on the explanation of Rabeinu 
Bachye, is one of variety of opinions, as regards both the order of the 
tribes and of the translation of the stones. 
The author himself (who gives alternative translations to some of the 
stones) translates them into Arabic, and we translated them into English, 
using a combination of tradition, common sense and the scholarly notes of 
'The Living Torah' by Rabbi Kaplan - who presents a variety of possible 
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translations (and colours) for most of the stones. Consequently, one must 
allow a margin of error in both our translations and the colours. 
What is assured however, is the Segulah of each tribe's stone. 
For sponsorships and adverts call 651 9502 This article is provided as part of Shema Yisrael Torah Network Permission is granted to redistribute 
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Rabbi Yissocher Frand 

RavFrand 
Parshas Tetzaveh: Do It Right The First Time! 
These divrei Torah were adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand's 
Commuter Chavrusah Torah Tapes on the weekly Torah portion: Tape# 183, Candle Lighting 
on Friday Night. Good Shabbos! 
Towards the end of Parshas Titzaveh, the Torah discusses the concept of 
"Chanukas HaBayis" -- the annointing of the Mishkan and the various 
keylim [vessels] and furniture used within the Mishkan. In general, we 
have a principle concerning the keylim of the Mishkan that "Avodasam 
m'chanchasam" -- their usage consecrates them. 
The Torah explains the ceremony of consecrating the Mizbayach [altar] 
[Shmos 29:38- 39] -- "And this is what you must do for the altar: (Offer) 
two yearling sheep each day consistently." Every single day that the Beis 
HaMikdash was in existence -- including Shabbos and Yom Kippur -- a 
sheep was brought each morning and each afternoon. 
This parsha of the Korban Tamid [Constant Offering (offered twice daily 
in the Beis HaMikdash], which we say everyday in davening, is repeated 
one other place in the Torah -- in Parshas Pinchas. There, [Bamidbar 28:1-
4] the Torah uses virtually the same instructions verbatim as the Torah 
uses in our parsha, with one slight difference. In our parsha, which refers 
to the first time the Korban Tamid was brought, it says "es hakeves 
HAechad" [The one sheep] and in Parshas Pinchas, which refers to the 
ongoing mitzvah to bring these offerings, it merely says "es hakeves 
echad" [one sheep]. In Pinchas, the pasuk is missing what is known in 
Hebrew as the "Hay Hayediya" [the letter Hay as a prefix which calls 
attention to the following word]. Why the difference? 
The Brisker Rav, zt"l, said that the Torah is hinting at something here. 
Throughout the history of the Beis HaMikdash, the morning Korban 
Tamid and the evening Korban Tamid were totally independent. If, for 
some reason, one of them could not be brought, the other one was still 
brought. It was analogous to Tefillin shel Yad and Tefillin shel Rosh. If for 
some reason a person cannot wear one of them, he still must put on the 
other one. 
However, there was one exception to this rule -- the first time the Korban 
was brought. The very first Korban Tamid, which "dedicated" the 
Mizbayach had to be brought as part of a pair. If they failed to bring the 
morning offering, they could not bring the afternoon offering. That is why 
in our parsha, which deals with dedicating the korbon, the pasuk uses the 
Hay Hayediya -- The sheep. 
The Shemen HaTov [Rabbi Dov Weinberger] explains the ethical lesson to 
be learned from this law. We see from here that whenever a person starts 
doing something, it must be done right. Beginnings are extremely 
important. In order to set the tone for something that is going to last for 
years and years, it must be done correctly and not "half-baked." Therefore, 
even though, throughout the generations, the two korbonos were not 
mutually indispensable (ainam m'akvim zeh es zeh), when the institution 
of the Korban Tamid was started it had to be started right. 
That is why we have a Hebrew expression: "all beginnings are difficult" 
(kol hascholos kashos). The initial effort has to be done in the most perfect 
manner, because it sets the tone. 
It is said over in the name of the Vilna Gaon that if a community is so 
meticulous when they build a synagogue, that the ax handles are only 
crafted by G-d fearing individuals, then there is a guarantee that all prayers 
offered in that synagogue will be recited with the utmost concentration and 
dedication [kavanah]. If every act, from the onset of the construction, is 
done 100% right, it is an entirely different synagogue. 
I remember when the present Beis Hamedrash [Torah Study Hall] in Ner 
Israel was built. The Rosh Yeshiva -- Rav Ruderman -- zt"l, said that we 
should not speak idle words (devarim beteilim) in that Beis Hamedrash -- 
at least for the first week. The reason is the same. How we would act that 
first week would set the tone for that Beis Medrash for generations and 
generations of students who would come through those doors. 
Beginnings are crucial. How one starts a child off; how one begins to learn 
with his child; how one starts off a marriage; how one starts any endeavor 
should be good and right and correct... because beginnings set the tone. 
There is a fascinating Gemara in Tractate Sanhedrin [44b]: 

When the Jews came into Eretz Yisroel [the Land of Israel] for the first 
time, they conquered the city of Yericho. Yehoshua placed a Cherem [ban 
or excommunication] that no article from that city should be used. The 
booty was to remain Holy to G-d. There was one individual named Achan 
who stole something for his own personal use. As a result of that, when the 
Jews went on to conquer their second city, the city of HaAi, soldiers fell in 
battle. G-d was angry with the Jewish people. They needed to find out who 
was responsible and punish him. The pasuk relates that after Achan was 
stoned, "G-d's Anger subsided" [Yehoshua 7:26]. 
The Gemara says that, technically, because of that sin of Achan, the 
Jewish people should have been destroyed! The only reason that they were 
not destroyed was that when Avraham Avinu came into Eretz Yisroel for 
the first time, he built a mizbayach between Beis El and HaAi and he 
davened there. This prayer of Avraham was an antidote for the subsequent 
sin of Achan. 
What was so terrible about what Achan did? Yes, he was not supposed to 
touch the spoils of Yericho, but what was so bad that the Jewish people 
should have been destroyed had it not been for Avraham Avinu's prayer? 
The answer is because that was the first battle. This was their initial entry 
into Eretz Yisroel. This first battle had to be done right. Yehoshua wanted 
to make the first entry into the land perfect -- the city was to be conquered 
and everything in it was to be holy. 
One man ruined it. One man ruined the beginning and the Jewish people 
should have been destroyed. The only thing that saved them was that there 
was a 'beginning before the beginning.' When Avrohom Avinu came into 
Eretz Yisroel hundreds of years earlier, he made the beginning right -- he 
davened between Beis El and HaAi. 
So many of our beginnings happen inadvertently. We do not remember the 
first time we read Aleph-Beis; we do not remember the first time we 
learned a pasuk in Chumash; we do not remember the first amud of 
Gemarah we learned; we do not remember our first experiences of 
marriage. 
For some of us, our first beginnings are gone, and there is nothing we can 
do about them. However, there are still beginnings left in our lives. If they 
are not our beginnings, they are our children's beginnings. If they are not 
our children's beginnings, then they are our grandchildren's beginnings. 
Let us not forget the importance of a beginning and how we can set the 
tone for generations by doing it right the first time. 
Transcribed by David Twersky; Jerusalem DavidATwersky@gmail.com Technical Assistance by Dovid Hoffman; Baltimore, MD 
dhoffman@torah.org This write-up was adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand's Commuter Chavrusah Torah Tape series on the 
weekly Torah portion Tapes, CDs, MP3s or a complete catalogue can be ordered from the Yad Yechiel Institute, PO Box 511, Owings Mills MD 
21117-0511. Call (410) 358-0416 or e-mail tapes@yadyechiel.org or visit http://www.yadyechiel.org/ for further information. To Support Project 
Genesis- Torah.org Transcribed by David Twersky Seattle, WA; Technical Assistance by Dovid Hoffman, Baltimore, MD RavFrand, Copyright Š 
2007 by Rabbi Yissocher Frand and Torah.org. Questions or comments? Email feedback@torah.org. Join the Jewish Learning Revolution! Torah.org: 
The Judaism Site brings this and a host of other classes to you every week. Visit http://torah.org or email learn@torah.org to get your own free copy 
of this mailing. Need to change or stop your subscription? Please visit our subscription center, http://torah.org/subscribe/ -- see the links on that page. 
Permission is granted to redistribute, but please give proper attribution and copyright to the author and Torah.org. Both the author and Torah.org 
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A publication dedicated to Harbotzas Torah 
(G:XKTWMw)ˆ.YL WNHKL WwDQL IRHA YDGB TA WsEW ...BL YMKX LK LA RBDT HTAWˆ 
“You shall speak to all who are wise of heart, filled with the spirit of 
wisdom, that they make the clothing for Aharon to sanctify him to serve 
Me.” (Exodus 28:3) 
Whereas Parshas Terumah discusses the construction of the Mishkan and 
its vessels, Parshas Tetzaveh introduces the human factor, and begins with 
how the clothing should be prepared for Aharon and his sons. 
The stated purpose of the clothing seems to change as the verses progress. 
First, Moshe is told to bring Aharon close to serve HaShem. Then it 
mentions the clothing and says that they are for glory and splendor. 
Finally, the next posuk (the one quoted above) says that the clothing were 
to be made to sanctify Aharon to serve HaShem. 
So were the clothing for Aharon’s honor or were they to sanctify him 
somehow? Though it may seem confusing, the progression actually makes 
a lot of sense. 
When Aharon was to become the Kohain Gadol, HaShem told Moshe to 
bring him close to himself, in other words, to help Aharon be like him. 
Moshe was the quintessential servant of G-d as the Torah testifies when he 
passed away. He wanted Aharon to understand that he, too, could be an 
emissary of the Al-mighty. 
Then came the command to make him clothing for honor and glory. This 
was not for Aharon’s personal honor but to make him understand and 
tangibly feel the honor of his position. Just as an esrog is placed in a silver 
case so the bearer appreciates that this is much more than just a fruit, the 
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Kohanim wore special clothing so they realized that as servants of G-d and 
spiritual leaders they had been imbued with special greatness as the chosen 
representatives of HaShem. 
That is when the command states that the clothes were made to sanctify 
Aharon to serve HaShem. Now that we know the purpose of them was to 
help Aharon realize the greatness of his mission, the clothing could do 
their job by inspiring him to recognize the greatness entrusted to him. 
Klal Yisrael is called an “am kohanim,” a nation of priests. We each have 
been given a level of greatness and we wear special uniforms that remind 
us of that greatness which comes from the charge we’ve been given to 
serve HaShem. We dress differently than others do, in ways that show the 
self-respect we have for ourselves as spiritual guides for the world. 
The bodies G-d has given us, and the intellect to go with them, are unique 
and prepared especially to help us become sanctified. We further sanctify 
them through the mitzvos and behaving as we should. All these things 
should serve to make us realize the greatness which has been entrusted to 
us, and the awesome responsibility we thereby bear. When we do that, we 
will approach the level of Moshe, whose entire existence could be summed 
up with the words, “Servant of G-d.” 
On September 11, 2001, the world was rocked by terrorism, and inspired 
by heroism. We watched as police officers and firefighters gave up their 
own lives to save the citizens they had vowed to protect. Many did not 
return that fateful day. This heroism was not unique though, for this same 
sacrifice goes on every day, all around the world by men and women in 
uniform. 
An incredulous person once wondered aloud, “How can these officers 
sacrifice their own lives for others? How can they take this risk at their 
own peril?” 
A wise soul who understood the nature of leadership and dedication 
replied, “The question is not how they could risk their lives, but rather, 
how could they not?” 
Now You Know 
You Reap What You Sew 
Moshe was to speak to the people and have them make Aharon (the High 
Priests)’s vestments, “to sanctify him, that he may minister to Me.” 
The intent was that the clothing would help Aharon achieve the higher 
level of holiness to accept the Kehuna, the priestly service of HaShem. 
The Sforno comments a few short words, “To Sanctify Him: for this shall 
the garments be made.” 
It was not enough that the finished garments match the specifications 
given by HaShem. Rather, the craftsmen (or women) making the clothing 
had to have intent that these clothes be able to sanctify Aharon. 
HaShem has given human beings a special ability to imbue holiness in 
inanimate objects. We find when Shmuel HaNavi’s mother made him a 
tunic when he was three years old, it miraculously grew with him and he 
wore it throughout his adult life. 
This was possible only because of the purity and intent of his mother. 
Chana was sewing the tunic so her son might serve HaShem and that love 
of G-d and devotion to Him manifested itself in a spiritual garment that 
grew with her son. 
So too, the people making the clothes for Aharon and his sons had to be 
focused on serving HaShem and making clothing with piety and devotion. 
Only then would they be fitting for Aharon to wear. 
Thought Of The Week: 
Want a path to success? Suit up; show up; grow up. 
This week’s issue sponsored by some good friends NˆEL HˆELAWMw BQEY ˜R 
TB LKYM In memory of Mrs. Hermine Kohn RDA ˜U UYYCRAY 
This week’s issue sponsored by Duvy Muhlbauer and family NˆEL HˆE FSWY 
˜R TB HBYR AMYLB Blanche Kestenbaum RDA ˜Z UYYCRAY 
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M'oray Ha'Aish 
Tetzaveh - Forever  
Long ago, we had a Temple. The Temple, or even the loss of it, does not 
usually occupy the minds or hearts of most Jews: Its rituals seem foreign 
to us, part of a distant, forgotten world. And yet, in the instructions for the 
building of the first Jewish house of worship, there is one word that 
appears over and over: Tamid - forever. We are told that the bread offering 
(Ex. 25:30), the lighting of the menorah (Ex. 27:20), the clothing of the 
kohen (28:29,30,38), the daily offerings (Ex. 29:38, 42) and the incense 
offering (Ex. 30:8) are tamid, forever. To be sure, not all the usages of this 
term are meant to imply permanence; in some instances, tamid means 
'always,' as in 'usual' or 'constant.' We might say that tamid means both 

always and forever, constant and everlasting. And yet, to the modern 
reader, the preponderance of this word in the context of rituals that fell 
into disuse thousands of years ago may seem perplexing, even ironic. 
On a fundamental level, the Mishkan was a home. It was neither 
exclusively a home for God nor a home for man, but was rather a place 
where God and man could live together. It was the place that embodied, 
captured and recreated the stunning spiritual experience of the Revelation 
at Mount Sinai, the intersection of human experience and Divine 
existence. By building the Mishkan, this experience was moved from the 
mountain to a building specifically built and furnished in a manner that 
was intended to conjure up that singular event. At the very heart of this 
new home were the Tablets of Stone, engraved with the words God had 
spoken on the mountain. 
Parashat Tetzaveh begins with the commandment to produce the oil that 
would be used to light the ner tamid, the constant, eternal flame that was to 
burn in the Mishkan at all times. The text stresses that this flame is to be 
not only constant, but eternal, "for all time, for every generation." This 
fire, kindled by lighting olive oil in the Menorah, was a reflection of the 
more ethereal fire in which God had made Himself known to man; most 
recently, in the fire that engulfed Mount Sinai as the backdrop to the 
Revelation, and earlier, in the more private revelation Moshe witnessed at 
that same location, in the bush that burned but was not consumed, 
symbolic of the Eternal God. The ner tamid was a man-made 
representation of the Eternal; like God's Presence, it was to be constant and 
eternal, always and forever. Thus, the light kindled in the Mishkan, and 
later in the Beit HaMikdash, was kindled by the kohen, but was 
miraculously kept alight by God: This flame, and specifically the 
"western" light, was miraculously constant (Ramban 27:20, based on Sifri 
Bamdibar section 59) because it represented the Presence of God - the 
Shechina, from which the Mishkan draws its name as well as its raison 
d'etre. 
Parashat Tetzaveh commands us to light the Menorah, to bring the 
Presence of God into our world and to keep that flame, that representation 
of our constant and eternal relationship with God, alive and alight - at all 
times, and forever. 
Regrettably, our actions can also have the opposite effect, causing the 
Shechina to retreat and recoil, making it seem as if the light has been 
extinguished. Rabbinic tradition teaches us that the darkness is no more 
than an illusion: Even in times of destruction and despair, God's Presence 
never leaves the Western Wall, (Bamidbar Rabbah Naso 11) the place of 
constancy and commitment much akin to the ner tamid, the western candle 
that was to remain lit forever. Even when the Mishkan or Temple are no 
longer with us, long after the rituals associated with Temple service are 
abandoned, the tamid - the eternal aspect of the Mishkan - remains. In a 
sense, the bush is still burning, Sinai still reverberates with the sights and 
sounds of God's presence, the Temple is still full of light. Even though the 
old "house" was razed long ago, the family remains together, and in every 
synagogue we leave a ner tamid lit. In the heart of every Jew there is still a 
place for God, and though the building may be gone, the yearning for God 
and the sense of His Presence is never extinguished. 
For a more in-depth analysis see: http://arikahn.blogspot.co.il/2016/02/audios-and-essay-
parashat-titzaveh.html 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/i/moha/368839011.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on 
readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like 
you around the world. Make a secure donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish 
HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright © 1995 - 2016 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
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Torah Attitude 
Parashas Tetzaveh: Being Selfless Like Moses And Aaron 
February 18, 2016 
Summary 
Aaron shall wear a breastplate upon his heart. “The heart that rejoiced at 
the greatness of his brother shall be cloaked with the breastplate.” Moses 
and Aaron were both totally self-neglecting. The philanthropist was so 
concerned that he should be able to fulfill his obligation that he totally 
neglected to focus on what would be the best way to help and benefit the 
poor person. A real hero’s only concern is the common benefit of whatever 
he is involved in, rather than boosting his own ego. 
Aaron’s Breastplate 
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In this week’s Parasha, the Torah writes about the various garments that 
Aaron and his sons should wear when they performed the service in the 
Tabernacle. The Torah (Shemos 28:30) states that Aaron shall wear a 
breastplate upon his heart on top of the other garment. This breastplate was 
adorned with twelve precious stones, inscribed with the names of the 
twelve tribes. The Talmud (Yuma 73a) teaches that when the Jewish 
people had a question of national importance the Kohein Gadol (High 
Priest) would dress himself in his special garments. Someone would ask 
him the question and immediately some of the inscribed letters would 
protrude and with Divine spirit the Kohein Gadol would be able to 
decipher G-d’s instructions to the Jewish people. 
Aaron Chosen 
The Midrash Rabbah (Shemos 3:16-17) relates why Aaron was chosen to 
become Kohein Gadol and wear this special breastplate. When G-d 
revealed Himself to Moses at the Burning Bush, and instructed him to go 
down to Egypt to lead the Jewish people out of their bondage, Moses was 
extremely reluctant to accept the mission. The Midrash says: “Do you 
really think Moses did not want to go? That is not the case. Moses was 
concerned about the honour of Aaron. He said, ‘For the last eighty years 
my brother Aaron has prophesized in Egypt. If I now take over and 
become the leader, I enter his domain. He will be pained.’ That is why 
Moses did not want to go. To this G-d responded and said to Moses, ‘You 
think that Aaron is going to be pained? It is not so; just the opposite. He is 
going to be happy. As it says (Shemos 4:14): ‘Aaron your brother … is 
going out to meet you and he will see you and he will rejoice in his 
heart.’’” Concludes the Midrash, “the heart that rejoiced at the greatness of 
his brother shall be cloaked with the breastplate. As it says (Shemos 28:30) 
“And they shall be on the heart of Aaron.” 
Moses And Aaron Self-Neglecting 
Moses and Aaron were both totally self-neglecting. This is evident from 
the way the Torah describes how they spoke to the Jewish people (Shemos 
16:6-7): “And Moses and Aaron said to all the children of Israel … ‘What 
are we?’” In their great modesty, they did not see themselves as anything 
but messengers of G-d to do His will. When G-d wanted to appoint Moses, 
he was concerned not to upset his brother and inflict any pain upon him. 
Similarly, Aaron was totally at ease, and even happy, when he saw that 
Moses was chosen to be the leader above him. Neither of them was for a 
moment concerned about their own personal esteem. That is why G-d 
chose them to take the Jewish people out of Egypt and to be the leaders 
throughout the sojourn in the wilderness. 
Lady Crossing The Street 
The story is told of a teacher who discussed with his students the 
importance of doing acts of kindness. The Chofetz Chaim (Ahavas Chesed 
2:12) quotes from Rabbi Chaim Vital (Gate of Holiness) how a person 
must make every effort not to let a day pass without helping someone else 
in one way or another, just like one must make sure to study Torah every 
day. The teacher instructed the boys in his class that the next day he 
wanted each one to report back to him what act of kindness they had 
performed. The next day one boy proudly told the teacher how he had 
helped an elderly lady cross the street at a certain intersection. His friend 
sitting next to him said to the teacher that he had also helped this lady 
cross the street. In the end, it turned out that six boys had been involved to 
get the lady across the street. The astonished teacher asked them, why did 
they need six boys to help this lady? They answered that this was because 
she did not really want to cross. 
The Unfocused Philanthropist 
Another story is told about a philanthropist who wanted to fulfill the 
obligation to donate money to the poor on Purim in the best possible way. 
He searched high and low to find a person who really fit the halachic 
requirements to be considered poor. He was extremely happy when he 
found such a person a few weeks before Purim and went to great lengths to 
ensure that no one else would find out about this pauper. He was scared 
that if someone would give him money before Purim he would not be 
really poor anymore. These stories probably never happened, but the 
message is clear. It is not uncommon that someone invites a needy person 
and feels great about this act of kindness. Little does he realize that the 
needy person feels that he is the object of the host’s desire to do a good 
deed. With a little effort it is possible to reverse the situation and make the 

guest feel great. The Torah (Shemos 22:24) says: “When you lend money 
to My people to the poor with you …” Rashi quotes our sages who point 
out that it says “My people”. G-d reminds us that the needy person is one 
of His people and we shall therefore accord this person proper respect as 
fitting for one of G-d’s people. Secondly, it says, “let this person feel that 
he is your equal.” My late father z”l would often thank the needy who 
came to his door to ask for a donation. Once a poor person asked him, 
“Why do you thank me? I should thank you.” My father answered him, 
“You see. I have this money to donate, but how do I know who to give it 
to? There are so many worthy causes and needy individuals. By you 
coming to my door I understand that you are one of the people I should 
donate to. That is why I thank you.” Likewise, if we thank the needy 
people we invite for coming and enhance our meal, we can make them feel 
good about themselves. The boy and the philanthropist were so concerned 
that they should be able to fulfill their obligation that they totally 
neglected to focus on what would be best for the one they wanted to help. 
There are many such instances when people get so self-absorbed that they 
forget the real meaning of their Torah obligations. 
Real Heroes 
This is even more evident in other areas of people’s lives. Very often 
political leaders are more concerned that they should be recorded in 
history with having accomplished great achievements rather than having 
the benefit of their constituents in mind. A good soldier, or a good 
employee, is not necessarily the one who wants to do himself what needs 
to be done. Rather, it is someone who makes sure the job is done by the 
person or persons most suited to perform it. The same applies in any 
forum. Such a person is a real hero. His only concern is the common 
benefit of whatever he is involved in, rather than boosting his own ego. 
We must all strive to emulate Aaron and Moses. In this merit, may we 
soon experience G-d’s salvation for the Jewish people, together with all of 
mankind, with the coming of Mashiach. Amen. 
These words were based on notes of Rabbi Avraham Kahn, the Rosh Yeshiva and Founder of Yeshivas Keser Torah in Toronto. Shalom. Michael 
Deverett P.S. If you have any questions or enjoyed reading this e-mail, we would appreciate hearing from you. If you know of others who may be 
interested in receiving e-mails similar to this, please let us know at michael@deverettlaw.com. For previous issues please see 
http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/kahn/archives/archives.htm.  
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Beyond Pshat 
L’Zeicher nishmas avi mori Reb Moshe Ben Yosef Kalatsky z’l u l’zeicher nishmas emee morasi 
Shaindel Bas Reb Chaim Tzvi z’l L’Zeicher nishmas ishtee Yehudis Chanah Kalatsky Bas Reb 
Kehas Z’l 
1. G-d Heard the Desire of the Humble 
The Torah states regarding the kindling of the Menorah, “Now you shall 
command the Children of Israel that they shall take for you pure, 
pressed olive oil for illumination…” The Midrash states, “You (G-d) 
illuminate all creation; yet, You command us to kindle the lights of the 
Menorah. Reb Meir says, ‘G-d said, ‘The lights that Aaron kindles are 
more beloved to Me than the luminaries that I have set in the heavens.’ 
Why is this so? When all of the Princes were asked to bring gifts and 
offerings to participate in the inauguration of the Altar, the Tribe of Levy 
was excluded. As a result, Aaron was pained and distressed. He said, ‘All 
of the Princes were allowed to participate in the inauguration of the 
Altar, but I have no share in the offerings.’ G-d responded to him, ‘I 
swear on your life! Their participation was only one time; however, you 
will have your own special inauguration by kindling the lights of the 
Menorah.’ As the verse in Psalms states, ‘G-d heard the desire of the 
humble…’” Aaron was pained and distressed because he was denied 
the right to participate in the sanctification of G-d’s Name. Because of 
his distress, he was granted the mitzvah of kindling the Menorah, which 
is considered the most special service in the Mishkan. Because the 
kindling of the Menorah was precipitated by Aaron’s pain and distress 
that he was not able to sanctify G-d’s Name, it was more beloved to G-
d than the luminaries in the heavens. 
The Midrash cites the verse from Psalms, “‘G-d heard the desire of the 
humble…’” to depict Aaron’s unique level of humility. The Torah many 
times mentions the name of Aaron before the name of Moshe and 
the name of Moshe before Aaron to indicate that they were the equivalent 
of one another. Factually, Moshe was an individual who was on a 
spiritual level onto himself. As the Torah states, “He was the most 
humble man to walk the face of the earth….” The Torah states, “He 
is the most faithful in G-d’s household…” When the Torah alludes to 
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the fact that Aaron was the equivalent of Moshe, it is to say he was only 
a semblance of Moshe in his totality of person. The Torah tells us 
that at the burning bush when G-d told Moshe that he would be the 
redeemer, Moshe attempted to present himself as unqualified because he 
was concerned that he would offend his older brother Aaron, who was 
until that time G-d’s prophet and agent. G-d responded to Moshe by 
telling him that when his brother Aaron would know that his brother 
Moshe was to be the redeemer, he would go out and have “joy in 
his heart.” 
Chazal tell us that because of Aaron’s capacity to rejoice in the good 
fortune of his younger brother Moshe, he merited to wear the breastplate 
on his heart as the High Priest. If one does not an unusual level of 
humility, which is within the classification of Moshe’s humility, it is 
an impossibility for one to experience the joy that Aaron had. Seemingly, 
this is the incident which indicated that Aaron had an unusual level of 
humility. Thus, Aaron’s pain and distress that his Tribe was not chosen 
to participate in the inauguration of the Mishkan was purely for the 
sake of G-d and only for His Glory. Therefore, G-d said that the kindling 
of Aaron is more beloved to Him than the luminaries of the heavens. 
This is similar to the incident of Avraham’s hosting of the three 
wayfarers on the third day after his circumcision. The Torah states, 
“Avraham was sitting in the entrance of his tent in the heat of the 
day…” Chazal tell us that because G-d wanted Avraham to have a respite 
from engaging in hospitality to recuperate from his infirmity, He took the 
sun out of its sheath, thus causing it to be the hottest day since the 
beginning of existence. Rather than taking this opportunity as a 
reprieve, to the contrary, Avraham was pained that he was denied the 
ability to host guests. He thus sat at the entrance of his tent awaiting 
individuals to host. 
Avraham’s hospitality was used as a vehicle to espouse monotheism. 
He was thus pained because he was denied the opportunity to bring 
engage in dialogue with pagans to monotheism to recognize G-d as the 
Omnipotent One. Because he was distressed and pained that he was 
denied this opportunity, G-d sent him the most special guests who were 
three angels in human form to host. The Gemara in Tractate Bava Metizia 
tells us that every aspect of Avraham’s hospitality that he provided to 
the angels was scrutinized by G-d and evaluated. It bore unlimited 
benefits for the future of the Jewish people. As a result of the evaluation 
of all the aspects of Avraham’s hospitality, the Jewish people merited 
many special gifts in the desert that allowed them to survive and advance 
their spirituality. They merited the Clouds of Glory because Avraham 
offered the shade of his tree. They merited the Manna because 
Avraham offered bread. They merited the wellspring of Miriam because 
Avraham offered his water. Although Avraham had participated in the 
mitzvah of hospitality unceasingly and selflessly until the age of ninety-
nine, it did not bear this level of fruit. It was only because Avraham 
was pained that he was not able to perform the mitzvah of hospitality to 
convert pagans to monotheism that G-d provided him angels for him to 
fulfill the mitzvah of hospitality. It was not until that moment that his 
hospitality produced unlimited benefit. 
Just as Avraham’s pain for being denied a mitzvah opportunity to serve G-
d was the catalyst that caused unlimited benefit to the Jewish people, 
similarly Aaron’s pain and distress for being denied the opportunity to 
sanctify G-d’s Name, caused him to merit the kindling of the Menorah. 
2. The Mishkan, Moshe’s Edifice 
The Torah in the Portion of Terumah enumerates the various materials 
that were needed for the building of the Mishkan, “You shall take 
from them: gold, silver, copper…” The Midrash explains, “As it states, 
‘gold, silver, and copper…’ Gold alludes to the Mishkan that was built 
by Moshe, because it was precious and beloved to G-d as gold. Silver 
alludes to the first Temple (that was built by King Solomon). As the verse 
tells us that the level of wealth that the Jewish people possessed at the 
time of King Solomon was so great that silver was no longer valued (it 
was similar to stones). Since the word ‘nechoshes (copper)’ alludes to 
something that is deficient (nechushta), copper corresponds to the second 
Temple, because there were five things that were lacking in it: the Holy 
Ark, the kapores (cover for the Ark), the cherubs, the heavenly fire, and 
the Divine Presence.” 

Chazal tell us that the Mishkan that was built by Moshe and its vessels 
were never captured by the enemy, but rather they were hidden away. Its 
innate holiness was unique because it was overseen by Moshe and was 
infused with an advanced level of holiness through Moshe. Thus, 
establishing its holy dimension forever. In contrast, The First and 
Second Temple were destroyed and their vessels were taken into captivity 
by the enemy. 
The Torah states regarding the building of the Mishkan and its vessels, 
“(G-d said to Moshe), you shall command…You shall make 
vestments…You shall make the Ephod…etc.” Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh 
points out that G-d commended Moshe himself to perform every aspect 
of the building of the Mishkan and the making of the vessels. However, 
we see that although this may be the case, Moshe delegated the actual 
building to the many artisans who were endowed with special wisdom 
and craftsmanship by G-d. In fact, the Mishkan and its vessels were 
entirely built by the Jewish people and not Moshe himself. The only 
aspect of the Mishkan that Moshe participated in was the raising of the 
beams which established it in its completed state. If the Jewish people 
were the ones who actually built the Mishkan, why did G-d command 
Moshe himself to do so? And why did Moshe appoint the Jewish people 
in his stead, if G-d told him to do so? 
Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh explains, “Every aspect of the building of 
the Mishkan was a mitzvah that was given by G-d to Moshe. The 
entire mitzvah of the building of the Mishkan was incumbent on Moshe 
himself. However, G-d instructed him to delegate his personal 
responsibility to the Jewish people who were qualified to carry out the 
needed tasks as his agents. Based on the principle that ‘one’s agent is 
the equivalent of himself,’ every aspect of the building of the Mishkan 
can be ascribed to Moshe himself.” G-d wanted the building of the 
Mishkan to be within the context of agency so that Moshe should be 
the beneficiary of the building of the entire Mishkan. 
Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh in the Portion of Shelach explains the incident of 
the spies. How was it possible that initially they were considered to be 
righteous and subsequently they were considered to be evil? He explains 
this within the context of agency. The Gemara draws from many sources 
in the Torah, that if one appoints an agent to represent him in any context, 
the agent is the equivalent of the one who had commissioned him. The 
agent is only effective and can function in his capacity because of his 
linkage to the one who he represents. Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh explains 
that based on this principle, since the Princes of the tribes represented 
the people of each of their tribes, who lacked faith and trust in G-d, as 
was evident since they requested scouts to spy out the land that was 
promised to them by G-d, that linkage between the Princes and the people 
they had represented affected them negatively. Although the spies were 
initially devoutly righteous and men of special spiritual acclaim, 
because they were the agents of the Jewish people who lacked faith, 
they were affected by them negatively. The clarity that they initially 
had before becoming the agents of their respective Tribes was no 
longer the same. This linkage caused them to see what they had 
witnessed in a corrupted context rather than in a positive context. 
Just as the power of agency can have negative consequences, as in the 
incident of the spies, to too can it have positive consequences. Since the 
Jewish people were appointed to be the agents of Moshe, regarding the 
building of the Mishkan, due to their linkage to Moshe were infused 
with a unique level of Divine Assistance. Therefore when the 
Midrash tells us that gold alludes to the Mishkan of Moshe, which 
was the most beloved to G-d, it was not because Moshe only oversaw 
the Mishkan but rather because through the mechanism of agency, Moshe 
infused every aspect of the Mishkan with a special dimension of holiness. 
3. Reward and Punishment Can Be Misleading 
The Torah states regarding the location of the Menorah, “In the Tent of 
the Meeting, outside the Curtain that is near the Testimonial (Ark)." 
The Menorah was located on the outer side of the Curtain, that separates 
between the Holy and the Holy of Holies. 
The Midrash states, “The Menorah should be kindled outside of the 
Curtain, so that you should not be subject to your inclination to think, 
‘I (G-d) need your light.’ The proper location of the Menorah should 
have been on the inside of the Curtain in the Holy of Holies 
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alongside the Ark (location of Divine Presence); It was however 
placed on the outside of the Curtain to teach us that G-d does not need 
our light.” G-d is not in need of anything because He is perfect in the 
most absolute sense. G-d Created existence and it only continues 
because He Wills it to be every moment. What would be the consideration 
that G-d would need our light? 
One of the thirteen tenets of Jewish belief is that there is a system of 
reward and punishment. This system functions based on the adherence 
of the Jewish people to the dictates of the Torah. As the verse states in 
the Portion of Bechukosai, “If you will follow My Statutes…the rains 
will come in their time…” Meaning, if the Jewish people are dedicated 
and adhere to the Torah bounty and blessing will come upon existence; 
however, if they will not adhere and conform to G-d’s Word He will 
withhold His blessing and there will be unlimited suffering, punishment. 
We see from this, that G-d’s interaction with existence is based on the 
mitzvah performance of the Jewish people. It is because of this system of 
reward and punishment that one may think that in essence the Jewish 
people dictate how G-d will interact with existence. This understanding 
is incorrect because G-d has the ability and power to act and respond 
to the behavior of the Jewish people as He chooses. For example, if 
based on reward and punishment one deserves to be punished because he 
transgressed, G-d may choose to demonstrate His Mercy and not mete 
out punishment. It is only that He established a system of reward and 
punishment to give the Jew the opportunity to advance and perfect his 
spirituality within set guidelines. However, whenever G-d chooses to 
supersede the system He has that ability because G-d is not limited or 
bound in any context. One’s inclination may cause one to believe that if 
the Menorah was placed within the Holy of Holies inside of the Curtain, 
the Jew has the ability to dictate G-d’s interaction with existence. It is 
because of this misunderstanding that the Torah dictates that the 
Menorah be placed on the outside of the Curtain to clearly demonstrate 
that G-d does not need our light. 
The significance of the light of the Menorah is purely for the sake 
of the Jewish people. As the Midrash states, “The value of the lighting 
is to give you merit, so that you can be illuminated at the end of time 
when darkness will come upon the nations of the world. As it states, 
‘Darkness will cover the earth and the fog will cover the nations and 
upon you G-d will radiate and His Glory will be seen by you….’” 
Thus, the lighting of the Menorah is for the sake of acknowledging His 
Presence and Greatness, thus demonstrating our reverence for Him. 
Therefore, within the context of measure for measure, as we revere G-d 
through the lighting of the Menorah to acknowledge His Presence, G-d 
will illuminate the Jewish people by allowing His radiance to come 
upon them and glorify them among the nations of the world. The lighting 
to acknowledge G-d’s Presence is demonstrating by the lighting of the 
continuous light in the synagogue (ner tamid). 
4. Aaron’s Sons Qualifications as Kohanim 
The Torah states that G-d commanded Moshe to install Aaron and his 
sons to be the Kohanim (Priests), “(G-d said to Moshe), Bring Near 
to yourself Aaron your brother, and (v’es) his sons with him (eeto) 
from among the Children of Israel – Aaron, Nadav, and Avihu, 
Elazar, and Issamar, the sons of Aaron to minister to Me.” The word 
“es (and)” in the Hebrew language does not have a meaning onto 
itself; however, when it connotes that something is an adjunct to 
another. For example, there is a Positive Commandment, “You shall 
revere G-d. (Es Hashem Elokecha Tirah).” The Gemara cites the 
opinion of Rebbe Akiva who explains that the word “es” is coming 
to include the Torah sage. Meaning, one must revere the Torah Sage 
as one would revere G-d Himself. Thus, when the verse referring to 
Aaron and his sons being installed as Kohanim, the Torah uses the term 
“v’es” to communicate, that the sons of Aaron only assumed the 
classification of Kohanim because they were an adjunct to him as his sons. 
There are two ways that the Torah could express the term “with him.” 
The expression, “eemo (with him)” or the expression “eeto (with him)” 
are both expressions that mean “with him.” In which context is each 
of these words used? If it is to express that two people are of 
equivalent standing, then the word “eemo” is used. However, in the 
context in which one individual is secondary to the other, the term “eeto” 

is used. When the Torah refers to Aaron and his sons being installed to 
be Kohanim, it uses the term “eeto (with him)” regarding Aaron’s 
sons to indicate that they were worthy to be Kohanim only because they 
were Aaron’s sons. Thus, they were secondary to him. 
Baal HaTurim points out that in the verse cited above, the name 
“Aaron” is mentioned three times. It is to allude to the three Kohanim 
that remained after the death of Nadav and Avihu. After they were struck 
down by G-d, only Aaron, Elazar, and Issamar remained as Kohanim. 
Why should the sons of Aaron sons be alluded to through the mention 
of their fathers name? It is because the only reason Aaron’s sons were 
qualified to be Kohanim were because they were his sons. They were 
not worthy in their own right, but rather it was only because they 
were the sons of Aaron. They are thus alluded to through Aaron’s name 
being mentioned multiple times. 
The Torah tells us that after Aaron’s two sons were struck down by G-d 
Moshe told Aaron that after his participation in the sin of the golden 
calf, all four of his sons were meant to die. However, because Moshe 
supplicated G-d to annul the decree, G-d only allowed that half of the 
decree should be annulled. Thus, only two of Aaron sons were taken 
by G-d and not all four. Why should any of Aaron’s sons be liable for 
their father’s spiritual failing? Chazal tell us that Aaron’s two sons 
Nadav and Avihu were killed by G-d as a result of bringing a strange fire 
before G-d. However, if they would have had sufficient clarity, they 
would not have made this mistake. If Aaron had not participated in the 
golden calf, in the merit of their father, Nadav and Avihu would have 
been endowed with clarity. However, because Aaron deserved to be 
punished, they were denied that clarity, thus causing them to make a 
mistake which caused their death. Had Moshe not been successful in 
annulling half of the decree all four of Aaron’s sons would have been 
denied clarity and failed in a manner that would have caused them to be 
liable for death. Within the context of their failing, because they acted 
inappropriately as Kohanim which is synonymous with their father 
Aaron (eeto). To emphasize the cause of their death, the punishment 
manifested itself in the context of their failing as Kohanim, rather than 
another context. We see from this that the merit of Aaron greatly 
affected his sons as is alluded to by the verse using the term “eeto” to 
indicate that the sons of Aaron were secondary to him and had 
special value only because of their father. 
5. Torah, the Mechanism For Spiritualization 
The Torah states, “(G-d said to Moshe) Now you shall command the 
Children of Israel that they shall take for you pure, pressed/crushed 
olive oil for illumination (Menorah)…” It seems from the words“…that 
they shall take for you (Moshe)…” that the Jewish people were to 
take, for the sake of Moshe, the first droplet of pure olive oil for the 
illumination of the Menorah. Why were they commanded to do this for 
the sake of Moshe? 
Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh cites the Zohar that states the Jewish people were 
redeemed from the first three of their four exiles in the merit of the 
Patriarchs. In the merit of Avraham, our Patriarch, they were redeemed 
from the Babylonian exile. In the merit of Yitzchak, our Patriarch, they 
were redeemed from the Persian exile. In the merit of Yaakov, our 
Patriarch, they were redeemed from the Greek exile. The redemption of 
the Jewish people from the fourth and current exile, the Edomite exile 
(Roman), will come about only in the merit of Moshe. However, 
Moshe, being the personification of Torah, will not allow his merit to be 
utilized to bring about redemption until the Jewish people are 
quantitatively and qualitatively engaged in Torah study. 
Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh explains that the “pure, pressed olive oil” of 
the Menorah symbolizes the manner in which one must engage in Torah 
study in order to be worthy of Moshe’s merit. Just as only the purest 
droplet of oil qualifies to kindle the Menorah, so too must one study 
Torah with a pure intent. The Torah must be studied for its own sake 
(l’shmah). Just as the olive was crushed in order to extract the pure oil for 
illumination, so too must one be willing to sacrifice and deprive himself 
from the material for the sake of Torah study. It is only when the 
Jewish people will engage in Torah in this manner, will Moshe allow 
his merit to be used to bring about redemption. 
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We pray every day in the blessing for the Davidic Reign (es tzemach 
David avdecha) in the Amidah (Silent Prayer) that G-d should bring 
the Moshiach, speedily in our day. The Gemara tells us that when 
Moshiach will come, G-dliness in existence will become so evident that 
one’s level of free choice will effectively become almost non-existent. 
The primary focus of humanity will be to address and advance their 
spirituality. Rambam writes in the Laws of Repentance that one’s 
deservingness of reward is based on one’s ability to choose between 
right and wrong. However, if one is no longer in conflict because he is 
compelled to do good because of its obviousness, then one is no longer 
deserving of reward. If the coming of Moshiach will bring an end to the 
setting of free choice, which is the ultimate objective of creation, then 
why do we pray for his coming? 
We pray for the coming of Moshiach because when G-d’s Presence is not 
experienced and felt, it becomes a setting for a desecration of His Name. 
We are willing to forego and deny ourselves, for His sake, the 
purpose of our own existence, which is spiritual advancement. Why 
would Moshe, who had dedicated his life selflessly to G-d’s Glory, deny 
the Jewish people their final redemption to bring about the greatest 
glorification of G-d? 
Moshe understood that without proper Torah study, one would not have 
the capacity to internalize and appreciate the ultimate revelation of G-d’s 
Presence. The only way one would be qualified and be sufficiently 
developed to understand its value, one must engage in Torah study in a 
qualitative and selfless manner. Only then will His revelation be 
understood. Not appreciating G-d’s Presence, when it is the most obvious, 
would be the ultimate desecration. Therefore, Moshe chooses to withhold 
his merit from the Jewish people to prevent a greater desecration of 
G-d’s Name. 
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Among the subjects of this week’s parashah is the selection of Aharon as 
the Kohen Gadol. A midrash teaches that when Hashem commanded 
Moshe to select Aharon, Moshe felt sad. Hashem told him, “I had a Torah 
and I gave it to you. If not for that Torah, I would destroy My world.” 
Why was Moshe sad? Was he jealous? If so, what consolation did Hashem 
offer him? R’ Meshulam Roth z”l (1875-1962; rabbi in Bukovina, later 
member of Israel’s Chief Rabbinate Council) explains that Moshe was not 
jealous. To the contrary, he was the humblest of all men, and he previously 
had insisted that Aharon, not he, lead Bnei Yisrael out of Egypt. (See 
Rashi to Shmot 4:13.) Indeed, the Gemara (Zevachim 102a) says that the 
very act of speaking up for Aharon caused Moshe to lose the chance to be 
Kohen Gadol. This raises another question: why was Moshe penalized for 
his self-effacement? 
R’ Roth answers: The Gemara (Ta’anit 11b) teaches that during the week 
of the Mishkan’s inauguration--the one week when Moshe was allowed to 
act as Kohen Gadol--he wore a white robe with no hem. R’ Roth explains 
that the lack of a hem (an “end”) alludes to Moshe’s humility, which had 
no limits. Precisely this precluded Moshe Rabbeinu from serving as Kohen 
Gadol because a leader must be humble, yet assertive. This made Moshe 
sad (not jealous), thinking that his service of Hashem was lacking. But, 
Hashem assured Moshe that this was not true. Our parashah opens with the 
commandment to take olive oil for the Temple service, and continues with 
Aharon’s appointment. Hashem taught Moshe: For the Temple service, I 
want someone who is like oil: just as oil rises to the top in a mixture, so 
must the Kohen Gadol be someone capable of rising above his humility. 
Not so the giver of the Torah. [The Torah is compared to water, which 
stays b eneath the oil.] For the giver of the Torah, humility is the most 
crucial trait. And, the Torah is more important than the Temple service. If 
not for that Torah, says Hashem, I would destroy My world. (Kol 
Mevaser) 
“You shall make vestments of sanctity for Aharon your brother, for glory 
and splendor.” (28:2) 

What “glory and splendor” was demonstrated by the bigdei kehunah / the 
uniforms of the kohanim? R’ Yehonatan Eyebschutz z”l (Germany; died 
1764) explains: 
Halachah requires that the garments of the Kohen Gadol fit him exactly. 
How was this possible? The Torah (Vayikra 21:10) refers to the Kohen 
Gadol as “the kohen who is gadol [literally “bigger”] than his brethren.” 
Our Sages say that when a kohen was anointed to be High Priest, he 
actually grew until he was taller than the other kohanim. If so, how could 
the Kohen Gadol’s clothing fit him exactly? After all, he had to be fitted 
for his new “uniform” before he was anointed, and after he was anointed, 
he grew taller! 
The answer, says R’ Eyebschutz, is that the Kohen Gadol’s garments grew 
with him. This was the “glory and splendor” of the bigdei kehunah. 
Why did Hashem arrange things such that this miracle became necessary? 
Was there not enough “glory and splendor” in the fact that the Kohen 
Gadol grew taller? 
R’ Eyebschutz answers: We read in Mishlei (15:30), “Enlightened eyes 
will gladden the heart; good news will fatten the bone.” In effect, one who 
receives good tidings stands taller. Thus, if only the body of the Kohen 
Gadol “grew,” we might have thought that it was a natural consequence of 
his promotion. Therefore, to make clear that a miracle had occurred, the 
Kohen Gadol’s clothes grew with him. (Tiferet Yehonatan) 
“These are the vestments that they shall make: a Breastplate, an Ephod . 
. .” (28:4) 
Rashi z"l writes: “The Ephod – I have not learned what this is, nor have I 
found in the Talmud a description of its construction. However, my heart 
tells me that it is tied in back and is as wide as a person’s back, like the 
aprons that noblewomen wear when they ride horses.” 
What does Rashi mean by, “My heart tells me”? R’ Pinchas Menachem 
Alter z”l (1926-1996; Gerrer Rebbe) suggests: Undoubtedly, Rashi was 
very careful to observe the law (Bemidbar 15:39), “You shall not stray 
after you heart and after your eyes.” He used to guard his eyes so he would 
not see anything inappropriate, and he certainly did not look at women 
unnecessarily. Yet, he once noticed a French noblewoman riding her 
horse, and he was troubled; why had G-d caused him to see such a thing? 
When it was time to write his commentary on this week’s parashah, he 
understood. “My heart tells me,” he concluded, that he had noticed that 
particular woman so that he could interpret the verses properly. (Quoted in 
Otzrotaihem Shel Tzaddikim) 
“Into the Breastplate of Judgment shall you place the Urim and the 
Tumim . . . , and Aharon shall bear the judgment of Bnei Yisrael on his 
heart constantly before Hashem.” (28:30) 
R’ Shlomo Kluger z”l (1785-1869; rabbi of Brody, Galicia) explains how 
the Urim V’tumim are connected with the “judgment of Bnei Yisrael.” 
Our Sages teach that there are two ways that the Jewish People can 
succeed in judgment. One way is by observing the Torah, while the second 
is by being unified. If Bnei Yisrael are unified, then, even if they are 
idolators, they will be acquitted in judgment, the Midrash Rabbah says. 
R’ Kluger continues: “Urim” represents the Torah, as in the phrase 
(Mishlei 6:23), “Torah ohr” / “The Torah is light.” “Tumim” represents 
unity, as in (Bereishit 25:24), “Tomim” / “twins,” and (Shmot 36:29) 
“Tamim” / “paired.” Thus, the Urim V’tumim allude to the two ways in 
which Bnei Yisrael can succeed in judgment. (Chochmat Ha’Torah p.184) 
“You shall take the inauguration ram and cook its flesh in a holy place. 
Aharon and his sons shall eat the flesh of the ram.” (29:31-32) 
In our verse, Moshe Rabbeinu is told to cook the flesh of the sacrificial 
ram and give it to Aharon and his sons to eat at the dedication of the 
mishkan. Yet, when the actual dedication took place, Moshe commanded 
Aharon and his sons to cook the flesh of the ram, as we read (Vayikra 
8:31), “Moshe said to Aharon and to his sons, ‘Cook the flesh at the 
entrance of the Ohel Mo’ed, and there you shall eat it’.” Why? 
R’ Yitzchak Ze’ev Yadler z”l (1843-1917; Yerushalayim) explains: The 
command to build and dedicate the mishkan was given to Moshe before 
the sin of the Golden Calf, while the actual construction and dedication of 
the mishkan took place after the sin of the Golden Calf. Before the Golden 
Calf, when Bnei Yisrael stood at Har Sinai, the yetzer hara was removed 
from them, as we read (Tehilim 82:6) “I [Hashem] said, ‘You are angelic; 
sons of the Most High you are all’.” But, when they made the Golden Calf, 
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the yetzer hara returned to them, as we read (ibid., verse 7) “But, like men 
you shall die, and like one of the princes you shall fall.” 
When the command in our verse was given, before the sin of the Golden 
Calf, Bnei Yisrael had no yetzer hara and no materialistic inclinations. In 
that environment, a physical act such as cooking would have been as much 
of a Divine service as was offering a sacrifice, and it would not have been 
demeaning for Moshe Rabbeinu, the leading Torah scholar of that (or any 
generation) to cook the ram. However, when it came time to implement the 
commandment, the yetzer hara had returned. Then, cooking was a 
materialistic act, and it was not proper for a great Torah scholar to be 
someone else’s cook [where there was no other mitzvah, such as 
hachnassat orchim involved]. (Tiferet Zion) 
Make Yourself at Home 
“For the conductor, on the gittit [an instrument], by the sons of Korach, a 
psalm: How beloved are Your dwelling places, Hashem, Master of 
Legions! My soul yearns, indeed it pines, for the courtyards of Hashem; 
my heart and my flesh pray fervently to the Living G-d. Even the bird 
finds its home, and the tzippor dror [a species of wild bird] her nest where 
she laid her young. O, to be at Your altars, Hashem, Master of Legions, 
my King and my Elokah. Ashrei yoshvei veitecha / Fortunate are those 
who dwell in Your house, od yehalelucha / continually they will praise 
You, selah.” (Tehilim 84:1-5) 
R’ Joseph B. Soloveitchik z”l (1903-1993) observes: Every person wants a 
home, and even animals prepare homes for themselves. Birds build nests; 
even the tzippor dror, a species of wild bird which our Sages say cannot be 
domesticated, builds a nest. How much more so does a human pine for a 
home! What is a person’s true home? It is the house of Hashem, the place 
of the altar. One who does not have a Bet Hamikdash or a bet ha’midrash 
where he can spend several hours a day, does not have a true home. Even 
if he has a mansion with fancy furniture and fine art, he has no home if he 
does not have a firm connection to Hashem’s house. In contrast, when one 
has a bet ha’midrash or bet ha’knesset, then he has a home--a house with a 
spiritual roof over his head. Without a “house of Hashem,” one is worse 
off than a bird, which at least has a nest. Therefore, “Ashrei yoshvei 
veitecha!” / “Fortunate are those who dwell in Your house.” Notably, the 
verse does not say, “Ashrei ha’yoshvim b’veitecha!” / “Fortunate are those 
who are sitting in Your house.” Rather, the verse is speaking only of those 
who dwell in--who have an ongoing connection to--“Hashem’s house.” 
R’ Soloveitchik continues: In order to study Torah and to be productive in 
that study, one must feel at home in the place where he studies. Also, one 
cannot learn or teach unless he feels joy, as the prophet Elisha says 
(Melachim II 3:15), “And now bring me a musician.” That verse relates: 
“It happened that as the musician played, the hand of Hashem came upon 
[Elisha].” Only when a person feels at home can he be happy. Fortunate is 
the person whose home is “Hashem’s house” for then he is in a state of “od 
yehalelucha / continually they will praise You.” 
For a person to feel at home in G-d’s house, R’ Soloveitchik concludes, it 
is essential to come to shul early and to linger there, and only then to begin 
praying. Likewise, one who has his tefilin off and his coat on and is 
standing at the door before services are over does not appear to feel at 
home. (Al Ha’tefilah p.31) 
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Taking A Closer Look 
“And you shall make an altar [upon which to] burn incense” (Sh’mos 
30:1). One of the questions the commentators ask (with numerous answers 
suggested) is why the “golden altar,” one of the vessels that was inside the 
Mishkan’s sanctuary, was not commanded along with the other major 
vessels of the Mishkan (25:10-40), but was first commanded after the 
structure itself (26:1-37), the outer altar (27:1-8), the courtyard (27:8-19), 
the priestly garments (28:2-43), the priests’ initiation rites and the seven-
days of consecration (29:1-37), and the daily offerings (29:38-42). As if 
that isn’t enough, the section of the commandment to build the Mishkan 
seems to come to a close, with G-d telling Moshe that He will 
communicate to the nation (through Moshe) in the Mishkan (29:42-43), 

that the Mishkan, its altar, and the priests will be sanctified (29:44), and 
that (after all this has been done) He will dwell amongst the nation (29:45-
46), which is the ultimate purpose of the Mishkan (25:8). Why was the 
incense altar, which is important enough to be one of the few vessels that 
resides in the sanctuary itself, left unmentioned until after the general 
commandment to build the Mishkan had concluded? [It should be noted 
that once the golden incense altar was commanded, it was always included 
whenever the vessels of the Mishkan are mentioned, and listed as one of 
the primary vessels, making its omission in the original commandment 
quite puzzling.] Although I will not attempt a thorough presentation of the 
answers suggested (I can sense the sighs of relief), I will use one as a 
jumping off point before getting to the answer that resonates with me 
most. 
S’fornu says that the incense altar was not included with the other vessels 
because its intention was not to cause G-d’s divine presence to descend 
onto the Mishkan and dwell within it. Putting aside whether this would be 
enough of a reason to postpone mentioning it until after the 
commandments regarding Mishkan were done, this line of reasoning is 
diametrically opposed to what the Tosafists (25:6, which I quoted last 
week) say was one of the reasons the incense was included in the list of 
materials to be donated for the building of the Mishkan (as opposed to for 
the service done within it); since the cloud created by the incense was 
necessary before G-d would “appear” in the Mishkan (Vayikra 16:2), it 
was considered necessary for the structure itself. Although it is not 
uncommon for commentators to have differing, even mutually exclusive, 
opinions, that one (or some) could posit that the incense was so integral to 
the functioning of the Mishkan -- and G-d dwelling within it -- that it had 
to be included in the initial list of materials even though the materials 
needed for other offerings (i.e. animals and grains) was not, while another 
can posit that the incense was so irrelevant to the functioning of the 
Mishkan and G-d dwelling within it that the vessel upon which it was 
brought wasn’t even included in the main section of the instructions for 
building the Mishkan, seems quite odd. I will therefore attempt to show 
how, conceptually at least, both could be right, even if a fundamental 
difference of opinion between them remains. 
There is a well known dispute between the commentators whether the 
commandment to build the Mishkan occurred during Moshe’s first set of 
40 days atop Mt. Sinai, before the sin of the golden calf had occurred, or 
during the last set of 40 days, after G-d forgave the nation (to some extent) 
for the sin of the golden calf (see pg. 2 of 
www.aishdas.org/ta/5766/terumah.pdf). One of the points the dispute 
revolves around is whether the Mishkan was meant as an ideal means of 
serving G-d and forging/maintaining a relationship with Him, or only 
became necessary as part of the recovery process from the sin of the 
golden calf. As I have previously discussed 
(https://rabbidmk.wordpress.com/2012/03/15/parashas-vayakhel-pekuday-
5772/), just as some are of the opinion that the Mishkan itself only became 
necessary because of the sin of the golden calf, and just as there were other 
changes that became necessary because of that sin (such as the nature of 
the Luchos, see Nachalas Yaakov and Beis HaLeivi, or the offerings 
brought to consecrate the Mishkan, see Ramban on Vayikra 9:2), it follows 
that even if there would have been a Mishkan had there been no golden 
calf, the way we relate to G-d in the Mishkan, and therefore how the 
Mishkan was to be constructed and operated, may have changed too. 
Rabbi Moshe Shamah (“Recalling the Covenant,” pgs. 449-450) and Rabbi 
Meir Spiegelman (http://www.vbm-
torah.org/parsha.64/22vayakhel%20pekudei.htm) apply this concept to the 
golden altar, suggesting that originally there wasn't going to be one, but 
due to the sin of the golden calf, it became necessary. Rabbi Shamah 
points out that offering incense saved the nation from further damage from 
the plague sent after they complained about Korach’s followers dying 
(Bamidbar 17:11-14); Midrash Tanchuma (T’tzaveh 15) says explicitly 
that the incense offering brings forgiveness. It follows, then, that after the 
sin of the golden calf, which left a permanent stain on the nation that 
created a constant need for forgiveness (see Rashi on 32:34), it became 
necessary for incense offerings to be brought twice daily. Because this 
need only arose after the sin of the golden calf, the incense altar wasn’t 
part of the original plans for the Mishkan. Therefore, when the Torah lays 
out the instructions given to Moshe before the golden calf, the incense 
altar was not included. Instead, it was taught immediately afterwards, 
because it eventually became an integral part of the Mishkan. 
That the instructions for the incense altar were first given at the end of the 
last set of 40 days is evident from the fact that the Yom Kippur service is 
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referenced at the end of those instructions (30:10), and Yom Kippur was 
only established after Moshe had descended with the second set of Luchos 
and was given permission/instructions to build the Mishkan because G-d 
had (once again) agreed to dwell amongst the nation within it, which 
occurred on [the day that became] Yom Kippur (see Rashi on 18:13). 
Rabbi Shamah says it is also evident that the incense altar was not 
included when the initial instructions were given (during the first set of 40 
days) because the outer altar is referred to as “the altar” (27:1), a term that 
only applies if there is but one altar. [That the vessels on the other side of 
the curtain from the ark are listed (26:35) without mentioning the incense 
altar fits this explanation as well, but without there having been any 
mention of an incense altar yet, there was no way it could be included in 
that list, so its omission there is part of the original question of why it 
hadn’t been mentioned yet.] Although calling the outer altar “the altar” fits 
better if there was only one altar, it is referred to as “the altar” again even 
after the incense altar was commanded (30:18). And even though it is clear 
from the context that the altar being referred to must be the one outside the 
sanctuary, if there was another altar inside the sanctuary (and if referring 
to any altar as “the altar” implies that there are no others), that term should 
not have been employed there. [It could be suggested that the entire 
paragraph of the laver was “cut and pasted” from the instructions given 
during the first set of 40 days, when there was no other altar, but this opens 
the door to a lot of additional speculation that I will not get into here. I will 
say, though, that if this paragraph was “cut and pasted,” it would explain 
why there is a new “dibur” (30:17) as if it is a separate communication, 
whereas the initial instructions were all given in just one “dibur.” It should 
be noted that the next paragraph mentions the incense altar explicitly, so 
(according to this line of thinking) must not have been taught during the 
first set of 40 days.] 
There is one glaring issue that still needs to be resolved, as the incense 
itself is mentioned as one of the materials to be donated (25:6), so 
obviously even the original plans included offering incense. However, 
incense does not necessarily need an altar to be offered, as it can be 
brought on a fire-pan (see Bamidbar 16:6/18 and 17:11). [As a matter of 
fact, according to Meshech Chuchmah it is precisely because the incense 
offering does not need its altar to be valid (as opposed to the lit lamps 
needing the Menorah and the show-bread needing the Shulchan) that the 
incense altar wasn’t initially included with the other vessels.] Rabbi 
Spiegelman suggests that had there been no golden calf, the incense would 
have only been brought when Moshe (or the Kohain Gadol) entered the 
inner-sanctum, not every day. It would still be needed, though, as G-d still 
only “appeared” in the incense cloud (or, put differently, a cloud-covering 
would have still been necessary before anyone could enter the inner-
sanctum). 
Based on this, the idea that the incense offering was not necessary for G-
d’s divine presence to descend upon the Mishkan is true, had there been no 
golden calf that necessitated constant forgiveness. (Bear in mind that 
according to S’fornu, if not for the sin of the golden calf a Mishkan would 
not have been needed for His divine presence to dwell within us -- see his 
commentary on 24:18 -- so his need for a Mishkan after the sin can be 
compared to our need for a Mishkan before the sin.) At the same time, it is 
also true that after the sin of the golden calf, the incense altar became 
necessary for G-d’s divine presence to dwell amongst us, while also being 
true that the incense itself was necessary even before the sin for divine 
communication to occur within the Mishkan, which was one of its prime 
purposes (see 25:22 and 29:42-43). In other words, the incense itself was 
necessary whether or not there was a golden calf. The incense altar, on the 
other hand, only became necessary because of it. 
 

Rabbi Moshe Krieger 

Bircas HaTorah Parsha Sheet 
The Battle Every Jew Must Fight 
The Midrash (36:1) brings a verse from Yirmiyahu (11:16) that compares 
the Jewish People to the olive tree. Why the olive tree? asks the Midrash. 
Other trees are more beautiful than the olive, and most fruit-bearing trees 
produce sweeter fruits. 
Explains the Midrash, Jews are compared to the olive tree because just as 
the olive is pressed, crushed and ground before it produces oil, so too the 
gentiles push the Jewish People from place to place, jail them and crush 
them and then the Jews produce their “fine oil,” i.e., they do teshuva. 

This comparison is troublesome, as it depicts the Jewish People as a nation 
that does teshuva only in response to suffering. Is this the case? Aren’t 
there many Jews who do teshuva out of their own good sense and piety, 
without being forced to? 
Moreover, Midrashim are expected to have a lesson for us. What is the 
lesson here? 
Rav Yechezkel Levinstein answers that even though the Midrash mentions 
afflictions of the gentiles, a Jew does not have to wait for this. He can 
“crush” himself instead. That is the real message of the Midrash. 
Everyone has a yetzer hara, as the verse states that the “impulse of man is 
evil from his youth” (Bereishis 8:21). Nevertheless, it is our job to free 
ourselves of the yetzer hara. This is what brings out the “fine oil” within 
us. 
Even if we are unaware of it, the yetzer hara is a part of us and will mix in 
to our actions, even our mitzvos, if we don’t take steps to uproot it. Even 
tzaddikim must take such steps. Mesilas Yesharim (16) warns us to be 
attentive. As we do a mitzvah, perhaps our motivation is that others will 
see us and this will gain us honor. Conversely, people may compromise on 
mitzvah observance because they prefer to focus on financial gain or other 
desires. Just as the olive’s good taste only comes about through crushing it, 
so too, the true beauty of a Jew only emerges after he succeeds in crushing 
his yetzer hara. 
A Jew should take the steps needed to break his yetzer hara without 
external forces such as gentile persecution arousing him to this, as the 
Midrash describes. The Midrash mentions persecution by gentiles because 
if we don’t combat our yetzer hara, Hashem may have to bring afflictions 
upon us to elicit our proper behavior. Of course, it is better if we do this by 
ourselves. 
How can we “crush” our yetzer hara? If a person is not careful about 
shemiras einayim (guarding his eyes), should he put on a blindfold? If a 
person focuses a lot on money, should he crush this desire and stop 
working altogether? Aren’t these necessary parts of life? 
Rav Yechezkel Levinstein explains that what the Midrash means by 
“crushing” is that one not let these parts of his personality control him. 
You must be in charge, not them. If a person has difficulty with shemiras 
einayim, he should treat this with the utmost seriousness. Every time he 
leaves the house he should beg Hashem for help. As much as possible, he 
should try to control where he directs his gaze. 
If a person wants money so much that he is willing to consider less than 
honest business practices, he should seek out a Rav who can teach him the 
severity of such actions, and clarify for him what is permitted and what 
not. As hard as it may be, he must submit himself to the halachic rulings 
he is given. If a person makes consistent efforts to resist his yetzer hara, 
with Hashem’s help he will slowly but surely free himself from it. 
Another way to combat the yetzer hara is to build ourselves up in avodas 
Hashem. The more we love Torah study, gemilus chassadim or any other 
aspect of mitzvah observance, the less our desires will encumber us. The 
more we appreciate our avodas Hashem, the weaker our desires will 
become. 
I found in my father’s diary an entry that reflects this strategy of fighting 
the yetzer hara. He wrote to himself that when it comes to enjoyment of 
the material world, one should try always to keep things to a minimum. 
One who gives in to his desires will not assuage them for long. He will 
very soon want more, and the more he indulges, the greater his desires will 
grow. Instead, my father advised that one should direct all of his interest to 
Torah and mitzvos. Whatever energy might have gone to pursuit of desires 
should be channeled into avodas Hashem. 
I know a Rav who has a yeshiva for boys who went off the derech and 
were steeped in their desires. Many have done exceptionally well in his 
yeshiva. I asked him what his secret is. 
“It’s no secret,” he answered. “I take the bachurim to an out-of-the-way 
place where they are far from city life. There, they can learn and have 
recreation and exercise, but the taavos (desires) they were steeped in are 
hundreds of miles away. As they say, ‘out of sight, out of mind.’ There, 
little by little, they get into Torah and avodas Hashem until they develop a 
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taste for it. Once they get a love for Torah, no taava—great or small—can 
stop them.” 
May we be zoche to crush our yetzer hara and produce “fine oil!” 
 

Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
Parshas Tetzaveh - A World is Changed 
And these are the garments you shall make: A Breastplate, an Ephod, a 
Robe, a Tunic of a box-like knit, a Turban, and a Sash. They shall make 
these garments of sanctity for Aaron your brother and his sons to minister 
to Me. (Shemos 28:3-4) 
It’s too bad we don’t have a Choshen- a Breast Plate these days. The 
Gemorah describes its function as a Heavenly advisor for making 
decisions in matters of national security and the like. Where can get that 
type of guidance these days? 
Reb Klonymous Kalman of Piasezcno ztl wrote in a Sefer- Derech 
HaMelech the following fascinating notion, “There is a type of prophetic 
revelation that comes when one looks into a holy book. Not knowledge of 
the future, for that ceased when the Temple was destroyed. Rather, it is 
guidance and a call to service of G-d and the holiness of Israel. At times, 
we have all experienced looking into a holy book and suddenly becoming 
extremely moved by a certain idea. A word pierces our heart and gives us 
no rest for years, until it can transform us into a different person and 
sanctify and uplift us. What is going on? We have already heard this idea 
from others and seen it in books, yet we remained untouched. Yet now, the 
matter suddenly penetrates our heart and mind. This is a form of looking 
into the Breast Plate worn by the High Priest. There too, all the letters 
were written, yet only some of them would shine into the eyes of the 
Kohen; and only a Kohen with divine inspiration. Another Kohen could 
stand beside him and not see a thing.” 
You can have different people listening to the same lecture and one is 
moved by a certain point and phrase and somebody else is totally deaf to 
that point. Everyone can be involved in reading the portion of the week 
and it’s possible that no two people had nearly similar experiences. 
To demonstrate the point almost mathematically: Let us say, I distribute 
one hundred copies of Sefer Tehillim to one hundred different people. I 
instruct each one to invest a year and indulge their minds with those fiery 
words leaping from the holy heart of King David. 
Along the way everyone is invited to highlight only fifty verses that excite, 
jazz, sing, zing, and resonate with their soul. What are the chances that any 
two people will have selected the exact same fifty verses? I do believe that 
most will agree the chances are extremely remote. This could be with any 
Holy Book! 
I was at a meeting this week with a Rebbe and parents of boy. The Rebbe 
was explaining why he likes to teach introductory Talmud, although he has 
been offered to teach “higher level” classes, he feels he is uniquely 
qualified and his purpose is to do the job of introducing the first taste of 
Talmud to 6th grade boys. He said that as a student in the 6th grade he felt 
lost. The subject was not made clear enough to him and he struggled and 
suffered as a result for many years until he began to understand what he 
needed to understand to make sense out of the page. 
He wondered why this had not been mapped out earlier and it troubled him 
how many had been turned off or became disappointed before they got a 
sweet flavor. He decided to master the material and be that solution to 
many others which he does now masterfully. 
Afterwards I shared with him something my wife heard from her best 
friend. There was a very popular Rebbe in my boys’ Yeshiva and all the 
kids adored him. He was known by the affectionate name “Rebs”. My 
wife’s friend asked him how he came to be “Rebs”. He simply explained, I 
never had a teacher, a Rebbe that related to me and I decided I would 
relate to and treat children the way I would have wanted to be treated. 
It occurred to me this is part of a Mishne’ in Pirke Avos, “Make for 
yourself a Rav!” Beside the standard explanation to make your-self 
available to a Rav, it can be explained, for those bereft of that, “Make 
your-self into the Rav!” It’s easy to cry and complain about what the 
world is missing and lacking but the mandate of the Mishne is, “You 
become that person!” From that one line that speaks loudly to one single 
person, privately, who knows… a world is changed! 

DvarTorah, Copyright © 2007 by Rabbi Label Lam and Torah.org. 
 

Rabbi Eli Mansour 
Weekly Perasha Insights 
Parashat Tesaveh: Jealousy and Lashon Ha’ra 
Parashat Tesaveh describes the Bigdeh Kehuna – the priestly garments, 
which include the four special garments worn by the Kohen Gadol, and the 
four other garments worn by all Kohanim. Our Sages tell us that these 
garments were laden with special spiritual power, and had the capacity to 
atone for various sins. Thus, for example, the Kohen Gadol’s Misnefet 
(turban), which sat on top of the head, atoned for sins involving arrogance 
and feelings of superiority. The Sitz, which the Kohen Gadol wore on his 
forehead, atoned for gall and brazenness. 
Another garment worn by the Kohen Gadol was the Me’il, or robe, which 
atoned for the sin of Lashon Ha’ra – negative speech about other people. 
The robe was lined on the bottom with bells that rang as the Kohen Gadol 
walked, and the Gemara comments that this “noise” produced by the Me’il 
atoned for the “noise” of gossip and other forms of inappropriate speech. 
Rav Avraham Pam (1913-2001) noted an additional dimension of this 
function of the Me’il. The atonement for Lashon Ha’ra was achieved not 
only because of the bells, but also because of the first person who wore the 
Me’il – Aharon, the first Kohen Gadol. Aharon had numerous outstanding 
qualities, but perhaps foremost among them was the absence of jealousy. 
When his younger brother, Moshe, was chosen by God to become the 
leader of Beneh Yisrael, Aharon did not feel any jealousy, and to the 
contrary, he rejoiced over Moshe’s good fortune (as indicated by the 
Torah, Shemot 4:14). He felt no resentment whatsoever, despite the fact 
that throughout the years Moshe spent in Midyan, Aharon had been 
working selflessly leading the people who were suffering as slaves in 
Egypt. Aharon is the prime example of how to avoid jealousy, of accepting 
G-d’s decisions and one’s lot without envying other people. 
This is how the Kohen Gadol’s robe atoned for Lashon Ha’ra – because it 
was first worn by Aharon, who embodied this vital quality of avoiding 
jealousy. People generally speak negatively about others because of 
jealousy. Another person’s success makes us feel uncomfortable and 
insecure, and so we feel the need to knock him down, to find something 
critical to say about him. This way, we ease the discomfort we feel over 
his success or good fortune. In order to avoid Lashon Ha’ra, we need to get 
to the root of the problem, which is, in many cases, jealousy. We need to 
look to the inspiring example of Aharon Ha’kohen, who teaches us to 
accept whatever role and position G-d gives us and gives others. We are to 
feel content with what we have, knowing that G-d knows best and decided 
that this is what we need. When we live with this awareness, we will feel 
content and at ease even if we see others with more, and we will then be 
able to speak only positively and admiringly about our peers, without the 
destructive negativity that currently plagues so many of us. 
 

National Council of Young Israel 
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Parshat Tetzaveh 
11 Adar Rishon 5776 / February 20, 2016 Daf Yomi: Gittin 69 
Humility: Key to the Acquisition of Torah 
By Rabbi Chaim Bausk 
Mara D'atra, Young Israel of East Northport, LI 
The Torah tells us that the oil for the Menorah in the Tabernacle had to be 
pure olive oil obtained by pounding the olives in a mortar and making sure 
there was no sediment within it. In a symbolic sense, the Menorah has 
been viewed as representing Torah. Torah is our guiding light, showing us 
the way in which to lead our lives. The purity of the oil symbolizes the 
concept that we must approach Torah with purity of thought, always trying 
to see the Torah’s truth. From the fact that the Torah tells us the olives 
must be beaten, two symbolic ideas are derived: First, that a person must 
work very hard in order to extract the truth and essence of Torah. And 
second, the process of pressing the olives shows that a person must 
approach the study of Torah with humility. It is this last point into which I 
will delve. 
The first Mishna in the Ethics of our Fathers states that Moshe received the 
Torah from Sinai. The Tiferes Yisroel is bothered by this statement. 
Moshe did not receive the Torah from the mountain of Sinai, but from 
HaShem at Sinai. This being the case, why did the Tanna say it the way he 
did? His answer is, just like the mountain of Sinai was chosen to be the 
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place where the Torah would be given because it was a low mountain 
representing the concept of humility, so too Moshe was chosen to be the 
recipient of the Torah because of his exceptional quality of humility. The 
Tiferes Yisroel goes on to say that this teaches us a very important lesson 
– namely, that only by possessing the attribute of humility can a person 
properly acquire Torah. 
Why is “humility” the quality that is so crucial in the process of acquiring 
Torah? I would like to offer some possibilities. First, the quality of 
humility will enable a person to accept upon himself, with a full heart, the 
Chukim – mitzvot given to us without revealing their reasons. Possessing 
humility will prevent the person from saying, “I’m from Missouri! I need a 
logical reason before I do this mitvah.” Second, to read “V’Chol 
Dirachanu Mishpat” (and all your ways should be just) and to accept it 
fully without an iota of reservation, demands humility. And third, humility 
is necessary to see the truth of Torah. A person could learn a Rashi without 
fully understanding it. Without humility, a person might say that the Rashi 
doesn’t make sense so he will move on, or perhaps offer his own 
interpretation of the posuk. A person with humility, however, would say 
that his lack of understanding lies in his own shortcomings. He will read 
the Rashi over and over again, or ask another person to help him. 
In a similar scenario, Shimon is learning with Reuven and Shimon offers 
an understanding of Rashi. Reuven disagrees and tries to convince Shimon 
that he is right. If Shimon is a person of humility he will listen with an 
open mind and consider whether Reuven’s approach is better than his. If it 
turns out that he is right, then Shimon will be accepting of Reuven’s 
insight. A person who lacks humility would not do this. The haughty 
person insists on winning, regardless of whether he is right or wrong. 
Last, but not least, bowing to the Daas Torah (the decision of our Torah 
Sages) of our Rebbeim and Gedolei Yisroel is also predicated on humility. 
If we all try to approach the study of Torah with humility, we will fulfill 
the biggest mitzvah we have in the best manner possible. Shabbat Shalom.  
The Weekly Sidra- "The Displeasure of Moshe" 

By Rabbi Moshe Greebel 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
After the completion of the building of the Mishkan (Tabernacle), 
HaKadosh Baruch Hu directly informed Moshe Rabbeinu that his brother 
Aharon would be Kohain Gadol (high Kohain), as we see shortly after the 
opening of this week’s Sidra: 
“And take to you Aharon your brother, and his sons with him, from among 
the B’nai Yisroel, that he may minister to Me in the Kohain’s office, 
Aharon, Nadav and Avihu, Elazar and Isamar, Aaron’s sons.” (Sh’mos 
28:1) 
Regarding Moshe’s reaction to this news, the Midrash Sh’mos Rabbah 37-
4 has the following to say: 
“It is written, ‘If your Torah had not been my delight, I should have 
perished in my affliction.’ (T’hillim 119:92). When HaKadosh Baruch Hu 
said to Moshe, ‘And take to you Aharon your brother…..,’ he (Moshe) was 
displeased. He (HaKadosh Baruch Hu) said to him (by way of 
consolation), ‘The Torah I possessed I gave to you. Had it not been for the 
Torah, I would have destroyed My world…..’” 
While not being given the office of Kohain Gadol displeased Moshe at 
first, he was consoled by being reassured that had it not been for him 
teaching mankind the Torah, the entire universe would have been laid to 
waste. In order to best explain this matter, the Midrash provides us with 
the following Mashal (parable): 
“….. It can be compared to a wise man who married a relative of his, and 
though he lived with her for ten years, she did not give birth to a child. He 
then said to her, ‘Seek a woman for me,’ further explaining to her, ‘I can 
really take a woman without your leave, only I desire your humility (so 
that you may still remain first with me).’ So did HaKadosh Baruch Hu say 
to Moshe, ‘I could have appointed your brother as Kohain Gadol without 
informing you thereof, but I wanted you to be his superior.’” 
As can be quickly realized, this particular Midrash begs for some 
explanation, which has of course, been provided by our Rabbanim of 
blessed memory. We begin with the K’Sav Sofer (Rav Avraham Shmuel 
Binyamin Sofer [Schreiber]- 1815- 1871) of blessed memory, who 
instructs the following. 

When the above Midrash states, “He (Moshe) was displeased,” what it 
refers to is that the sons of his brother Aharon, in addition to their father, 
merited greatness as is seen from the words, “And take to you Aharon your 
brother, and his sons with him.” Yet, concerning Moshe’s two sons 
Gershom and Eliezer, they would not merit greatness. 
And, answered the K’Sav Sofer, HaKadosh Baruch Hu said to Moshe, 
“The Torah which is Mine, I gave to you. It exists no more in heaven to be 
given to anyone freely. For, the only way to attain it, is by diligent and 
hard study. No number of T’fillos (prayers) will grant it to anyone, other 
than he who diligently labors for it. Hence, unlike the status of being 
Kohanim, the Torah cannot be inherited. And, since it is your assigned 
task to teach the Torah, the only ways your sons can distinguish 
themselves in it is through hard labor, and not through inheritances.” 
So conclude the words of the K’Sav Sofer, whose words are proven out by 
the Mishna in Pirkei Avos 2-12: 
“Rabbi Yosi stated, ‘Allow your neighbor’s money to be as dear to you as 
your own. And, prepare yourself to (diligently) study Torah, for it is not an 
inheritance for you. And, may all your actions be L’Shem Shamayim (for 
the sake of heaven).’” 
Why, posed the text Ohel Ya’akov (by Rav Ya’akov Kranz, the Dubno 
Maggid 1740- 1804 of blessed memory), was Aharon really appointed to 
the office of Kohain Gadol, and not Moshe? The Maggid answered by 
saying that the major purpose of the office of the Kohain Gadol was to 
seek the forgiveness of HaKadosh Baruch Hu for the transgressions of 
Yisroel. Now then, this particular office required someone who could 
easily walk among the nation, relating to each and every person, without 
intimidating anyone. 
Moshe however, who was the Av Ha’N’vi’im (father of all prophets), was 
on an inconceivably lofty spiritual level, and there were those among the 
nation who felt unsettled by having to approach him. Hence, the perfect 
candidate for the office of the Kohain Gadol was Aharon, of whom the 
Mishna in Pirkei Avos 1-12: 
“Hillel would say, ‘Be of the disciples of Aharon! Love peace, and pursue 
it! Love mankind, and bring them closer to Torah!’”  
The Maggid continues by saying that when Moshe was displeased at the 
news of not being appointed Kohain Gadol, HaKadosh Baruch Hu 
explained to him that this was only due to Moshe’s unimaginable high 
spiritual status.  
As imagined by the Maggid, HaKadosh Baruch Hu said to Moshe, “I 
Myself should not have taught Yisroel the Torah. Instead, I gave it to you 
personally on the condition that you would instruct them.” This is as 
stated, “Represent the people before G-d.” (Sh’mos 18:19) That is, Moshe 
was to ‘stand in’ figuratively for HaKadosh Baruch Hu when it came to 
the nation, for, due to Yisroel’s intense trepidation of HaKadosh Baruch 
Hu, He Himself should not teach the Torah to them.  
This trepidation is clearly seen from the nation’s reaction to having been 
addressed by HaKadosh Baruch Hu at Matan Torah (giving of the Torah): 
“And they said to Moshe, ‘(You) speak with us, and we will hear; but let 
not G-d speak with us, lest we die.’” (Sh’mos 20:16) 
Our dialogue as per the Maggid continues: 
HaKadosh Baruch Hu then said to Moshe, “Just as I should not teach 
Yisroel the Torah, so too does this compare to you not being appointed 
Kohain Gadol. For, your extremely lofty spiritual status does not permit 
you to freely go among the nation, seeking forgiveness for each and every 
one of them. That is a task much better suited to your brother Aharon, who 
nonchalantly goes among the nation and easily relates to each and every 
person.” 
May we soon see the G’ulah Sh’laimah in its complete resplendence- 
speedily, and in our times. Good Shabbos 
Confidential matters may be sent to Rabbi Greebel at: belmar.rabbi@yahoo.com Also appearing on the website: The National Council of Young Israel 
http://www.youngisrael.org  
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Shabbat Shalom 
Tetzaveh 5776  
GOOD MORNING! A young man visited his guru before leaving the 
ashram in India for America. "O Guru," asks the young man, "What is life 
all about?" And the guru answers, "Life is like a mountain." The young 
man leaves for America and for the next ten years torments himself to 
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understand the depth and the meaning of his guru's words. Finally, he can 
bear it no longer; he purchases a ticket and returns to India to beseech his 
guru for the meaning of the elusive comparison. "O Guru," he pleads, 
"What do you mean, 'Life is like a mountain?' " And the guru replies, "So 
... maybe life isn't like a mountain?" ... 
What is life? Here is a small piece I came across that you might want to 
tape to your refrigerator: 
What is Life?  
Life is a challenge ... meet it 
Life is a gift ... appreciate it 
Life is an adventure ... dare it 
Life is a sorrow ... overcome it 
Life is a duty ... perform it 
Life is a game ... play it 
Life is a mystery ... unfold it 
Life is a song ... sing it 
Life is an opportunity ... take it 
Life is a journey ... complete it 
Life is a promise ... fulfill it 
Life is a beauty ... praise it 
Life is a struggle ... grow from it 
Life is a goal ... achieve it 
Life is a puzzle ... solve it 
Q & A: What Is Mourner's Kaddish And What Does It Tell Us About 
Life? 
Kaddish is the prayer which a mourner recites for 11 months following the 
passing of one's father or mother. It is recited for one month for one's 
brother, sister, spouse, son or daughter. It is commonly thought of as "the 
prayer for the dead." In reality, as we will see in looking at the words, it is 
an affirmation of the belief and trust in the Almighty. Here is the Artscroll 
Siddur translation of the Mourner's Kaddish: 
"May His great Name grow exalted and sanctified in the world that He 
created as He willed. May He give reign to His kingship in your lifetimes 
and in your days, and in the lifetimes of the entire Family of Israel, swiftly 
and soon... (The congregation then responds: 'Amen. May His great Name 
be blessed for ever and ever.') Blessed, praised, glorified, exalted, extolled, 
mighty, upraised, and lauded be the Name of the Holy One, blessed is He 
(Congregation responds: 'Blessed is He.') beyond any blessing and song, 
praise and consolation that are uttered in the world. ... May there be 
abundant peace from Heaven, and life, upon us and upon all Israel.... He 
Who makes peace in His heights, may He make peace upon us, and upon 
all Israel." 
As one can see, there is no mention of the deceased, death or mourning. 
Kaddish is an affirmation of life -- a recognition of the Almighty, a prayer 
that His greatness should be recognized and a request for peace and life for 
the Jewish people. Besides affirming or reassuring the mourner's belief in 
the Almighty, the reciting of Kaddish gives merit to the soul of the 
deceased because the one who recites Kaddish (the mourner) causes the 
congregation to praise the Name of the Almighty: "May His great Name 
be blessed for ever and ever" and "Blessed is He." There are many stories 
in the Talmud and the Midrash about the great benefit of this merit to the 
soul of the deceased in the World to Come. 
A close friend confided to me that the obligation to say Kaddish not only 
gave him a way to show respect and gratitude for his parents, but 
tremendously comforted him by placing him in the synagogue in the 
company of other Jews twice each day. 
Torah Portion of the week: Tetzaveh 
The Torah continues this week with the command to make for use in the 
Mishkan, the Portable Sanctuary -- oil for the Menorah and clothes for the 
Cohanim, the Priests. It then gives instruction for the consecration of the 
Cohanim and the Outer Altar. The portion concludes with instructions for 
constructing the Incense Altar. 
Dvar Torah 
based on Growth Through Torah by Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
The Torah states: 
"And you shall command the Children of Israel that they bring to you pure 
pressed olive oil for illumination to keep the lamp constantly burning" 
(Exodus 27:20). 

The Midrash comments on this verse that the Almighty does not really 
need the light, but you should nonetheless make a light for Him just as He 
makes light for you. The Midrash gives the analogy of a blind person and a 
person who could see who were walking together. The person with sight 
led the blind person the entire way. When they came to their destination 
the sighted person told the blind person to make a light. "I want you to do 
this," he said, "so you will not feel a debt of gratitude for all that I have 
done for you. Now you have done something for me in return." 
Rabbi Yeruchem Levovitz comments that from here we see what total 
kindness is. There are many ulterior motives a person can have when he 
does favors for others. The ultimate in doing kindness is to do it without 
any expectations for something in return. This Midrash should be our 
guide when we do a favor for another person. Our attitude should be 
totally to help someone and not expect even gratitude in return. 
Many people feel strong resentment towards people who do not show any 
gratitude for what they have done for them. While a person should feel 
gratitude, one who does kindnesses for others for the sake of doing 
kindness will be free of any negative feelings towards someone who does 
not reciprocate or express gratitude. Moreover, an elevated person will go 
out of his way to make the person receiving his kindness feel free of any 
obligations towards him. 
Rules For A Happy Home  
If you drop it, pick it up. 
If you break it, fix it. 
If it rings, answer it. 
If you eat or drink out of it, 
wash it. 
If you step on it, wipe it off. 
If you open it, close it. 
If you empty it, refill it. 
If it howls, feed it. 
If it cries, love it. 
Quote of the Week 
Most people would sooner die than think; in fact, they do so -- Bertrand 
Russell 
With Heartfelt Gratitude Daniel & Lillian Kamis 
In Loving Memory of Reb Nussie Zemel 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/ss/ssw/368769091.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on 
readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like 
you around the world. Make a secure donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish 
HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright © 1995 - 2016 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
 

Rabbi Eliezer Parkoff 

Weekly Chizuk 
Parshas Tetzaveh: If Only We Could See 
Dedicated to J. whose sister just passed away. 
The following story, created by R. Yom Tov Ehrlich, is based on the 
writings of R. Chaim Vital, who learned it from his Rabbi, the Arizal. It is 
taken from Yalkut Lekach Tov, vol. 1, p. 284. 
Yosef, a young man who was married only a few years, left the shul after 
Shabbos services one Friday night and made his way to his mother's house 
to wish her a "Gutten Shabbos." The house glowed with a pleasant 
warmth, and the candles burned brightly, as if they were proclaiming that 
the holy Shabbos had descended upon the world. The younger children 
were seated around the table, but the chair at the head of the table, where 
their father used to sit, was empty. He had passed away two years before, 
and his empty chair still disturbed the tranquility of the house. Wistfulness 
mixed with pain filled everyone's heart. Their mother, Rachel, sat in her 
place as usual, reading a sefer. 
"Gut Shabbos," Yosef greeted them. 
"Gut Shabbos," the children replied. 
"Gut Shabbos," said Rachel, as she attempted with all her strength to hide 
the tears welling up in her eyes. 
"You're crying again," Yosef said. "There has to be a limit to this, Mother. 
Today is Shabbos and you're not allowed to make yourself suffer. " 
"But Yosef," his mother replied, "exactly two years ago your father left 
this world. How can I not cry today?" 
Yosef sighed. "Today you have a good reason, Mother. But what about 
yesterday, and the day before? Yes, it's been two years already, and you 
are still constantly grieving. Think about Abba in Gan Eden - certainly he 
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wouldn't be happy with all this! And what about the Borei Olam? God 
surely isn't pleased with this either. The Shulchan Aruch tells us when we 
should mourn deeply, when our grief should lessen, and when to stop. 
Acting like this is like showing that you don't agree to what Hashem 
wants." Yosef finished his speech. "Please forgive me, Mother, for talking 
to you like this." 
Rachel rose, wiped the tears from her cheeks, and said, "I know you're 
right, Yosef. I do try, with all my strength, to forget - but I just can't." And 
again she wiped the tears away. 
"Imma!" little Shoshana piped up. "We want you to always be happy!" 
"So do I," answered her mother, "and I promise you that I'll really try." 
Yosef wished his mother a Gut Shabbos again and set out for his own 
home. David, his younger brother, made Kiddush over wine, and 
throughout the meal everyone felt a real Shabbos peace. Rachel even 
laughed a bit. The children talked about the weekly Torah reading, and 
Rachel smiled proudly. 
Everyone went to sleep late, and Rachel felt an inner peace that she had 
not felt since her husband had left her. She began to think that, after all, 
she wasn't alone in her plight; she knew other young widows, and they 
were happy. She would try to make peace with her lot. Her thoughts turned 
to the shidduch that had been proposed to her recently. In the past 
whenever she had thought about it she had cringed. But now she dozed off 
into a peaceful sleep, and she dreamed. 
In her dream, people all around her were running. She ran with them and 
they all entered a dense forest. They ran through the forest, disappearing 
into the darkness. She continued to run and as the forest ended, a burst of 
light suddenly surrounded her. The sun shone more brightly than usual, 
and she saw that she was standing at the entrance to a beautiful garden 
filled with exquisite flowers of marvelous fragrance. All around were 
gleaming ponds. The whole garden was bathed in the glow of intense 
sunlight. 
Suddenly she noticed a man with a long silvery beard, wearing a white 
robe. He approached her and asked if she wanted to see her husband, and 
she followed him with her heart pounding. The old man stopped beside a 
large fruit tree, and in the distance she saw a wide field, enclosed with a 
golden fence. Inside were a group of people wearing brightly colored 
clothes, sitting in rows and studying Torah. In the midst of them stood a 
young man who was giving the shiur. 
The old man turned to Rachel. "Wait here a few moments," he said. "Soon 
the lesson will be over and then you'll be able to see him." The shiur 
ended, and the teacher began walking toward her. Suddenly Rachel 
recognized her husband's suit. Her head spun as she realized that this was 
actually her husband standing in front of her. 
"Avraham!" she cried faintly, and leaned against the tree for support. 
"Yes, here I am," her husband answered gently. "Please calm down." 
Slowly she regained her composure. "Why did you leave me so young, 
Avraham?" 
"You must understand," he began softly, "that in the world you live in, 
souls are sent to complete certain missions and to endure hardships 
because of sins they committed previously. I was already in the world once 
before, you see, in another lifetime. I was a talmid chacham and a tzaddik, 
but I didn't want to marry and have children, so that my learning would not 
be disturbed. When I left the world and came here, at first they made me 
the head of one of the yeshivos in Gan Eden, and I started rising from level 
to level. But when they found out that I had never married or had children, 
they sent me back to the world. There I married you, and when we had our 
seventh child they called me back to Gan Eden to return to my yeshivah, 
where everybody was waiting for me. Your merit is great and when the 
time comes, we will be together again in this world, the real world." 
"But," asked Rachel, "how can it be that you were such a talmid chacham, 
for you never had much time to learn?" 
"I myself didn't know it," her husband replied. "I had been sent into the 
world only to correct what I had been lacking - to marry and have a 
family." 
His wife continued to ask questions. "And can you tell me, then, why our 
Yosef is so unsuccessful in business?" 
"Certainly you remember the din Torah he had? Yosef won the case, but in 
doing so he caused great pain to his fellow Jew. He would have been 

punished more harshly if I hadn't interceded on his behalf and asked them 
to give him only four years of difficulty in business. In another year the 
term of punishment will be up and he'll start to succeed." 
"And what of our David, who is already twenty-four and still can't find a 
shidduch?" 
Her husband smiled and said, "The reason for that is that his intended 
bride took her time coming into the world. Now she is only thirteen and 
she lives in another city. In five years she'll come to your city, she'll marry 
David, and she'll even pay for the whole wedding!" 
Rachel began to tremble as a painful memory came to her. It took all of 
her might to ask her husband, "And why did that tragedy happen to us, 
when that drunken goy killed our precious three-year-old son?" 
"Come with me," her husband replied gently. They walked together 
quietly, until they came to a sunny grove of little trees. From the sky 
emanated beams of light in different colors. Beautiful birds flew from tree 
to tree and she heard them singing, "Light is sown for the righteous, and 
joy for the upright in heart" (Tehillim 97:11), while others sang, "May my 
soul praise You, and not be silent" (Tehillim 30:13). Multicolored insects 
flew around and also sang into their ears, as did swarms of little creatures 
running in the grass. Even the grass itself, and the trees, sang. 
Suddenly she saw balls of fire swinging on chains of colors. They stopped 
near her and above them were little angels with wings, flying right above 
her head. All around she heard wonderful music coming from all sorts of 
instruments and she felt as if her soul would fly out, as she was about to 
faint. Her husband immediately took some grass from the garden and held 
it to her nose. She came back to herself and looked around and saw a 
canopy made of precious stones shining with all the colors of the rainbow. 
Underneath the canopy was the form of an angel, who came and stood 
before her. She recognized her dead son and cried in joy. She fainted, and 
her husband again revived her with the fragrance of the grass. She opened 
her eyes and saw that it was no mistake. This was her son and none other. 
"Oh, why did you leave me when you were so young?" she asked him. 
The child answered, "Everything has been calculated by the Borei Olam. I 
had been in the world once before, before I was born to you, Imma. I had 
been born to a very special family. In our city there was a pogrom and the 
goyim murdered all the Jews. I was six months old and the only one left 
alive. A gentile family took me in and raised me until the Jews from a 
neighboring town ransomed me and brought me back to live among them. 
I became a great talmid chacham and lived the rest of my life peacefully. 
When I left the world, they received me here in the real world with great 
joy and I rose from level to level until I reached a place where I couldn't 
go any higher, because I had been nursed for one year by a gentile woman. 
The verdict was that I should be born again and nurse for three years from 
a Jew and then I would be able to attain my proper high place. That's when 
I was born to you, Imma, and that is a great merit for you. When I finished 
my three years, I was taken again to my real place, because there was 
nothing left for me to do in that lowly world." 
"But why did you have to go in such a terrible way?" his mother asked. 
"When I was about to pass from the world, a terrible decree went out on 
the Jews of our city, and all of them were about to be killed, including you 
and Abba. That's when I was honored by being able to atone for the whole 
city, and I was killed in their place. In that way I saved the whole city, and 
that's why I was able to merit all the honor you see here. No one in all of 
Gan Eden is allowed to see me, only Abba, whenever he wants. " The 
child laughed gleefully, flew up and was gone. 
Then her husband said to her, "You have seen that all of your questions 
have answers. There is a Creator, and He creates no evil. Now I have to go 
back to my shiur." He accompanied her back to the place where she had 
first been, by the tree, and said to her, "It is wonderful here, but I cannot 
bear your constant grieving, Rachel. Please, for my sake, start to enjoy life 
again. You have been offered a good shidduch; don't oppose it." Her 
husband disappeared and the old man again appeared. He led her through 
the forest until they reached the city. 
She woke up from her sleep as if she had been born anew. For a long time 
her face bore its smile, as she continued to see her fortunate husband and 
her smiling son. A heavy rock had been lifted from her heart and she 
finally was consoled. 
She is now happily married and living a wonderful and pleasant life. 
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There is a note by R. Yom Tov Ehrlich, the creator of this story: 
This story was developed from the writings of R. Chaim Vital, who 
learned it from his great teacher, the Arizal. It reveals to us deep concepts 
in the Torah, especially the concept of gilgulim (reincarnation). It teaches 
that all the creatures in the universe are like screws in the great machine 
called Creation. Ha-Kadosh Baruch Hu tightens the screws or loosens 
them, and adjusts their actions according to the workings of the machine. 
He brings neshamos (souls) into the world to fulfill certain tasks, and He 
takes away those neshamos which need to be above in the Next World. For 
this world and the Next World are really one unified concept. The 
neshamos work together with the body in the lower world, while above the 
neshamos act alone. If we could only know how everything acts together, 
we would never feel any suffering. 
Gut Shabbos 
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Gem Of The Week From RSR”H 
Inviolable Truths 
With the instructions to build the Mishkan and with the handing over of the 
Luchos, Matan Torah was completed. Now it was necessary to plant the 
nation’s soul, the Torah, in its midst. 
From the Mishkan, the Torah would radiate out to the entire nation, 
and its spirit would fill the heart of each individual, to realize the 
promise: V’asu li mikdash, veshachanti besocham. 
But as all this was transpiring on Har Sinai, events were taking place in the 
camp below that attested only too realistically to the vast gulf between the 
reality of the people and the heights of the Torah they were to receive. 
Hashem’s threat—“Achaleim, v’e’eseh oscha l’goy gadol,” that the nation 
that had been established to receive the Torah would be destroyed, while 
Moshe and the Torah were assured of a future—demonstrated the 
absoluteness of the destiny ordained for this Torah, which comes from 
Hashem, and like Him, is timeless. 
No one should ever imagine that the Torah should be adapted to 
changing times. On the contrary, each generation is entitled to a 
present and a future only while it accommodates itself to the Torah. 
The Torah is the absolute, ultimate goal of the Jewish nation. And the 
generation of Matan Torah was still infinitely far from it. 
If, the Torah, with its unalterable ideals, nevertheless came down to that 
generation, the implication is this: the Torah was not given to the people to 
suit their convenience. Rather, it was given to klal Yisrael so that the 
nation should shape itself, elevate itself, to the moral and spiritual 
heights of the Torah. 
As soon as the Torah came down to klal Yisrael, over whom it was meant 
to reign supreme, cheit ha’eigel presented it with its first challenge. The 
Torah was to demonstrate Divine power by training this people to accept it 
out of complete submission, and its resting place was to be first and 
foremost a place of education toward a better and purer future. 
In Devarim 9:20, we are told that Aharon committed a serious sin in 
playing along with the cheit. He should have opposed the people, even at 
the risk of his own life. Aharon thought, however, that it would be prudent 
to yield. He reasoned that if he were to fall victim to the mob, they would 
lose all restraint. By taking control of the events, Aharon believed he 
would be able to stall until Moshe's return and limit the scale of the 
people’s sin. 
In the aftermath, the man designated as the first kohen gadol learned, 
and taught all future generations, that a Jewish leader cannot try to be 
clever. The truths of the Torah are not his own to concede. He may not 
give up part of them to save the rest. 
G-d's testimony is inscribed on granite rock. One can acknowledge it, 
or, at his own peril, reject it. But no one, not even the kohen gadol, can 
alter so much as one letter. 
Have a wonderful Shabbos, 
Moshe Pogrow, Director, Ani Maamin Foundation 
This week's email, like every "Gem of the Week," is based on excerpts from the commentary of 
R’ Shamshon Raphael Hirsch zt”l on Chumash, with permission from the publisher. 
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The Strength Of The Flame 
“And you shall command Bnei Yisrael that they shall take for you clear 
olive oil, crushed for illumination, to light a lamp continually.” Shemos 
27:20 
The mitzvah of lighting the Menorah is placed at this point, at the end of 
the instructions for the entire Mishkan, its structure, and its contents, but 
before the priestly garments. Malbim explains that the reason for this is 
that it was necessary to work on the Mishkan itself first, as a preparation, 
before working on the garments for the Kohanim. Since those garments 
relate to the purification of midos and a person’s outlook, it is necessary 
first for the Jewish people as a whole to contribute the oil for the Menorah. 
The reason is as follows. 
The Torah is represented by a flame. It is the two aspects of a person 
which carries that flame into the world: the body represents the wick; the 
soul - vnJb - represents the pure, beaten olive oil. Since not every person’s 
soul has reached the necessary purity to bear the Torah's flame, Hashem 
has commanded the Jewish people, as a nation, to contribute to the olive 
oil. The “body” of that people, whose “soul” has become purified through 
this mitzvah of the oil, is now prepared to bear and carry the flame of 
Torah. The Menorah’s light is to shine continually in front of the Paroches 
which is drawn in front of the Ark where the Torah resides. It is only from 
the people’s commitment to that Torah that the flame draws its strength. 
It is the Kohen who must light the lamp and ensure that it continually be 
lit. His garments, as well, have been the contribution of the entire 
community. Only when the Jewish people have purified their own 
commitment to Torah are they ready to donate those garments which 
represents the purification of the Kohen, who is their agent and who, in 
turn, will light the lamp. 
God-Given Talent 
“And you shall speak to all the wise-hearted people whom I have 
invested with a spirit of wisdom, and they shall make the garments of 
Aharon, to sanctify him, so that he shall be a Kohen unto Me.” Shemos 
28:3 
There are two distinct terms generally used when describing “speaking”. 
In general, the expression “rCs” is a harsh term, indicating direct and blunt 
speaking to a listener, with a more demanding expectation for the listener 
to heed the message being said. In contrast, the term “r«nt” is gentler and 
kinder, suggesting a message delivered with patience and concern for the 
person being spoken to. It is interesting, therefore, that the command to 
fashion the garments of the Kohanim is introduced with the term “rCs/” 
What was so demanding about these instructions that it had to be spoken in 
a direct manner? 
Chasam Sofer notes that Hashem informed Moshe that the people who 
were to work in this endeavor were to be exceedingly careful not to 
disqualify the special character of these clothes with improper intentions. 
Perhaps an artisan would imagine that people who see the impressive 
wardrobe of the Kohen would compliment the ones who sewed them, and 
this worker would pride himself by thinking that his work would earn him 
fame or honor. This mindset was misdirected, because any talent exhibited 
was clearly God-given, as God endowed the artisans with the inspiration 
and determination to accomplish this mission. 
Moshe spoke directly and delivered a strong and clear order. The term 
“rCsT” is used, and the message was “I, God, have provided them with 
wisdom in their hearts.” Those who worked on tailoring the wardrobe of 
the Kohen were to realize that their talents were provided for this purpose, 
and not to assume credit for the exceptional successes on a personal level. 
In this manner, the garments were certain to be made with the proper 
intent, and they would serve their purpose of sanctifying Aharon and his 
sons so that they officiate for the sake of the mitzvah. 
Necessary Preparation 
“And they shall take the gold and the blue and the purple and the scarlet 
and the fine linen.” Shemos 28:5 
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The Torah introduces the fashioning of the priestly garments with this 
passage, which simply states that the materials needed for their formation 
were set aside. What insight does the Torah teach us with these words? 
The Saba from Kelem points out that the full impact and significance of a 
mitzvah can be appreciated only when one sets out to fulfill his mission 
with adequate preparation. This demands that one be ready and prepared 
for that which he stands to accomplish, both in terms of having the 
physical materials necessary as well as being emotionally and 
intellectually set. This is why the Torah points out that the people took the 
gold, the blue, the purple, the scarlet, and the fine linen. They specifically 
focused their resources and attention in advance of the actual production of 
the priestly vestments in order to prepare to do the mitzvah to its utmost. 
The Divine Spirit 
“And you shall put in the Breastplate of Judgment the Urim and the 
Tumim.” Shemos 28:30 
Why were they called Urim and Tumim? They were called Urim because 
their words were enlightening, and Tumim because their words were 
decisive. - Gemara Yoma 73b 
Rambam explains that through the power of the holy Name of God that 
was placed between the folds of the breastplate, different letters on the 
breastplate lit up in response to a question posed to the Kohen Gadol. 
However, it took divine inspiration (Js«ev jUr) for the Kohen Gadol himself 
to order the letters properly to obtain the correct message. 
Based on this explanation of Rambam, the Vilna Gaon explained a 
puzzling passage in the Book of Shmuel. We find the childless Chana 
coming to the Tabernacle in Shiloh to pray that she merit having children. 
Eli, who was the Kohen Gadol at the time, sees her lips moving in prayer 
but hears no words. He scolds her for being drunk, and, according to the 
Midrash, she retorts that it must be that he lost his divine inspiration. What 
was this exchange all about? 
The Vilna Gaon explains that when Eli saw her, he asked through the Urim 
and Tumim concerning Chana. In response, four letters, v 'f 'r 'a' lit up. He 
interpreted the message by ordering the letters to form the word vr«FJ - that 
she was drunk and did not have proper intention when she prayed. 
However, had he properly ordered the letters, he would have formed the 
word vrGF (“like Sarah”), meaning that just like her ancestress Sarah, she 
was barren and had come to beseech Hashem for a child. This mistake was 
due to a lack of Js«ev jUr. Therefore, when Chana heard that Eli had 
accused her of being drunk, she responded by saying that he must have 
lost his Js«ev jUr, and in reality she was a bitter-spirited woman who had 
come to pour out her heart to Hashem. 
Priestly Clothing For Splendor And Grandeur 
“And you shall put them upon Aharon your brother and upon his sons 
with him, and you shall anoint them and consecrate them and sanctify 
them, that they may minister to Me in the Kohen’s office. And you shall 
make for them linen breeches to cover the flesh of their nakedness; they 
shall reach from the loins even to the thighs.” Shemos 28:41-42 
Earlier, in Verse 4, the list of the clothing for the Kohen did not include 
the pants. In Verse 41 also, as Moshe presents Aharon and his sons with 
their wardrobe, no mention of the pants is indicated. Finally, in Verse 42, 
the Torah instructs Moshe to include pants in the uniform to be worn by 
the priestly family. Why are the pants at first not even mentioned, and then 
singled out in such a manner? 
The Netzi”v explains that the garments of the Kohen were an essential part 
of his purpose and they each represented a special element of the role and 
function of the Kohen. By wearing these raiments, the Kohen was elevated 
and sanctified. The pants, however, were exceptions to this theme. They 
were only part of the uniform of the Kohen because they were necessary in 
order to cover his body. The pants were not specifically part of the 
splendor or grandeur which the Kohen portrayed. 
The main clothing items were to effect an aura of splendor and grandeur. 
Accordingly, when Aharon and his sons first donned these items, a special 
event was arranged. It was Moshe who formally assisted them as they 
officially became initiated and sanctified in their role. Even at that point, 
though, the Kohanim put the pants on themselves, and the pants could be 
worn even beyond the domain of the Mishkan, for they were simply there 
as a functional item to cover their bodies rather than part of the ceremonial 
garb. 

This distinction can help us solve an inquiry of Tosafos (Sukkah 51a; 
Mi'bla'ei). The Mishnah (ibid.) tells us that the wicks used for lighting the 
torches which lit up the courtyard of the Temple during the Simchas Beis 
HaShoeva celebration were taken from remnants of the worn-out pants and 
belts of the Kohanim. Tosafos questions why it was only these garments 
whose fabric was used and not fibers from the shirts. According to our 
approach, we can explain that the shirts of the Kohanim were of a higher 
degree of sanctification, and even as they were worn out, the fabric could 
only be used as wicks in the Menorah, located in the inner chamber of the 
Holy. The pants, however, were worn both within and beyond the Holy. 
Therefore, when a pair was no longer useful as clothing, its shreds were 
used to ignite the lamps which lit up the torches in the courtyard even 
beyond the holy chamber. 
Body And Soul 
“As a continual olah-offering for your generations, at the entrance of 
the Tent of Meeting, before God, where I will arrange audience for you 
to speak to you there.” Shemos 29:42 
There are two different altars which were used in the process of atoning 
for the soul of the sinners. 
Kli Yakar explains that the brass altar served to atone for the physical and 
material element of the sinner's makeup. Animals were offered upon this 
altar. The altar itself was three cubits tall, corresponding to the height of 
the average person. When a person would offer an animal to be brought in 
his stead, he would be moved to watch this animal, which had just stood 
near him while it was alive, being slaughtered and its blood being splashed 
next to the altar. Even the poor person who could only bring flour as an 
offering to be placed on the altar rather than the costly animal, is 
considered as if he brings his very soul upon the altar (see Vayikra 2:1). 
Yet, aside from the physical aspect of this experience, there was also the 
need for the soul itself to be represented in the process. It had also become 
tainted by being connected with the body which had sinned, and the soul 
did not fully achieve atonement through the animal being placed on the 
brass altar. The physical body sinks and returns to the earth, but the soul 
rises and ascends to the heavens. For this reason, we are commanded to 
have a golden altar, upon which the incense was brought. The cloud of 
spices rose from it, as a pleasant-smelling aroma, and this would atone for 
the soul, which also rises. The soul also provides a pleasant aroma, by 
means of the mitzvos and other good deeds that it accomplishes. 
Halachic Corner 
Some are accustomed to sitting while reciting Havdalah, in accord with the 
opinion of the Shulchan Aruch. Others stand, in accord with the Rema’s 
view. The reason for the opinion of the Shulchan Aruch, that one should 
sit during Havdalah, is that sitting implies something fixed, in contrast to 
standing. When we seek to exempt others while reciting Havdalah, it is 
appropriate to sit, both for the one reciting the brachos as well as the 
listeners. Thus they appear to be sitting together to fulfill the obligation of 
Havdalah (Tosafos). 
The Rema’s view is that Havdalah is compared to counting the Omer. In 
reference to the concept of havdalah/distinguishing, the word "ofk" - “to 
you” (Vayikra 20:25) is found, and similarly in the Omer counting (ibid. 
23:15). Just as the Omer is counted standing, so should the blessing of 
Havdalah also be said standing. Additionally, Havdalah is likened to 
accompanying the Shabbos Queen on its departure, which should be 
performed while standing and walking. 
Questions for Thought and Study 
1. Why does Hashem command Bnei Yisrael regarding taking olive oil for 
the Menorah in between discussing the building of the Mishkan and the 
fashioning of the holy clothes of the Kohanim? See Malbim 27:20 
2. The iJj (breastplate) represented holiness. What was the direct 
opposite? See HaKesav VehaKabalah 28:4 
3. What atonement did yPJnv iJj (Breastplate of Judgement”) atone for by 
being placed on top of the heart? See Ba’al HaTurim 28:30 
4. In Pasuk 28:35, the Torah tells us the reason why Aharon had a golden 
bell - so that “he would not die”. Why would Aharon die if he didn’t wear 
these bells? See Rabbeinu Bachya 28:35 
5. Why does the Torah not mention Aharon’s sons in Pasuk 29:26, as it 
does regarding all the other gifts that go to Aharon and include his sons 
(e.g. 29:27)? See Ramban 29:26 
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6. What is the vrz ,r«ye (alien incense) mentioned in Pasuk 30:9? See 
Ramban on Rashi and Onkelos 
Answers: 
1. The Malbim says that before commanding the Kohanim regarding their 
holy garments, the Kohanim had to perfect their character. Pure olive oil 
represents holiness of one’s attributes. (See Koheles 9:9) 
2. The word iJj rearranged is Jjb (snake), which signifies unholiness and 
impurity in the world. 
3. The yPJn iJj atoned for impure thoughts of the heart. This is alluded to, 
as numerically "yPJnv iJj" is equal to "ckv rUvrv kg rPfn" (atonement on 
impure thoughts). 
4. The Torah tells us the reason for the bells as there was no reason for 
them to enhance the garment itself. The reason for the bells was that it is 
disrespectful (and punishable by death) for suddenly entering and exiting 
before a king (khscvk, like Achashverosh). Therefore Aharon had to show 
respect for Hashem by wearing these bells. 
5. This was not really to indicate that this vzj (breast) was going to belong 
to Aharon. It actually went to Moshe, who brought the iCre (sacrifice). 
Aharon is mentioned to show that he was the owner of the iCre, who will 
not receive the vzj/ 
6. Ramban explains that according to Rashi an incense brought as a 
donation and not part of the shnT sacrifice is considered vrz (alien). 
Onkelos and Ibn Ezra describe it as incense that was foreign and not one of 
the spices indicated in Pasuk 30:34. 
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Rabbi Mordechai Rhine 

Rabbi's Message 
Are you a Pronoun? 
This week's Parsha is unique in that the name of Moshe cannot be found. 
This is unique because from the time that Moshe was introduced to us in 
Parshas Shimos until the end of Chumash, there is no Parsha totally 
missing his name, except this Parsha. Instead a pronoun is used to refer to 
Moshe, "And you shall command the Jewish people…" 
A variety of commentaries address the uniqueness of Moshe's missing 
name. Some observe that this Parsha occurs at the same time of year as 
Moshe's yartzeit, the seventh of Adar. It would seem that somehow 
Moshe's missing name is like a praise of eulogy. What message is there in 
Moshe being referred to by a pronoun? 
A pronoun is a unique type of communication which presupposes a 
significant relationship, to the point that people will be able to figure out 
who is being referred to. When a teacher says, "You'd better behave, or I'm 
going to call him," we all realize that the person referred to is someone of 
authority in the school or in the child's life. When the Torah refers to 
Moshe with the statement, "You shall command the people…" and the 
Torah knows that we will know who the "You" is, it is a great praise for 
Moshe. It expresses the idea that Moshe is the trustworthy communicator 
of G-d's law, and even if a pronoun is used we know exactly to whom it 
does refer. 
Sometimes in life a person can acquire pronoun-status among their friends 
as they develop a special role in people's lives. When on a communal 
level, "Oh, yes, he took care of it," is accepted to refer to a certain person, 
that person has attained pronoun-status. It is no longer necessary to give all 
the identifying information for people to know to whom you refer. Such is 
their level of dedication; such is their relationship. 
I am reminded of the status that Rabbi Moshe Feinstein (d. 1986) held in 
the Jewish world during his lifetime. "Reb Moshe", as he was fondly 
known, was a premier Torah scholar, who was so approachable, and so 
capable of applying Torah law to new cases in biology, science, and 
technology. On his shoulders rested much of the tradition that was 
successfully transferred from Europe to the United States. His name was a 
household name, as he was known as the Posek Hador (Halachic authority 
of the generation). 
On one occasion a group of yeshiva students heard that Reb Moshe had 
been hospitalized. They wanted to pray for the Rabbi, but couldn't recall 
the name of Reb Moshe's mother so as to recite the traditional Mi 
Shebeirach prayer. One of the group stated perceptively, "In heaven, just 

as on earth, they must know who Reb Moshe is, even if we don't mention a 
last name, or his mother's name. Just pray for 'Reb Moshe' . Hashem 
knows who we mean." 
I believe that every person has the ability to become a pronoun to others 
by the way they conduct themselves. There may be an elderly person you 
look out for, or a child who needs some extra encouragement. When you 
develop a relationship, and they refer to you to others gratefully with the 
words, "He called today," or "She stopped by," you know that you have 
made a difference in someone's life in such a profound way that it became 
unnecessary to identify you by your full name. In your own way, you have 
followed in the trustworthy footsteps of our teacher Moshe. You have 
become a pronoun. 
With best wishes for a wonderful Shabbos! 
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Rabbi Elyakim Rosenblatt 

Yeshiva Kesser Torah 
A Commentary Published by Yeshiva Kesser Torah of Queens Copyright 2016 
Adar 1, 5776 
Tetzaveh 
Man Has The Ability To Attain New Unexplored Spiritual Levels In 
The Development Of His Midos 
"Aharon shall carry the names of the Sons of Yisroel, in the Breastplate 
of Judgement [Choshen Hamishpat] over his heart..." (Shmos 28:29) 
The Gemorah in Shabbos (139a) states that Aharon was rewarded with the 
great privilege of wearing the Choshen Mishpat over his heart in the merit 
of "when he sees you, he will rejoice in his heart (Shmos 4:14)." When 
Hashem chose Moshe to become the leader of Klal Yisroel and to redeem 
them from the bondage of Mitzrayim, Moshe did not readily accept. He 
was afraid that he might offend the feelings of his older brother, Aharon. It 
was only when HaKadosh Boruch Hu assured Moshe that "when Aharon 
sees you, he will rejoice in his heart," that Moshe relented and agreed to 
accept the mission. Although Aharon was older than Moshe, and also 
received Divine Revelation and prophecy before Moshe received it, 
Aharon, nevertheless, entertained no jealousy whatsoever toward Moshe. 
[Rashi on above mentioned Gemorah.] 
Thus, it seems from here that Aharon had earned the distinct privilege of 
wearing the Choshen Mishpat on his pure and holy heart. Although it 
would only seem natural for jealousy to exist within the heart of Aharon 
since he already was the leader and prophet of Klal Yisroel for eighty 
years in Egypt and now would have to relinquish his position, and to his 
younger brother; Aharon, nevertheless, overcame this most difficult of 
tests. 
Indeed, even Moshe, despite knowing of his brother's holiness and purity, 
suspected that there may exist some infinitesimally subtle strands of 
jealousy within the recesses of Aharon's heart, and not wishing to offend 
him, would be unable and unwilling to assume leadership, however, 
Aharon overcame this difficult test. He uprooted any instinctive feelings of 
jealousy that might have existed within him. 
Not only did Aharon succeed in the obliteration of jealousy, but he went 
even beyond this. He supplanted jealously with joy for his younger 
brother's success, doing so with all his heart(1) [Mahrsha]. Aharon thus 
reached the pinnacle of excellence. He brought to fruition his full 
potential, reaching a full capacity in the purity of his heart. He did so to 
the extent that Hashem Himself testified to Moshe, "When he goes out to 
greet you and sees you, he will rejoice in his heart." It was for this 
achievement that Aharon earned the great reward of wearing the Choshen 
Mishpat on his heart. 
The Yalkut Shimoni (VaYeshev 141) however, says that if Aharon would 
have known that HaKadosh Boruch Hu would write in the Holy Torah, 
"He is going out to meet you and when he sees you he will rejoice in his 
heart," Aharon would have gone toward Moshe with drums and dance! 
This Chazal clearly indicates that Aharon's heart held the capacity for even 
more joy than he actually possessed already. Had he known that 
HaKadosh Boruch Hu would record of him in the Holy Torah for eternity, 
"And when he sees you he will rejoice in his heart," his joy would have 
been so deep he would not have been able to contain it within the confines 
of his heart alone. The abundance of joy would have poured out of his 
heart into an external expression through drums and dance. 
This is mystifying. How could this Chazal in the Yalkut Shimoni indicate 
that Aharon's heart had the capacity to have even more joy in his heart 
than he actually had, and that he could have gone out to meet Moshe with 
drums and dance? Didn't we just learn that Aharon, by virtue of his not 
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entertaining even a remote trace of jealousy, feeling the utmost sensation 
of joy, reached the very peak of his potential? Hashem Himself testified 
that "when he sees you he will rejoice with all his heart, “[Maharsha],- to 
the full extent of his hearts capacity. How then could Aharon possibly do 
more than he already did? 
Perhaps we can see from here the wonderful creation that is the human 
being. Although every person has his limitations, and his capacities cease 
at a certain point, given an additional motivating factor, the person's 
limitations can still be expanded. Even after reaching the presumed peak 
of his abilities, the human being, nevertheless, has the ability to broaden 
and create an even greater potential within himself. Had Aharon known the 
high regard in which Hashem held his rejoicing with all his heart at his 
younger brother Moshe's success and that it would be recorded in the holy 
Torah for posterity, then this indeed would have induced Aharon to work 
even harder, to be more creative and innovative in finding ways to ascend 
to even greater spiritual heights in the development of his pure and holy 
heart. The depths of his being would have gushed with so much joy that he 
would not have been able to merely rejoice in his heart, but he would have 
expressed almost uncontrollably his newfound joy with drums and 
dancing. 
May we realize the wonder of Hashem's incredible creation, the human 
being. Man has the ability to control and supplant his deepest emotions. 
Not only does man have the incredible ability to attain all this, man can go 
even still further. He can inspire and motivate himself to expand his very 
capacity and reach new and hitherto unexplored heights in the 
development of his character traits. Such is the greatness of HaKadosh 
Boruch Hu's creation, the human being. 
One should never say, "I am what I am. I cannot alter my character traits." 
Not only can a person train himself to eradicate jealousy from within him, 
but one can even discipline oneself to supplant this jealousy with the 
greatest feelings of ecstasy, reaching the pinnacle of one's capacity for joy. 
May we be zoche to rid ourselves of any jealousy that exists within our 
hearts toward our fellow Jews. May we "fargein" our fellow Jews and 
rejoice from the bottom of our hearts at their successes. May the 
knowledge that Hashem holds in the highest regard our rejoicing over the 
successes of our friends, induce us to elevate ourselves even beyond our 
supposed capacity and attain a new plateau, in rejoicing at the success of 
our fellow brethren. Amen. 
1. It was for this reason that the Torah wrote an extra word “Belibo” to 
indicate that Aharon rejoiced with his full heart. Otherwise, the Torah 
would have written, “when he sees you he will rejoice”, without “Belibo” 
[Mahrsha] 
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Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks 

Covenant & Conversation 
Inspiration & Perspiration (Tetzaveh 5776) 
15 February 2016 
Beethoven rose each morning at dawn and made himself coffee. He was 
fastidious about this: each cup had to be made with exactly sixty beans, 
which he counted out each time. He would then sit at his desk and 
compose until 2:00pm or 3:00pm in the afternoon. Subsequently he would 
go for a long walk, taking with him a pencil and some sheets of music 
paper to record any ideas that came to him on the way. Each night after 
supper he would have a beer, smoke a pipe, and go to bed early, 10:00pm 
at the latest. 
Anthony Trollope who as his day job worked for the Post Office, paid a 
groom to wake him every day at 5:00am. By 5:30am he would be at his 
desk, and he then proceeded to write for exactly 3 hours, working against 
the clock to produce 250 words each quarter-hour. This way he wrote 47 
novels, many of them 3 volumes in length, as well as 16 other books. If he 
finished a novel before the day’s 3 hours were over, he would immediately 
take a fresh piece of paper and begin the next. 
Immanuel Kant, the most brilliant philosopher of modern times, was 
famous for his routine. As Heinrich Heine put it, “Getting up, drinking 
coffee, writing, giving lectures, eating, taking a walk, everything had its 
set time, and the neighbours knew precisely that the time was 3:30pm 
when Kant stepped outside his door with his grey coat and the Spanish 
stick in his hand.” 
These details, together with more than 150 other examples drawn from the 
great philosophers, artists, composers and writers, come from a book by 

Mason Currey entitled Daily Rituals: How Great Minds Make Time, Find 
Inspiration, and Get to Work. (1) The book’s point is simple. Most creative 
people have daily rituals. These form the soil in which the seeds of their 
invention grow. 
In some cases they deliberately took on jobs they did not need to do, 
simply to establish structure and routine in their lives. A typical example 
was the poet Wallace Stevens, who took a position as an insurance lawyer 
at the Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company where he worked until 
his death. He said that having a job was one of the best things that could 
happen to him because “It introduces discipline and regularity into one’s 
life.” 
Note the paradox. These were all innovators, pioneers, ground-breakers, 
trail-blazers, who formulated new ideas, originated new forms of 
expression, did things no one had done before in quite that way. They 
broke the mould. They changed the landscape. They ventured into the 
unknown. 
Yet their daily lives were the opposite: ritualised and routine. One could 
even call them boring. Why so? Because – the saying is famous, though 
we don’t know who first said it – genius is one per cent inspiration, ninety-
nine per cent perspiration. The paradigm-shifting scientific discovery, the 
path-breaking research, the wildly successful new product, the brilliant 
novel, the award-winning film, are almost always the result of many years 
of long hours and attention to detail. Being creative involves hard work. 
The ancient Hebrew word for hard work is avodah. It is also the word that 
means “serving God”. What applies in the arts, sciences, business and 
industry, applies equally to the life of the spirit. Achieving any form of 
spiritual growth requires sustained effort and daily rituals. 
Hence the remarkable aggadic passage in which various sages put forward 
their idea of klal gadol ba-Torah, “the great principle of the Torah”. Ben 
Azzai says it is the verse, “This is the book of the chronicles of man: On 
the day that God created man, He made him in the likeness of God” (Gen. 
5:1). Ben Zoma says that there is a more embracing principle, “Listen, 
Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one.” Ben Nannas says there is a yet 
more embracing principle: “Love your neighbour as yourself.” Ben Pazzi 
says we find a more embracing principle still. He quotes a verse from this 
week’s parsha: “One sheep shall be offered in the morning, and a second 
in the afternoon” (Ex. 29:39) – or, as we might say nowadays, Shacharit, 
Mincha and Maariv. In a word: “routine”. The passage concludes: The law 
follows Ben Pazzi.(2) 
The meaning of Ben Pazzi’s statement is clear: all the high ideals in the 
world – the human person as God’s image, belief in God’s unity, and the 
love of neighbour – count for little until they are turned into habits of 
action that become habits of the heart. We can all recall moments of 
insight when we had a great idea, a transformative thought, the glimpse of 
a project that could change our lives. A day, a week or a year later the 
thought has been forgotten or become a distant memory, at best a might-
have-been. 
The people who change the world, whether in small or epic ways, are 
those who turn peak experiences into daily routines, who know that the 
details matter, and who have developed the discipline of hard work, 
sustained over time. 
Judaism’s greatness is that it takes high ideals and exalted visions – image 
of God, faith in God, love of neighbour – and turns them into patterns of 
behaviour. Halakhah, (Jewish law), involves a set of routines that – like 
those of the great creative minds – reconfigures the brain, giving discipline 
to our lives and changing the way we feel, think and act. 
Much of Judaism must seem to outsiders, and sometimes to insiders also, 
boring, prosaic, mundane, repetitive, routine, obsessed with details and 
bereft for the most part of drama or inspiration. Yet that is precisely what 
writing the novel, composing the symphony, directing the film, perfecting 
the killer app, or building a billion-dollar business is, most of the time. It is 
a matter of hard work, focused attention and daily rituals. That is where all 
sustainable greatness comes from. 
We have developed in the West a strange view of religious experience: 
that it’s what overwhelms you when something happens completely 
outside the run of normal experience. You climb a mountain and look 
down. You are miraculously saved from danger. You find yourself part of 
a vast and cheering crowd. It’s how the German Lutheran theologian 
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Rudolf Otto (1869-1937) defined “the holy”: as a mystery (mysterium) 
both terrifying (tremendum) and fascinating (fascinans). You are awed by 
the presence of something vast. We have all had such experiences. 
But that is all they are: experiences. They linger in the memory, but they 
are not part of everyday life. They are not woven into the texture of our 
character. They do not affect what we do or achieve or become. Judaism is 
about changing us so that we become creative artists whose greatest 
creation is our own life.(3) And that needs daily rituals: Shacharit, Mincha, 
Maariv, the food we eat, the way we behave at work or in the home, the 
choreography of holiness which is the special contribution of the priestly 
dimension of Judaism, set out in this week’s parsha and throughout the 
book of Vayikra. 
These rituals have an effect. We now know through PET and fMRI scans 
that repeated spiritual exercise reconfigures the brain. It gives us inner 
resilience. It makes us more grateful. It gives us a sense of basic trust in 
the Source of our being. It shapes our identity, the way we act and talk and 
think. Ritual is to spiritual greatness what practice is to a tennis player, 
daily writing disciplines are to a novelist, and reading company accounts 
are to Warren Buffett. They are the precondition of high achievement. 
Serving God is avodah, which means hard work. 
If you seek sudden inspiration, then work at it every day for a year or a 
lifetime. That is how it comes. As every famous golfer is said to have said 
when asked for the secret of his success: “I was just lucky. But the funny 
thing is that the harder I practice, the luckier I become.” The more you 
seek spiritual heights, the more you need the ritual and routine of 
halakhah, the Jewish “way” to God. 
1. Mason Currey, Daily Rituals, New York, Knopf, 2013. 
2. The passage is cited in the Introduction to the commentary HaKotev to 
Ein Yaakov, the collected aggadic passages of the Talmud. It is also 
quoted by Maharal in Netivot Olam, Ahavat Re’a 1. 
3. A point made by Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik in his essay, Halakhic Man. 
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Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Tetzaveh 
Now you shall command Bnei Yisrael. (27:20) 
V'atah - now you - this, of course, refers to Moshe Rabbeinu, whose name 
is not mentioned in this parsha. Veritably, from the time he was born until 
Parashas V'Zos HaBrachah, in which his mortal self takes leave of this 
world, this is the only parsha in the Torah which does not mention Moshe's 
name. Chazal teach that this was by design. When Moshe was interceding 
on behalf of Klal Yisrael, following the Eigal HaZahav, Golden Calf 
infraction, he told Hashem: "And now, if You would but forgive their sin! 
If not, erase me now from Your Book that You have written" (Shemos 
32:32). A decree left his mouth; a decree issued by an individual of 
righteous scholarly status is not ignored. Since Moshe's name is identified 
with the Torah, it could hardly be deleted. One parsha - the one that most 
often coincides with the seventh of Adar, his yahrzeit- is missing his name. 
In any event, v'atah, "now you," remains. The power to command Klal 
Yisrael, to be Hashem's agent par excellence to lead His nation, is the 
result of Moshe's selflessness, his willingness to relinquish his life and 
name from the Torah, in order to save them. This readiness to sacrifice life 
and limb for Klal Yisrael has been the hallmark of our nation's leadership 
throughout the generations. V'atah - you - and those like you, who follow 
in your path, are worthy of commanding the nation, because of your 
preparedness to negate yourselves or the nation. 
The Chafetz Chaim, zl, and the Gerrer Rebbe, the Imrei Emes, zl, were 
traveling together by train. Whenever the train stopped at a town, the 
entire Jewish population came out to greet the train, in order to hopefully 
get a glimpse of the two eminent Torah giants. When the train stopped, the 
Imrei Emes went over to the window and blessed those who had gathered 
to see them. The Chafetz Chaim did not. He explained to the Rebbe that 
whatever honor one receives in this world detracts and diminishes the 
honor he will receive in Olam Habba, the World to Come. 

Hearing this the Imrei Emes replied, "For the sake of Klal Yisrael, I have 
already relinquished my time in this world and in Olam Habba!" When the 
Chafetz Chaim heard these piercing words, he rose from his seat, went 
over to the window and blessed the people. A gadol lives for the people - 
just like Moshe Rabbeinu. 
They shall take for you pure, pressed olive oil for illumination. (27:20) 
"Pure, pressed": only the oil which was designated for lighting the 
Menorah had to be the product of pressed olives - not crushed. The oil 
used for illumination must be quintessentially pure, without any sediment, 
in its original state. Filtering later on is insufficient. The oil must be 
pristine from its very beginning. Thus, the oil was made by gently pressing 
the olive until only one drop emerged. That drop was used for 
illumination. 
La'Yehudim haysah orah v'simchah v'sasson vikar, "The Jews had light 
and gladness, and joy and honor" (Megillas Esther 8:15). Orah zu Torah, 
"Light, this is (the light that emanates from) Torah" (Meseches Megillah 
15). True light that illuminates, that irradiates one's life and gives him the 
ability to serve as a beacon of light and radiance for others, is derived from 
Torah. Just as the light that shone from the holy Menorah in the Sanctuary 
was the product of pure olive oil, the first emergence from the pressed 
olive, so, too, the light that emanates from one who studies Torah must be 
the result of pure oil, effort that is kassis, pressed, whereby one exerts 
pressure in order to study Torah. 
Too many of us are focused on groping through the darkness, helping one 
another to make it, despite the overwhelming gloom which obscures our 
ability to see, to maneuver, to develop. There are those who are one step 
ahead. They cannot and will not resign themselves to living in the 
darkness. They look for any way, any opportunity, to pierce through the 
blackness that surrounds them. 
A chasid once asked the Kotzker Rebbe, zl, why the Rebbe chooses to 
seclude himself in his house, spending the day deeply involved in Torah 
study. True, many chassidim visit him at home, thus allowing for his 
influence to spread, but he could achieve so much more if he would not 
isolate himself from the world. 
The Rebbe listened intently to the question, replying with the use of the 
following parable. Three wealthy men were incarcerated in a dungeon. 
Apparently, they had sinned against the king, and, even though the 
infraction was one of perception, the king was not a forgiving person, and 
even a perceived infraction rendered the offender guilty, and thus he had to 
be punished. The dungeon was tiny, cold and damp, with all types of 
vermin making it their habitat. In addition, it was dark, the darkness 
palpable to the point that the prisoners could not even locate their own 
mouths in order to place food inside. 
This is where the varied personalities of the three prisoners played itself 
out. One prisoner was not much of a thinker. He had been most fortunate 
to have earned a huge sum of money, but-- when it came to fending for 
himself in an inhospitable situation-- he was at a total loss. He could locate 
neither the food, nor the spoon with which to eat - and worse - he could 
not even find his mouth. 
The second prisoner was a wise man, accustomed to the world, he knew 
his way around. Regardless of his predicament, he could be relied on to 
discover some way out. He took pity on the other man who was by now 
starving - unable to find his food, spoon or mouth. He was able to 
maneuver himself over in order to feed the sorry fellow, thus keeping him 
alive in the dungeon. 
So far, we have addressed prisoners number one and two. What about 
prisoner number three? He remained quietly in his corner, secluded from 
the other two. Apparently, he was faring well, since he neither asked for 
assistance, nor offered any. This upset prisoner number two, who asked 
him, "Why do you not offer me assistance in taking care of prisoner 
number one?" 
The elusive number three explained his somewhat incomprehensible 
behavior: "We are incarcerated in a miserable, dark dungeon. We are 
unable to do anything, because we cannot see. You spend the entire day 
figuring out how to gather the rations from one end of the cell to bring it to 
our friend, so that you can feed him. Do you realize that we have been 
here for an entire month, and he still does not know how to fend for 
himself? I am not sitting around wasting time. While you occupy your 
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time with him, I am using my fingers to notch out a hole in the dirt wall. 
Once I dig deep enough through the wall, I will allow some rays of sun to 
penetrate. One drop of light drives away much darkness. When I succeed, 
our friend will once again be able to see, and he will finally be able to feed 
himself!" 
Horav Shlomo Schwadron, zl, adds that that this that the meaning of, 
La'Yehudim haysah orah v'simchah vikar. "First, there must be orah, light, 
which refers to Torah. Once Torah permeates a person, he becomes 
suffused with its light. Everything else-- gladness, joy and honor-- follows 
in tow, because, until one can see, he remains disjointed and unable to 
perceive anything else. How does one gain Torah? Kassis la'maor: press 
yourself, work hard, toil, labor, involve yourself in Torah; you will see the 
light begin to at first flicker, then become stronger, until it shines 
brilliantly and illuminates your entire life." 
And you shall make vestments of sanctity… for glory and splendor. 
(28:2) 
Some of us get carried away by the impression we develop based upon an 
individual's attire. In reality, it is difficult to ignore-- or not be impressed 
by-- one who is impeccably dressed, his clothing perfectly cut to his 
body's form, the material and color drawing attention to the wearer's 
position in life. Our first impression is generally governed by outside 
appearances, of which clothing plays a leading role. Of course, if the 
wearer opens his mouth and spews forth one foolish statement after 
another, our first impression will be impugned, and our next impression 
invariably overpowers it. A wise man waits, while everyone else judges a 
person by what he sees at first glance. This is sadly why Madison Avenue 
lives by the phrase: "Clothing makes the man." They know that first 
impressions count, and one does not get a second chance to make a "first" 
impression. 
Horav Shlomo Levinstein, Shlita, relates an incident which took place 
concerning Ibn Ezra, which is a classic. Ibn Ezra lived in abject poverty. 
Indeed, he felt that, for some reason, he just was not destined to be 
financially sufficient. He once said that if he were to sell candles, the sun 
would never set; or, alternatively, if he were to sell tachrichim, shrouds, 
people would not die. The cards were stacked against him - a situation 
which he had come to accept and live with. His dire circumstances did not 
deter him from his diligence in Torah study. Hence, we are blessed with 
his brilliant commentary on the Torah. 
Being poverty stricken, he dressed the part, his clothes simple, 
unassuming, and quite threadbare. He certainly did not dress the part of a 
brilliant sage who had no peer. One Erev Shabbos found him in a small, 
distant town far from his home. He approached one of the community's 
wealthy Jews and asked if he would host him for Shabbos. The man took 
one look at Ibn Ezra's clothes and began to hem and haw. Ultimately, he 
acquiesced, but he asked him to sit in a corner of the dining room where he 
would not have to gaze at him dressed as a decrepit pauper. He brought his 
food to him as covertly as possible, in order not to gather any attention to 
his indigent guest. 
On Motzei Shabbos, Ibn Ezra approached his host and said, "I would like 
to extend my gratitude to you for your warm hospitality. At this 
opportunity, I would like to propose a shidduch, matrimonial match, for 
your daughter, who I notice is of age. I know a wonderful young man who 
I know would fit in perfectly with your family. I am certain you will 
appreciate his external bearing and comportment." Ibn Ezra knew this 
young man well. He was, indeed, a fine, upstanding, well-dressed and 
well-behaved young man. Alas, his erudition in Torah was non-existent, as 
he had not had the opportunity to study. Knowing that the wealthy man 
would not settle for a non-intellectual, regardless of his excellent 
demeanor and appearance, Ibn Ezra said, "The young man in question is 
very diligent and somewhat of a counter-culturist. He keeps to himself and 
hardly speaks to anyone. I ask that you make available for him a small 
quiet room where he can keep to himself. You may still gather a group of 
scholars to test him in areas of Torah knowledge. I will forward the 
question to him and return immediately with his response." 
Shidduchim were not easy to come by - even for the wealthy. A good boy 
was even more difficult. Thus, despite the circumstances, the wealthy man 
agreed to the proposal. Ibn Ezra instructed the young man to remain silent. 
He would take care of everything. A few days later, Ibn Ezra appeared 

with the young man. He was everything that the man had hoped for: 
handsome, well-dressed, noble bearing; in short, his external appearance 
was the "package" he was seeking for his daughter. A group of sages 
gathered to present him with their halachic queries, which Ibn Ezra 
quickly fielded for him. The sages gave their approbation of the young 
man. Apparently, he must be a genius. He immediately answered every 
question they sent to him succinctly, indicating a breadth of knowledge 
uncommon for anyone his age. They were veritably impressed. Needless 
to say, the shidduch went through. 
Following the engagement, Ibn Ezra moved on, and the young man now 
had to fend for himself. It did not take long for the truth to be revealed: the 
young man was well-dressed and handsome, intellectually philistine. He 
knew nothing. The wealthy man was furious. How could he allow his 
daughter to marry someone who was so intellectually challenged? The 
man summoned Ibn Ezra and demanded, "How could you have done this 
to me? I trusted you to bring me a young man that I would be proud of - 
and you brought him!" 
"You do not seem to understand," Ibn Ezra began. "I noticed that you are 
impressed by externalism: nice clothes, appearances, behavior. Nu - I 
brought you 'nice clothes'! I did not get the impression that anything else 
mattered!" 
The man took the hint. He was acutely aware of the concept to which Ibn 
Ezra was alluding. He asked, "What do I do now? Do I let my daughter 
marry this man?" 
"Do not worry," Ibn Ezra replied. "Let them get married. I will tutor the 
young man, and soon you will see that he will become proficient in what 
really matters!" So it was. The young man studied with the illustrious Ibn 
Ezra for a number of months and, before long, he was counted among the 
erudite Torah scholars of his community. 
And you shall make vestments of sanctity for Aharon, your brother, for 
glory and splendor. (28:2) 
When the Kohanim performed the avodah, service, in the Mishkan/Beis 
Hamikdash, they had to wear special vestments; otherwise the service was 
considered to be invalid. The commentators explain that the special nature 
of these vestments served as a medium for setting the Kohanim apart from 
the people when they performed the service. They were Kohanim on a 
mission to act as agents of the people in performing the Temple service. 
As such, they had to be devout, maintaining an exalted spiritual level, 
replete with exemplary moral and ethical standards - as evinced by their 
total demeanor. The unique nature and appearance of the vestments 
brought this idea home to the minds of the people. They viewed the 
Kohanim from a different perspective. The people were impressed with the 
vestments, which reflected a deeper manifestation of the spiritual 
distinction of the Kohanim. 
Impressions matter. When one person first encounters another person, he 
forms a mental impression based upon a wide variety of characteristics. 
Physical appearance and apparel play a definitive role in influencing the 
mind of the average person. This does not mean that it is a proper 
judgment. We often judge a person by how he appears to us. In the area of 
spirituality, it goes much deeper. One must believe in the person in order 
for that person to influence him. To a great extent, a great tzadik, righteous 
person, is as effective as the people's acceptance of and belief in him. One 
must believe in his Rebbe for the Rebbe's blessing to achieve maximum 
efficacy. 
There is an oral tradition that Horav Chaim Shmuelevitz,zl, once 
transmitted concerning the Gerrer Rebbe, zl, the Bais Yisrael, "I am 
capable of performing the same mofsim, wonders, as the Bais Yisrael. He 
is successful, however, because his chassidim believe in him." Efficacy, to 
a great extent, depends on belief. Emunas chachamim, believing in our 
Torah leaders, is a prerequisite for accepting a blessing. The following 
short vignette underscores this idea, presenting a penetrating message. 
Two chassidim would visit their Rebbe annually on Succos. Each year, on 
the way to the Rebbe, they stopped at the same inn. One year, the 
innkeeper, a religious Jew, humbly approached them. "You know that I am 
not a chasid of your Rebbe," he said, "but I have a great favor to ask of 
you. My wife and I have been married for over ten years, but, sadly, we 
have yet to be blessed with a child. Please ask the Rebbe to pray for us." 
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The chassidim agreed to do so, as they prepared to leave the following 
morning. 
That morning, the innkeeper's wife went to the store to purchase a baby 
carriage and promptly began parading with it through the streets of town. 
When her friends gathered to wish her mazel tov, she explained that, 
actually, she was not with child, but would soon be blessed with a child. 
The holy Rebbe was going to pray for her. The two chassidim who were in 
the process of pulling out of town heard this interchange and became 
embarrassed, because they knew only too well that prayers do not always 
achieve the desired result. They kept quiet and quickly left town before 
they became more entangled in the evolving situation. When they arrived 
at the Rebbe's court, they faithfully carried out their mission, relaying the 
innkeeper's request. 
A year went by, and the two chassidim returned to the inn once again on 
their annual trip. How shocked and delighted they were to discover they 
had arrived in time for the baby boy's bris. Yes, the innkeeper and his wife 
had been blessed with a healthy child! The innkeeper was effusive with his 
gratitude, treating them as guests of honor. The next day, they continued 
on their journey. On the day of their arrival, one of the chassidim asked to 
speak with the Rebbe. He walked in with his head bowed and asked, 
"Rebbe, you did not even know the innkeeper," he complained. "I, 
however, have been coming here for the last twenty years, as my father 
came before me. The Rebbe knows very well that I have been married this 
entire time and have no children. I have made the same request of you, and 
my wife has yet to conceive. Rebbe, is it fair? Do I not deserve better?" 
The Rebbe took his chasid's hand in his, looked deeply into his eyes and 
asked, "During all of those years, did you ever buy a baby carriage? How 
great was your faith in comparison to that of the innkeeper's wife?" 
The Rebbe's prayers on behalf of the innkeeper's wife had greater efficacy 
because she believed in him so much that she considered his successful 
prayer a "done deal." Apparently, the chasid's belief in his Rebbe's ability 
to act as an intercessor was not as unequivocal. 
Into the Choshen HaMishpat shall you place the Urim v'Tumim and 
they shall be on Aharon's heart when he comes before Hashem. (28:30) 
In his commentary to the beginning of Sefer Shemos (4:14), Rashi 
comments concerning Aharon HaKohen's attitude vis-?-vis Moshe 
Rabbeinu becoming Klal Yisrael's leader, V'raacha v'somach b'libo, "And 
he will see you and be gladdened in his heart" (Hashem said to Moshe). 
"Unlike what you think, that Aharon is envious of your appointment 
(achieving a position higher than he did, despite Aharon being the older 
brother), he will see you and be gladdened in his heart". Aharon 
HaKohen's brotherly love for his younger brother was stronger than any 
feeling of envy which might otherwise have festered within him. As a 
result of his heartfelt expression of love, he merited to wear the Choshen 
HaMishpat, Breastplate, which had the names of the twelve tribes 
embedded on it. As Rabbi Yossi says, "The heart that was overjoyed with 
his brother's greatness warranted to wear the Breastplate on his heart" 
(Shemos Rabbah 13:17). Horav Eliyahu Baruch Finkel, zl, derives from 
here that the reward of paying a person measure for measure applies not 
only to one's entire body, it even applies to each individual body part, 
whatever part played a role in the mitzvah. Aharon's heart demonstrated 
deference towards Moshe. Thus, it merited to be the repository upon which 
the Choshen would rest. 
A similar idea may be gleaned from the reward experienced by Yosef 
when he ascended from the pit to become Egypt's viceroy. The Yalkut 
Shimoni writes: "Yosef was given (back) from his (from what he had 
given): his mouth did not bend to sin (with the wife of Potifar), "by your 
command shall my people be sustained" (Bereishis 41:40); The neck that 
did not speak with sin, "And he placed a gold chain on his neck" (ibid. 42); 
the hands that did not touch sin, "And he dressed him in linen garments" 
(ibid. 42); the legs that did not jump to perform sin, "He also had him ride 
in his golden chariot," (ibid. 42), his thoughts which did not harbor any 
sin, "And they proclaimed before him: Avrech!" This indicates that reward 
is positioned for the person, particularly for every individual part of his 
body which contributed to his success. 
We find in Sefer Melachim 2, 9:35, that when they went to bury the evil 
Izevel, all that was left of her body was her skull and legs and palms of her 
hands. Rashi explains that she would dance at weddings in front of the 

chassan/ kallah in order to increase their joy. She would shake her hands 
and head back and forth. Thus, these body parts were not devoured with 
the rest of her corpse. They warranted burial. 
Likewise, on the flip side, one's organs which sinned will be punished 
more so than any other part of his body: "Shimshon followed his eyes; 
thus, the Plishtim gouged out his eyes; Avshalom aggrandized himself 
over his hair; thus, he was hung by his hair" (Talmud Sotah 9B). 
The Rosh Yeshivah explains that this is why, on Yom Kippur, when we 
recite the Viduy, Confession, we focus on sins perpetrated by specific 
organs: hands which took bribes; legs that ran toward sin. 
In an alternative exposition, he quotes Horav Chaim Shmuelevitz, zl, who 
explained that middah k'neged middah did not rule with regard to having 
the Choshen placed on Aharon's heart; rather, it is specifically because 
Aharon's heart was pure of any vestige of personal vested interest. He 
cared not about himself; he lived completely for others. Thus, he was able 
to be fully happy for his younger brother. There was no self in Aharon. It 
was all about others. Therefore, he was suitably fit to wear the Choshen 
which projected the needs of the Jewish People - on his heart. One whose 
heart is pristine, that is not immersed in personal issues, whose devotion 
for others is unequivocal-- such a heart can represent the Jewish people. 
Only one who lives for others can be their true emissary. 
Va'ani Tefillah 
V'Elokei Avraham And the G-d of Avraham. 
Horav Avigdor Miller, zl, explains that the relationship one has with his 
friend has greater profundity when this friend is a family friend, someone 
who had, before you, befriended your father. Shlomo HaMelech says in 
Mishlei (27:10), "Forsake not your friend and the friend of your father." 
We understand this pasuk on two levels. First, one has greater trust in 
someone who has previously befriended him, and, even more so, if that 
friend had befriended his father. There is no friend like a family friend, for 
such a friend has passed the test of two generations. Furthermore, the love 
one manifests toward the father guarantees that he will continue this love 
to the son. 
Second, we have an obligation to pay our gratitude toward anyone who has 
befriended us. This obligation becomes magnified if that benefactor had 
previously befriended his father. Thus, Shlomo HaMelech's admonition 
has greater meaning: "Forsake not your friend; forsake not your trust in 
such a friend; and forsake not your duty to pay gratitude toward such a 
friend." 
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Haftorah 
Parshas Tetzaveh: Yechezkel 43:10 
This week's haftorah shares with us an important perspective regarding 
ourlong dark exile and the brilliant light awaiting us at the end of it. 
Thehaftorah begins in the midst of an elaborate prophetic vision that 
theprophet Yechezkel was privileged to view. In the previous three 
chaptersHashem showed the prophet the detailed blueprints of the future 
and finalmagnificent Bais Hamikdash. In our haftorah Hashem instructed 
Yechezkel to share his vision with the Jewish people. Hashem said, "Tell 
the House of Israel the vision of the Bais Hamikdash in order that they 
should beembarrassed from their sins when they measure the completed 
structure."(43:10) Yechezkel was commanded to remind the Jewish people 
about theirwrongdoings which ultimately led to the destruction of the 
previous BaisHamikdash. They were presently in the midst of the 
Babylonian exile andthe sight of the Bais Hamikdash was intended to 
remind them of all theirprevious faults. They could easily realize that the 
Bais Hamikdash wouldhave been theirs if not for their previous sinful 
ways. 
Hashem continued, "And if they are embarrassed for all of their 
wrongdoings then show them the form of the Bais Hamikdash, its specific 
rooms, entrances and exits .... and write this before them and they should 
retain its entire image and all its specifications and they will construct 
them."The Radak explains that the prophet Yechezkel was given 
specificinstructions to reveal these detailed plans only after the Jewish 
peoplesensed embarrassment. Only after regretting their sinful ways which 
caused the destruction the first Temple would the Jews be privileged to 
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observe the vision of the third Bais Hamikdash. Apparently the reason for 
this was because this edifice would be an everlasting one and could only 
be constructed after the world was free of sin. Therefore, even beholding 
the sight of the third Bais Hamikdash required special merit and only those 
who had forsaken their sinful ways could be privileged to view it. 
But in truth, the timing of this prophecy requires serious reflection. The 
Scriptures reveals earlier (see 40:1) that this prophecy came to Yechezkel 
fourteen years into the Babylonian exile long before the second Temple 
was even in sight. It is therefore quite shocking for us to discover here a 
prophecy about the third Bais Hamikdash, rather than the second. The 
wounds of the first Temple's destruction were not healed and Hashem was 
already revealing the plans for the third Temple. Wouldn't it have been 
more timely and appropriate to share with the Jewish people visions of the 
second Temple rather than the third?! 
The lesson which can be gleaned from this is a striking perspective 
aboutHashem's mercy and kindness. Radak explains the above passages in 
thefollowing manner. The Jewish people were being presented a challenge 
andat the same time an extraordinary opportunity. Hashem revealed to 
themthat they could be granted the personal privilege of erecting the third 
and final Bais Hamikdash. If they repented and contemplated their 
finalredemption they could be ultimately involved in every one of its 
aspects.Although the Jewish people were presently in exile they were 
shown then aglimpse of the perfect world, the one after the revival of the 
deceased.They were informed that it was within their ability to merit their 
personal return in that final era and to actually be personally involved in 
the construction of the third Bais Hamikdash. 
Yechezkel told them to focus on every detail of the future Bais 
Hamikdashand commit it to memory. If they believed in and aspired to 
being presentduring that glorious era they would merit it. And if they 
concentrated now on the details of the construction of the Bais Hamikdash 
and theirparticipation therein they would actually merit it then. The Radak 
quotes as his source, the famous principle of Chazal, "Whoever believes in 
the advent of Mashiach will merit the redemption." Radak explains that in 
this same vein Hashem gave the Jewish people, then in exile, the 
opportunity of constructing the third Bais Hamikdash. They were informed 
that if they believed in it and in their participation therein they would merit 
it. 
With the above in mind we now understand and appreciate the timely 
messageof Hashem regarding redemption. This special revelation at its 
particularmoment was intended to be an unbelievable comforting thought 
to the Jewishpeople. At that time they viewed themselves as rejected by 
Hashem andcouldn't envision a glorious era awaiting themselves. They felt 
lost inexile and had forfeited their cherished relationship with Hashem. 
Suddenly during their moments of despair Hashem revealed to them His 
boundless love. Hashem showed them that during those very same 
moments, He was focusing on their most glorious era, the era of Mashiach. 
He reminded them not to despair because their trying predicament was but 
a fleeting moment on the horizon of eternity. Hashem therefore showed 
them a glimpse of eternity and their personal involvement in it. He invited 
them to rise above their present predicament and focus on their bright 
future. If they could display sincere faith in Hashem they would, in fact, 
rebuild the final Bais Hamikdash. 
Hashem's love for the Jewish people is eternal and even during our 
mosttrying times Hashem is focusing on this eternity. The Jewish people 
were therefore given here the fullest opportunity to repent. If they 
couldregret their past and forsake their sinful ways eternity would be 
theirs.Now in the midst of their exile they could actually prepare for 
theconstruction of the final Bais Hamikdash and establish themselves as 
thebuilders of eternity. Hashem's love transcends all borders, time 
included, and is always focused on the eternal redemption of His people. 
We should learn from this never to despair and to realize that there is 
always a glorious moment awaiting us soon. 
Text Copyright © 1997 Rabbi Dovid Siegel and Project Genesis, Inc. The author is Rosh Kollel of Kollel Toras Chesed of Skokie. The author is Rosh 
Kollel of Kollel Toras Chaim of Kiryat Sefer, Israel.  
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Ohr Somayach – Torah Weekly 
Overview 
G-d tells Moshe to command the Jewish People to supply pure olive oil for 
the menorah in the Mishkan(Tent of Meeting). He also tells Moshe to 
organize the making of the bigdei kehuna(priestly garments): A 
breastplate, an ephod, a robe, a checkered tunic, a turban, a sash, a 
forehead-plate, and linen trousers. Upon their completion, Moshe is to 
perform a ceremony for seven days to consecrate Aharon and his sons. 

This includes offering sacrifices, dressing Aharon and his sons in their 
respective garments, and anointing Aharon with oil. G-d commands that 
every morning and afternoon a sheep be offered on the altar in the 
Mishkan. This offering should be accompanied by a meal-offering and 
libations of wine and oil. G-d commands that an altar for incense be built 
from acacia wood and covered with gold. Aharon and his descendants 
should burn incense on this altar every day. 
Insights 
The Great Blander 
“And they will make the ephod…” (26-6) 
Sometimes I think that someone has taken the whole world and put it into 
an enormous blender. 
Everything becomes more like everything else. And everyone becomes 
more like everyone else. The modern communications and information 
technology — “The Great Blander” — has minced regional and cultural 
uniqueness into a universal cultural cholent. And many religious leaders 
seek to blur the very real differences between faiths and make them into 
one big feel-good, self-righteous buzz. 
It’s a gray bland world we live in. 
It’s well nigh impossible for us to imagine a world of stark white-and-
black, a world in which great holiness vies with the very real power of 
tumah (spiritual impurity), Satanism, black magic and witchcraft. 
All this has gone from the world. 
“For many days, the Children of Yisrael will sit with no king, no minister, 
no offering, no pillar, and no ephod or teraphim (Sorcerer’s divining 
tool).” (Hoshea 3:4) 
The ephod was one of the priestly garments, and one of the holiest things 
in the world. When there is no genuine holiness in the world, there are also 
no teraphim, no genuine idols or idol worship. 
A long ago, if someone wanted to follow the path of witchcraft, Heaven 
left the possibility open to him. Nowadays, just as a dark veil has fallen 
over holiness, so too, true contact with the powers of darkness do not exist. 
We see a similar idea in the Book of Genesis (25:21): “Yitzchak entreated 
opposite his wife because she was barren. G-d allowed Himself to be 
entreated by him.” When Rivka conceived, world history could have 
followed one of two paths: Either she could give birth to twins: one who 
would be the personification of good and truth, while the other stood for 
evil and falsehood. Alternatively, she could give birth to one child who 
would be a synthesis of great good and great evil — a great blandness. 
Yitzchak prayed that there should be two children. Rivka prayed that there 
should only be one. 
In the event, “G-d allowed Himself to be entreated” by Yitzchak’s prayer, 
meaning to the exclusion of Rivka’s. Why did G-d listen to Yitzchak and 
not to Rivka? 
Rivka was a righteous person who came from evil parents, a “tzadeket ben 
rasha”. She knew true evil at first hand. It was unthinkable to her that there 
should be someone in the next generation of such evil. Infinitely preferable 
would be that evil should be diluted with good in one body. Yitzchak, 
however, was a righteous person who came from a background of holiness. 
He knew what moral excellence was. He had seen his father Avraham 
walk this planet. It was inconceivable to him that in the next generation 
there would be no one of outstanding righteousness like his father. Even if 
the price to pay would be the existence of incomparable evil, the existence 
of surpassing good and truth would be worth it. 
Infinitely better than the Great Blandness. 
Sources: Vilna Gaon; Rabbi Dovid Orlofsky 
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Torah MiTzion 
Tetzaveh 
This week’s parashah begins with the mitzvah of lighting the menorah in 
the Mishkan. Later in the Torah (Vayikra 24), the mitzvah is repeated 
together with the instructions concerning the preparation of the breads 
which were placed on the table. The Rashbam points out that the light of 
the menorah shined on the table, upon which was the bread, since they 
were both opposite each other in the same room in the Tabernacle. 
The symbolic significance may be that the Torah wants to teach us that a 
good parnassah (sustenance, which is symbolized by the bread on the 
table) is only one which goes hand in hand with the light of the Torah 
(symbolized by the menorah). 
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This has two connotations. First of all, it means that one must earn his 
living solely according to the laws and constraints of the Torah. There are 
many, many halachos which pertain to business matters. These include the 
prohibition of taking interest, except under specific conditions; the 
situations which bind a person to an oral or written commitment and even 
the limit of the amount of profit one is allowed to make. Reb Yisroel 
Salanter ztvk”l used to say that he cannot understand how someone can go 
out to work without being a proficient scholar in Choshen Mishpat (the 
section of Shulchan Aruch, the Jewish Code of Laws, which deals 
specifically with monetary issues). 
Second of all, it means that one who works, too, must have a strict seder 
(set time), every single day, to learn Torah. The seder may be several 
hours; one hour; half an hour or ten minutes; each according to his own 
busy schedule, but it must be permanent and constant, never broken except 
for an emergency, which, by definition, does not come too often. 
The Midrash (Vayikra Rabbah 9:3) tells about an ignorant man who 
accused Rabbi Yanai. “My inheritance is by you,” he said. Startled, the 
Rabbi asked him, “What do I have to do with your inheritance?” The man 
answered, “I once passed by a cheder (school for young children) and I 
heard the youngsters reciting, ‘The Torah that Moshe commanded us is the 
inheritance of the Congregation of Ya’akov.’ It doesn’t say the inheritance 
of the Congregation of Yanai but of the Congregation of Ya’akov, which 
includes me!” 
In the wonderful sefer, Lulei Sorasechah, Parashas Balak, it is brought that 
Rav Shach zt”l would say that batei midrash (houses of study) are not 
exclusively for Torah scholars but for all Jews alike. He told of study halls 
in Europe where hundreds of working men would gather to learn daily, 
many, like the water carriers, after a day of back-breaking labor, even in 
the sweltering summer days and the freezing winter nights. There were 
groups of tailors, bakers, builders and shoe-makers who kept their seder 
“religiously,” never missing a day. 
Chassidim came up with a novel idea. Realizing how difficult it is to stay 
awake and learn at the end of a hard day’s work, they instituted learning 
“fartugs,” before dawn. They trained their students, while still in yeshiva, 
to get up and learn before Shacharis (the morning prayers) so that when 
they become working men they will continue to do so. In this manner, they 
start off the day on the right foot, learning Torah, and then they go on to 
work as many hours as they have to. 
There are stories of businessmen who were approached by potentially big 
clients during their learning time but adamantly refused to deal with them 
until they finished learning. To them, it was the same as working on 
Shabbos chas veshalom. Just as none of us would even consider violating 
the Holy Day for any amount of profit, so they would not do business 
during their learning time. They did not even feel that they were 
sacrificing anything, for they believed with all of their heart that their 
parnassah would be blessed in the merit of the Torah they learned just as 
the light of the menorah shined upon the bread on the table in the Mishkan. 
I remember when Reb Shalom Shvadron zt”l came to the USA and said 
that, “A guest for a while, sees for a mile,” meaning that there are things 
that we overlook due to familiarity which a stranger notices right away. 
One of his observances concerned the Sunday off which is a major part of 
our life and daily routine. Reb Shalom brought to our attention that Sunday 
is not a Jewish holiday but a Christian one, and it is not celebrated by Jews 
in Israel. However, he argued, if it does exist in the States, then at least the 
spare time should be utilized properly. It is not a day to be spent in leisure; 
for that we have Shabbos and our Jewish Holidays. It is a day that every 
shul should look like a yeshiva, with a full day of learning for ba’alei 
batim just like for yeshiva bachurim! 
If we don’t understand what Reb Shalom said, it’s because we have a 
grave misconception. We think that a ben Torah (a Torah student) has to 
learn all day while a ba’al Habayis (a working man) only has to learn some 
time each day just like he puts on tefillin and davens a short part of the 
day. But that is a wrong calculation. Really it starts from the other 
direction. A person is obligated to learn 24 hours a day, non-stop, as it says 
(Yehoshua 1:8), “This Book of the Torah shall not depart from your 
mouth, and you shall meditate on it day and night.” However, it is quite 
understandable that if one were to take this literally, then Jewish boys 
wouldn’t live too many days past their bar mitzvah. Upon becoming 
obligated to obey the commandments, the youngster would sit and learn 
around the clock, neither eating or sleeping, until he would die over his 
sefer. Therefore, the Torah modified that extreme demand by writing 
(Vayikra 18:5), “You shall observe My decrees and My laws, which man 
shall carry out and by which he shall live.” The Talmud interprets this 

command as instructing us to live by the mitzvahs and not to die because 
of them (except in certain exceptions, such as idolatry, when one is 
commanded to even sacrifice his life for Hashem’s honor). This allows the 
Jew to take off time from his learning to eat, drink and sleep and do 
whatever else he has to in order to keep his body alive and healthy. 
Then, according to Rabbi Yishmael (Berachos 35b), the Torah gave one 
permission to earn a living as it says (Devarim 11:14), “…that you may 
gather in your grain, your wine, and your oil.” Consequently, a person can 
take off time from his learning to support himself and his family. Of 
course, a person must also take off time to apply his learning practically by 
performing the commandments of the Torah and the Sages. 
BUT EVERY REMAINING MOMENT OF THE DAY AND NIGHT 
SHOULD BE SPENT LEARNING TORAH! 
Therefore, as Reb Shalom said, the days that one has to work full time, he 
may fulfill his obligation by learning an hour or so. But a day that he has 
off from work, he must learn full time just like every yeshiva bachur who 
does not yet have the burden of parnassah on his shoulders. At the very 
least, everyone should learn every Sunday morning from after Shacharis 
until Minchah at midday. 
And you will undoubtedly find that as the light of Torah shines on the 
bread on the table, that bread will be blessed and you will see Hashem’s 
blessing in your parnassah and every aspect of your and your family’s 
daily life, and you will all be happy in this world and the World-to-Come, 
amen. 
Shema Yisrael Torah Network info@shemayisrael.com http://www.shemayisrael.com Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
 

Rabbi Yaakov Solomon 

Between the Fish and the Soup 
Parashat Tetzaveh 5776: D'var Torah 
"You shall make garments that are holy for your brother Aaron, for 
honor and for splendor" (28:2). 
The Sforno distinguishes between kavod - honor, and tiferet - splendor. 
Kavod - glory - is for the honor of G-d. The Torah specifies the garments 
that are in harmony with the exalted work of the kohen gadol. Indeed, his 
purpose is to be a chief intermediary between the people and Hashem, 
though the service in the mishkan and later on the beth hamikdash. 
Tiferet - splendor - is for the respect of the people. The respect is two way; 
the respect the people have for the kohen gadol's position, and the respect 
the kohen gadol shows to the people he represents. Indeed, his situation 
also puts him in the role of a teacher: "for the lips of the kohen should 
safeguard knowledge, and people should seek teaching from his mouth. 
For he is G-d's agent." (Malachi 2:7, c.f. Chronicles II 15:3). And that 
respect is symbolized by the names of the extended families - the tribes - 
engraved on the gemstones on each shoulder, and on the breastplate. They 
are there so that G-d should remember the merits of each tribe and give 
them a peaceful existence: "for a continuous memorial before G-d" 
(28:29). 
Implied in the Sforno's interpretation is that the successful teaching 
relationship is based on mutual regard and mutual respect. The respect the 
students have for their teacher needs the corresponding concern that the 
teacher shows for the students. 
The word tiferet is also used at the end of Moses' long address to the 
Israelites before his death, which climaxes in: "Today G-d has given you 
the responsibility to be a treasured people… to observe all His 
commandments… making you supreme over all the nations, for praise, 
renown, and for tiferet - splendor." (Deut. 26:18-19). 
Here again, the Sforno's idea of mutual respect may be applied to the ideal 
relationship between the Israelites that "observe all His commandments" 
and the nations of the world. The world will respect the Israelites as they 
frame their lives according to Torah guidelines, with "surely this great 
nation is a wise and discerning people" (Deut. 4:6). And the Israelites 
reciprocate by respecting other nations in the way exemplified by King 
Solomon in his Temple dedication: 
"When the stranger who is not of your people Israel comes from a distant 
land for Your Name's sake… to pray at this Temple… you shall do for the 
stranger all that he requests" (Kings 1 8:41-3). Indeed, the ideal of the beth 
hamikdash was to be a route to G-d for not just the prayers of the 
Israelites, but for the prayers of all nations. 
Parashat Tetzaveh (Haftara) 5776 
(G-d says to Ezekiel) 'Tell… Israel about the Temple (of the future)… 
but let them be ashamed of their iniquities… When they are ashamed of 
all they have done, make known to them the plan of the Temple'. 
(Ezekiel 43:9-10) 
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Guided Tour… 
The prophet Ezekiel himself was a Kohen - a priest who spent his earlier 
life in the Holy Land. His period of recorded prophecy, however, took 
place after his enforced exile to Babylon - during the period before and 
after the Destruction of the First Temple in 586 BCE. His Divine 
communications were addressed to both those Jews already exiled in 
Babylonia, and to the people of Jerusalem. 
The Book of Ezekiel begins in drama, and climaxes to crescendo. It is a 
long message with powerful, vivid, and ultra-brilliant images. It starts with 
the excitement of storms, lightening and fire - the heavens open, and 
Ezekiel dramatically experiences G-d's words and power. The Almighty 
calls on him to be a prophet to carry His message to the people through 
communications emanating from the celestial mobile angelic composition 
of His throne. The prophecy continues to warn the Jews in the darkest 
terms of His judgment on them, as a consequence of their having 
abandoned Torah teachings and basic morality, preferring false prophets, 
and an idolatrous and grossly self-indulgent lifestyle. It then leaves the 
Israelites, removing its focus to the doom of the various nations that 
misled them. By the time the prophecies of Ezekiel return to the Jews, they 
become warmer and more kindly. Words of threat are replaced with words 
of comfort and hope: promising a brighter future for the Israelites and their 
revival and unification within the Holy Land, with, after the defeat of the 
nation of Gog, a fully restored Temple and nation. 
The Haftara itself continues Ezekiel's vision of the Temple. It opens with a 
general exhortation for the Israelites to be 'ashamed for all they have done' 
in the past, and only then 'make known to them the plan of the Temple 
(Ez. 43:11). From then on, the Haftara focuses on two main items - the 
large altar (with its parallel in the previous Parasha), and the details of the 
consecration ceremony, which were to take a total of eight days - as with 
the Tabernacle (Ex. 29:37, Lev. 8:33 and 9:1). The description of the altar 
in Ezekiel's vision appears to be twice the size of that of the Tabernacle, 
and layered, instead of straight-edged. Ezekiel's vision contained a triple 
layered structure - each story stepping inward from the next by one cubit 
(Ez. 43:16-17). 
To which Temple does the passage refer to? It cannot refer to the First 
Temple that was consecrated some four centuries before Ezekiel's lifetime. 
It cannot refer to the Second Temple, because its consecration sin offering 
involved the male goat (Ezra 6:17), not the bull stated here (43:19). Thus 
R. Samson Raphael Hirsch expounds the view that the Haftara details the 
permanent Third Temple, which will be built in future Messianic times. 
Hirsch, in his commentary on Tetzaveh's sister Haftara, read on Parashat 
Hachodesh, explains why Ezekiel describes the construction and working 
of the Third Temple in such great detail. He states that it is 'to ban even the 
slightest doubt as to the reality of that future (of redemption), and to make 
our confidence as firm as a rock in the absolute certainty that the Almighty 
Director of the history of the world will ultimately bring about the 
attainment. Thus every year on the Sabbath before Nissan, (we read) the 
word of the prophet Ezekiel, and (it) gives us Divine instruction of the 
service of the consecration of the Temple on that day. Even if there is 
much in those words that is beyond our present understanding and, 
according to the Sages, must wait for the arrival of Elijah, what is most 
important is that these words are given. The thought of it revives our 
courage and gives us fresh strength to make our efforts even more 
energetic to bring that distant day nearer.' 
May that day approach soon, and in our times 
D'var Torah 
(G-d says to Ezekiel) 'Tell… Israel about the Temple (of the future)… but 
let them be ashamed of their iniquities… When they are ashamed of all 
they have done, make known to them the plan of the Temple'. (Ezekiel 
43:9-10) 
Several commentators puzzle over this part of G-d's communication to 
Ezekiel. What, indeed, is the connection between the sins of the Israelites, 
and the plans of the Temple of the future? 
The Radak explains that the Temple plan would serve as a reminder of 
their former sinful lifestyle (described most graphically in Ez., Chapters 16 
and 23) that was the spiritual cause of the Destruction of the First Temple. 
Moreover, it would reassure the Israelites that the future Temple would be 
permanent if they lived up to the standards it stood for. Indeed Hirsch 
expounds on Ezekiel's vision of the Temple serving as a sign and concrete 
expression of holiness and purity in contrast to human weakness and sin. It 
brings home to the Israelites the gulf between the reality of what they are, 
and what they ought to be. The Temple represents an ideal after which 
humanity should strive. 

However (following Rashi to Ex. 32:1) the plans for the Tabernacle that 
form the subject of the Parasha came absolutely - without conditions. 
Although the Israelites sinned with the Golden Calf, and displayed lack of 
faith and ugly ingratitude in the Desert of Zin (16:3), and Refidim (17:3,7), 
they received the Tabernacle unconditionally - with 'no strings attached'. 
They are not recorded to have shown mass remorse for their former 
conduct. G-d put these matters into the past, and let the Israelites get on 
with their future spiritual lives that would focus around the Tabernacle. 
As the Parasha records: G-d states 'I shall sanctify the Tent of Meeting… 
and I will dwell amongst the Israelites' (Ex. 29:44-5) - it would appear, 
unconditionally. Yet the Haftara, in stating: 'When they are ashamed of all 
they have done, make known to them the plan of the Temple' (Ez. 43:9-10) 
makes the Temple of the Future contingent on good behavior. Why do the 
conditions for the building of the Temple of the Future seem more 
stringent than those for the Temple of the Past? 
A possible reason would be as follows. Not having a Temple is not merely 
a punishment for not keeping onto the Torah path. It is because the Temple 
houses the Divine Presence, and a person today, even more than in the 
time of Ezekiel, is further away from being able to receive the intense 
Presence of G-d. The Israelites sinned in the Exodus, but, comparatively 
speaking, they had G-d at their shoulder - exemplified by the Crossing of 
the Red Sea ('They believed in G-d and in Moses His Servant': Ex. 14:34), 
and in the Revelation at Mount Sinai ('Let G-d not speak to us, lest we will 
die': Ex. 20:19). They sinned as people on a very high spiritual level; but 
with that same high degree of spirituality they obtained from their recent 
experiences, they were able to relate to the Intense Divine Presence in the 
Tabernacle. 
By contrast, the Jews in the time of Ezekiel (and a fortiori, today) were not 
on the same spiritual plane: in their sinful state, they would not appreciate 
holiness, even if it was standing right in front of them. In Ezekiel's day, the 
appropriate frame of mind would be achieved by being 'ashamed of all 
they have done'. That was sufficient - as they were historically much 
closer to Mount Sinai that we are to day, and in addition they still had 
indirect access to G-d Himself through the Prophets. Today, mere shame 
and regret for the past is not sufficient. Deep Torah learning, commitment 
to its precepts, and genuine efforts to come close to Him form the route for 
G-d to 'restore His Presence to Zion' though His sanctioning the building 
of the Temple, currently in the future. 
In short, in the past, the Temple came to the people. Now the people must 
go to the Temple. And the path today is not an easy one… 
For those looking for more comprehensive material, questions and answers on the Parasha may be found at 
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Rabbi Doniel Staum 

Stam Torah 
Tetzaveh 5776 - “Internal Flame” 
Naftali was a hard-working innkeeper - honest, respected, and well-liked. 
For years he made a respectable living and made sure to pay his rent to the 
Poritz on time. But then, all at once, business took a turn for the worse. 
People stopped flocking to the inn and one month Naftali found himself 
without money to pay the Poritz. 
After years of faithful prompt payment the Poritz agreed to extend his debt 
for a few weeks. But when another month went by and things only became 
worse, Naftali began to feel desperate. He knew he only had one option, to 
run for his life. 
He and his family furtively loaded a wagon with as much of their 
belongings as they could pack onto it. The Poritz had gone to a spa up 
north. They hoped to be far away before he returned. 
However, after only two hours of travel, Naftali was seized with terror. On 
the road headed his way, was unmistakably the Poritz's elegant carriage. 
Suddenly an idea entered his head. He pulled the reins and drew the horse 
to a halt, and waited for the Poritz's carriage to reach him. He offered up a 
short prayer that his scheme work. 
"We are just going to stay with relatives for the holiday. When we come 
back, I'll be sure to bring the money I owe to you," he told the Poritz. 
"Holiday?" echoed the Poritz. "I thought I knew all about your Jewish 
holidays. What special day do you have now?" 
"It's the Festival of Flight," answered Naftali. 
"The Festival of Flight? I don't remember that one. It doesn't really matter; 
just make sure that you come to me as soon as you're back home." 
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The Poritz seemed satisfied so Naftali bid him farewell and quickly sped 
off. Before he returned home the Poritz stopped at the market. While there 
he saw many Jews conducting their business. He stopped one of them, 
"Tell me, when is this 'Festival of the Flight' that my tenant told me about, 
as he sped away to his relatives for the holiday? If it’s a holiday why are 
you all still working?” 
The Jew quickly realized what had occurred and answered wittily. "The 
Festival of Flight is an unusual holiday, for each person must choose when 
to celebrate it. Your tenant obviously felt that this is the most opportune 
time for him to celebrate it. That's how the Festival of Flight is; each 
person knows when it's just the right time for him to keep it best." 
“Now you shall command the Children of Israel that they shall take for 
you pure, pressed olive oil for illumination, to kindle the lamp continually. 
In the Tent of Meeting… Aaron and his sons shall arrange it from evening 
until morning, before G-d, an eternal decree for their generations, from the 
Children of Israel(1).” (2) 
The Menorah is of the most cherished symbols in Judaism(3). The light of 
the Menorah represents the spiritual light of Torah, the source of the 
vitality of Klal Yisroel. 
In discussing the laws of the lightning of the Menorah, Rambam writes(4) 
“The cleaning of the Menorah and the preparation of its lights every 
morning and every evening is a positive commandment, as it says, “Aaron 
and his sons shall arrange it from evening until morning”. Rambam 
continues by discussing the process for cleaning the menorah and 
preparing the new candles. 
It is fascinating that Rambam writes that it is not the lighting of the 
Menorah which is a positive commandment, but rather the cleaning out of 
the previous day’s candles in preparation for the new lighting that is a 
commandment. In fact, Rambam(5) rules that although only a Kohain is 
permitted to prepare the candles of the Menorah for the lighting, a non-
Kohain is permitted to actually light the candles of the Menorah(6). 
Prima facie, one would think the primary focus of the Menorah is the 
actual lighting of its candles. Thus if there were to be any part of the 
Menorah’s service which should require a Kohain’s involvement it would 
be the lighting itself. The preparation and cleaning out of the previous 
day’s ashes and wicks would seem to be no more than a means to enable 
the lighting to take place. Yet Rambam writes that the opposite is true. 
What is the logic and deeper message that lies here? 
Rabbi Chaim Vital zt’l explains(7) that there are four fundamental energy 
sources in this world that comprise all of creation: Fire, water, wind, and 
dust. Similarly, a person’s character traits are based on these energy 
sources(8). 
The ‘fire’ of one’s personality has a positive component and a negative 
component. When used improperly one who possesses a fiery personality 
has an unmitigated temper which can flare easily and dominate his entire 
personality. When used properly however, such a person displays 
boundless passion and an unyielding drive and ambition for spiritual 
growth. He has, the proverbial, ‘fire in his soul’. 
Fire is also a source of light. There are two ways for one to obscure the 
light of a fire: by extinguishing the fire with water, or by placing some sort 
of separation near the fire to blot out the light. 
The amount of light that will be blocked depends on the separation. If one 
uses a threadbare cloth to block the fire a fair amount of light will continue 
to shine through. The thicker and coarser the cloth is the less light will be 
able to penetrate beyond it.  
The fire in our souls is pure and holy. But one who chooses to surround 
and involve himself with the pleasures of this world can obscure the light 
that burns within him. 
Perhaps the central point reiterated numerously in sefer Tanya(9) is that 
every person possesses an inner fire. We do not need love for Torah and 
G-d to be implanted within ourselves, because we already possess it 
internally. Our souls are “a portion of G-d above(10)”. Fire symbolizes our 
souls because just as a fire seems to dance upwards, so too our souls yearn 
to reconnect to their upper source. Therefore our task is to remove the 
impediments which douse our inner fire and enervate our ability to feel our 
innate drive for spiritual holiness. Therefore, we don’t need to create new 
fires; we merely need to fan the fire which is already there. 
Our nature is that if we remain placid and stationary for too long we 
became overgrown and caked with grime and rust. Just as chimneys of old 
and kerosene lamps need to be cleaned, so too the fire in our souls needs to 
be kept pristine and pure. 
In parshas Beha’aloscha the Torah repeats that Aharon must light the 
Menorah daily. “When you make the candles ascend, toward the face of 

the Menorah, shall the seven candles cast light.(11)” The gemara explains 
that the obligation was for Aharon to hold the fire next to the wick “until 
the flame rises by itself.” 
The primary service of the Menorah was not to ‘put a new fire in’ as much 
as it was to ‘draw the fire out’, i.e. to enable the flame ‘to rise by itself’. 
The actual kindling of the candles of the Menorah did not require a Kohain 
because that was not the primary focus of the service. Rather, the main 
effort of the Kohain was centered on ensuring that there was no grime or 
leftover ash which might impede the new candle’s light. 
The light of the Menorah reflects the light within every one of us. That 
light is pre-supplanted. Our task is to ensure that no foreign elements dim 
its ethereal glow. 
A speck of dirt on one’s clothing is unsightly and annoying; a speck of dirt 
on one’s glasses however, is intolerable, because it affects everything he 
sees. The external dirt that remains in the cups atop the Menorah 
symbolizes the spiritual dirt we allow to gather around our internal 
spiritual flame. 
The lighting of the Menorah symbolizes that we do not need to bring in 
inspiration as much as we need to keep out foreign influences. If a person 
allows his mind to become filled with nonsense and spiritual grime his 
inner light will easily became obscured. In order to stir the embers he must 
begin to remove those foreign materials. 
The holiday of Chanukah in known as ‘the Holiday of Light’. However, 
before one can truly appreciate and take advantage of that light he must 
celebrate ‘the Holiday of Flight’. The more one is able to flee and divest 
himself of the impurities that abound, the more he will be able to connect 
and see the luminescent light that shines within himself. 
“Aaron and his sons shall arrange it” 
“Until the flame rises by itself.” 
1. 27:20-21 
2. The following thoughts are based on a lecture given by Rabbi Aharon 
Lopiansky in the Yeshiva of Greater Washington 
3. On the Arch of Titus in Rome there is a depiction of Jewish prisoners 
carrying the Menorah as they were being carted off to Rome as slaves. 
Outside Ben Gurion airport there is a Menorah (so that you can take 
pictures in front of it). Just before descending the “Rabbi Yehuda Halevi 
steps” from the Old City of Yerushalayim to the Kosel there is a massive 
golden Menorah. In addition, many shuls have a Menorah at the amud. 
4. Hilchos Temidin Umusafin 3:10 
5. Hilchos Bias Mikdash 9:7 
6. The only issue is that the Menorah was in the sanctuary and a non-
kohain may not enter the sanctuary. But if he were able to find a long 
enough candle that would reach from outside the sanctuary to the 
menorah, a non-kohain would be permitted to light the Menorah. 
7. Sha’ar Hakedusha 
8. For example, a lazy person is dominated by ‘dust’, while an impulsive 
person is dominated by ‘water’. 
9. Authored by the great Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi 1745-1812, the 
founder of Chabad Chassidus. The Tanya is said to be the equivalent of the 
“Written Torah” of Chassidic philosophy. 
 מוהר"ן, חלק א', סימן רו לקוטי .10
11. Bamidbar 8:2 

Rabbi’s Musings (& Amusings) 
Erev Shabbos Kodesh Parshas Tetzaveh 
10 Adar I 5776/ February 19, 2016 
Do you know who really knows everything? The cab drivers in Eretz 
Yisroel. If you don't believe me just ask them. Actually, you don't have to 
ask them, they'll tell you themselves. 
During our time in Eretz Yisroel we had our fair share of ear-chewing 
from the incomparable cab drivers of Yerushalayim. This included 
harangues about life, running the country, why it would or wouldn't snow 
in Jerusalem, what it means to be a bar mitzvah, and generally about why 
every other driver in the country is "dafuk" except for themselves. (One of 
our favorite moments was when, to the consternation of our cabdriver, 
someone honked him. He opened his window and screamed "lamah (why) 
beep beep?" It was only seconds later when he himself honked someone 
else that Shalom and I bit our tongues to stifle ourselves from calling out 
"lamah beep beep?") 
It’s even more exciting when the driver want to prove to you how religious 
he is! [No one ever sang Aishes Chayil to me before!] What’s more, all 
this is happening while the nehag (driver) is trying to maneuver his way 
through the impossible Jerusalem traffic. The way they traverse those 
circular intersections make American roller coasters seem lame. 
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Despite all that I was still surprised when two of the cabs we were in 
passed a cop in the left lane. It’s just not something you see Americans 
doing. But then again, in America you never hear people screaming at 
cops in their face either. 
Just prior to our departure from Eretz Yisroel, as we were sitting in a taxi 
on our way to Ben Gurion for our return flight, I mentioned to the driver 
that I really got a kick out of Israeli cab drivers, especially when they cut 
off cops. When I told him that such a thing would never happen in 
America, he quickly replied that I was wrong. He then related that he was 
once driving in Florida trailing a cop going about 60 MPH. After a few 
minutes he became impatient (shocking!) and decided to pass the cop. As 
he was passing in the left lane he turned to look at the officer. In his words 
‘the cop was wearing the most ridiculous hat I had ever seen in his life, 
along with a silly beige uniform’. [It was obviously a state trooper - who 
aren’t known for the senses of humor or flexibility). He couldn’t help 
himself and began laughing uncontrollably. 
Moments later the trooper pulled him over. He lowered his window and 
the cop began ranking him out. In the driver’s words, “I speak English 
good, but I really couldn’t understand what in the world the cop was 
saying. He was speaking too fast. After he finished I said to him, ‘Listen 
officer, I don’t know if you will give me a ticket or not. But I’m a tourist 
and I just have to take a picture with you!’” 
Would you believe that the cop agreed to be in a picture with him and then 
let him go without issuing him a ticket! Only Israelis! 
All of us have fears and anxieties that hold us back from greater 
accomplishment. At times its self-doubt, other times its fear of failure, and 
yet other times its feelings of inferiority, unworthiness, or simply lack of 
time and resources. Often it’s a matter of having the guts to pull into the 
left lane, to jump into it and bypass our fears. How often does it happen 
that when we finally overcome our inhibitions we look in our rearview 
mirror and laugh at ourselves– ‘how could that have held me back for so 
long?’ But we have to have the courage to traverse our fears first.  
We can’t always wait for opportunity to arise. More often than not we 
have to be ready to overcome our inhibitions and thereby create 
opportunities… even though at times it may mean dealing with the sirens 
in the rearview mirror.  
Shabbat Shalom & Good Shabbos, 
R’ Dani and Chani Staum  
720 Union Road • New Hempstead, NY 10977 • (845) 362-2425 
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

Bernie 
I rarely if ever write about politicians. Politics always dominates the news 
because it is at one and the same time very personal and nevertheless very 
consequential nationally and internationally. But it is a pretty vicious 
sport, so my pacifist nature overrules my otherwise inquisitive nature. But 
there is a phenomenon in the American political scene that I feel is worthy 
of my commenting on it. 
There is a United States senator who represents a small state, Vermont. 
The people of this small state are different in outlook and temperament 
than most of the rest of America. They regularly elected to the House of 
Representatives and then to the Senate a Jew born in Brooklyn, a self-
described socialist who is an independent who always votes with the 
Democratic Party. 
To me the wonder is that no one comments upon the fact that this senator, 
who is running for President, is Jewish! And, add to that, he is a person 
born in World War II, raised as a secular socialist and throughout his 
political and legislative career has espoused very left-wing socialist views. 
He was always regarded as a somewhat benevolent, quirky senator from a 
small state. Now he is surprisingly a possible – though he is still a very 
long shot - contender for the presidency of the United States. He is the first 
Jew in the history of the United States to win a presidential primary 
election, having crushed Hillary Clinton in the recent New Hampshire 
primar. 
How ironic but tellingly true that the first Jew to get this far in a 
presidential race is a left-wing socialist with no real identity with the 
Jewish people and the Jewish faith! 
The twentieth century has provided us with ample examples of such Jews 
who have risen high in politics and government. Leon Blum, Walter 
Rathenau, Leon Trotsky, Bela Kun, etc. were all Jews who rose to power 
but whose policies and beliefs eventually led to national and international 
disaster. 

Much of the ideals of the Left are based on Torah values. Fairness to 
workers, non-exploitation of the defenseless and the lower class, 
compassion for others and helping the less fortunate are all Torah values. 
The problem lies not so much in the ideas, as it does in the implementation 
of those ideas. That is where secular socialism has wrecked societies and 
literally killed millions of otherwise innocent people. 
Bernie is the unrepentant Jewish socialist whom I knew so well in my 
youth. They were convinced that they were the wave of the future and that 
the old-fashioned Jew – especially the observant religious Jew – was 
doomed to extinction. The old-fashioned socialist Jew has morphed into 
the modern, liberal, assimilationist American Jew. And those are the 
qualities to which the vast majority of American Jews subscribe. 
The triumph of the Left in America is based on its triumph in capturing the 
hearts, minds, belief and pocketbooks of most of American Jewry. So then 
why does Bernie Sanders resonate less with American Jews than does his 
rival, Hillary Clinton? 
Part of the reason for this is that Jews distrust other Jews being in power. 
This is a subconscious but very omnipresent lesson of centuries of exile 
and anti-Semitism. There are many in the Jewish community who feel that 
Jews in power inevitably exacerbate the latent anti-Semitism which exists. 
In Israel governing is made very difficult simply because Jews have to 
govern over other Jews. After thousands of years of abject servitude, it is 
painful to have to make the necessary mindset adjustment to a Jewish 
government. So, I have little hope that Bernie will make it big with the 
American Jewish community while Hillary will certainly prove popular, 
no matter her past, her policies, her personality or any other qualities she 
may possess. 
We are a strange people. When Senator Joseph Lieberman was the 
nominee of the Democratic Party for Vice-President I remember that many 
Jews who regularly voted Democratic were very hesitant that year to vote 
that way. They were deathly afraid of a Jewish Vice-President of the 
United States of America. 
Of course Lieberman was and is a different type of Jew than is Bernie. But 
to the non-Jewish society, a Jew is a Jew, is a Jew. All of Jewish history 
testifies to this fact. And this should be of some influence regarding how 
the American Jewish community should view itself in the general millieu 
of American society. Meanwhile, Bernie, thanks for the memories and the 
ride. 
Shabbat shalom, Berel Wein 
U.S. Office 386 Route 59 Monsey, NY 10952 845-368-1425 | 800-499-WEIN (9346) Fax: 845-368-1528 Questions? info@jewishdestiny.com Israel 
Office P.O. Box 23671 Jerusalem, Israel 91236 052-833-9560 Fax: 02-586-8536 Questions? scubac@netvision.net.il RabbiWein.com © 2009 The 
Destiny Foundation  
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

Weekly Parsha 
Tetzaveh 
Almost the entire Torah reading of this week concerns itself in great detail 
with the garments of Aharon and his descendants as they performed their 
duties first in the Mishkan/Tabernacle and later in the Temple in 
Jerusalem. The obvious question is why should the Torah devote so much 
space and detail to such a technical matter. Of what major significance is 
what those garments looked like and of what materials they were 
manufactured? 
I have written about this in previous years but I now have a different 
insight into the matter, which I wish to share with you. While here in the 
United States, my visit coincided with the Super Bowl football game, 
which dominated the attention of three hundred million people. This game 
is an industry unto itself, generating billions of dollars to all sorts of 
businesses which are somehow connected collaterally to the actual game. 
One of the major streams of this collateral revenue is the sale of the 
uniform jerseys of the teams that participated in the championship game. 
Now, logically speaking , why should anyone be willing to pay an 
exorbitant price to wear a uniform jersey with the logo of a team that one 
does not belong to and the name of some other individual who is a 
complete stranger to the wearer? Yet, such is the nature of human beings. 
It is an urge to identify with something or someone greater than the 
average individual. And clothing is the easiest avenue for such vicarious 
identification. 
The Torah recognizes this when it describes the garments of Aharon and 
his descendants as garments of “honor and glory.” Honor and glory are 
usually ascribed as being descriptive of the feelings and status of the 
wearer of these glorious garments. 
However, it can also be interpreted as to how the ordinary Jew responds 
when he or she sees the High Priest in his holy uniform. They feel honored 
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and glorious, part of a great faith with heroic leaders, identified with the 
vision and promise of Sinai. 
For noble people, the detailed description of the clothing and the garments 
only serves to heighten this feeling of identification with something 
greater and more triumphant. Added to this is the generational benefit that 
the garments are always the same for centuries on end. 
The grandfather and the grandchild have the same feeling of self-pride and 
spiritual identification. This feeling of belonging to the Jewish people, to 
its faith, past and future, is the key to Jewish survival over the centuries. 
And, the consistent moral standards of the Torah correspond somehow to 
the unchanging description of the holy garments of the priesthood of the 
Jewish people. 
It is fascinating to note that the older the sports jersey is, the closer to the 
original design and fabric, the more valuable the item is to people. Well, in 
a much more exalted fashion, the same is true regarding the priestly 
garments. The original Torah is the one of eternal worth and generational 
value. 
Shabbat shalom, Rabbi Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb-OU 

Person in the Parsha 
Parashas Tetzaveh: “Receiving is Giving” 
There are lessons that one learns in life in the most unusual places. This 
certainly holds true for practical worldly matters. What is surprising is that 
even quite lofty spiritual lessons can be learned in settings far removed 
from the religious school classroom or the yeshiva study hall. 
Let me tell you about a lesson I learned in a most unusual setting—a small 
meeting room in the White House, just outside the door to the Oval Office 
of George W. Bush, who was President of the United States of America at 
the time. I was part of a delegation of rabbis who had come to thank the 
President for expediting emergency disaster relief funds to be delivered to 
religious parochial schools. We had several other items on our agenda, 
hoping to inform the president of some of the political concerns of the 
American Jewish community. 
President Bush is a devoutly religious man, so it was no wonder that one 
member of our group felt that it was perfectly appropriate to recite a 
prayer in his presence. He explained to the President that he would be 
reciting a prayer traditionally reserved for kings and heads of state. 
The President bowed his head and listened very reverentially as my 
colleague pronounced these words: “Blessed art Thou, Hashem, our Lord 
and Master of the universe, who has granted some of His glory to a 
creature of flesh and blood.” The President, his head still bowed, fervently 
responded, “Amen.” 
The President then did something most extraordinary. He opened his eyes, 
lifted his head, and squarely faced the rabbi who had pronounced the 
prayer. “I thank you for those sacred words, Rabbi,” he said. “But,” he 
objected, “I noticed that you blessed the Almighty. You didn’t bless me! 
Don’t you think that I could use a blessing or two?” 
Most of the group, both the rabbis present and the President’s staff, 
laughed. One member of our group swiftly recited an alternate prayer, one 
which did indeed bless the President and not the Almighty. It was the 
prayer which was recited in Russia, long ago, for the royal family. Of 
course, he substituted the name of George W. Bush for Czar Alexander II. 
I found myself withdrawing momentarily from this spirited interaction. I 
was lost in thought, pondering the President’s keen insight and reflecting 
upon its theological significance. At that moment, I could not allow myself 
to remain distracted from the meeting’s agenda, which focused upon some 
of the critical needs of our Jewish community. But soon afterwards, I had 
the luxury of some “quiet time” in my personal library. It was then and 
there that I found myself consulting a verse near the conclusion of this 
week’s Torah portion, Parashat Tezaveh (Exodus 27:20 – 30:10). 
The verse reads: “And they shall know that I am the Lord their God who 
has taken them from the land of Egypt so that I might abide among them” 
(Exodus 29:46). Rashi renders that last phrase a bit more sharply: “…in 
order for Me to abide among them.” Two major medieval commentators 
expand upon Rashi’s translation. Ramban and, even more emphatically, 
Rabbeinu Bahya assert that our verse is conveying an astonishing message, 
one that on first blush sounds like nothing short of heresy. They 
understand that the Almighty proclaimed that He took the nation of Israel 
out of slavery not letzorech hedyot, for the sake of ordinary humans, but 
rather letzorech gavoha, for His own sake, for the need of the Most High. 

Even a rank religious amateur will find this assertion shocking. He will 
ask, “Does the Almighty need man? Are we to believe that the Master of 
the Universe has selfish motives for His divine actions? Did He free the 
nation of Israel from bondage for His own satisfaction, and not for the sake 
of His people?” 
These very questions are also asked, albeit in a more erudite fashion, by 
one of the most sophisticated Jewish thinkers of the past generation, Rabbi 
Simcha Zissel Broyda, the Dean of the Hebron Yeshiva in Jerusalem. 
Regular readers of this column will remember that I was once briefly 
privileged to “sit at the feet” of this sage. 
His answer, which is recorded in a remarkable essay found in his 
masterpiece Vesam Derech, is a lengthy one. But his main argument can 
be paraphrased as follows: 
There are two ways in which a gift can be given. One is simple and direct. 
“X,” the donor, gives “Y,” the recipient, a precious object. But there is 
another way. If “Y,” the recipient, is a person of great prestige and unusual 
stature, and he consents to accept a gift from “X,” he has in effect given to 
“X.” “X” is so pleased and honored that “Y” has deigned to accept his 
paltry gift that he feels as if he is the recipient and not the donor. When a 
great man accepts my gift, he has given me a gift. 
For an excellent illustration of this dynamic, permit me to return to the 
meeting in the White House with which this column opened. Our group 
had presented a token gift, a ritual object of insignificant monetary value, 
to the President. He received the gift graciously, assured us that he would 
cherish it, and thanked us profusely. But from our perspective, we did not 
feel that we gave him a gift. We felt as if he gave us a far greater gift by 
accepting it from us with such sincere enthusiasm. 
Rabbi Broyda argues that this is the way it is with the Almighty. He 
accepts our gifts of worshipful acts as if He needs them for His own sake, 
as if He “personally” can benefit from them. When we worship Him, and 
He accepts our worship, we do not feel that we have given Him. We feel 
that we have received! 
Thus, in the verse from this week’s Torah portion, the Almighty tells us 
that He delivered us from Egypt for His own sake so that “I might abide 
among you,” as if He needed to abide among us. But we naturally feel that 
by expressing His eagerness to accept our companionship, He has given us 
His greatest gift. 
These thoughts led me to formulate a response to the President’s remarks, 
although I admittedly have not had the opportunity to share it with him 
(yet!). The Almighty permits us to bless Him in our prayers, for He knows 
full well that by blessing Him, we will feel blessed—nay, we will be 
blessed! 
As we recite any of the many blessings which are part of the daily routine 
of every observant Jew, we would do well to recall this interpretation of 
the blessings we recite. Yes, we bless God for our bread, our water, our 
health, and our wisdom. But let us recognize that when He accepts our 
puny blessings, we receive His blessing, and that is, by far, the greatest 
gift of all. 
 

Rabbi Pinchas Winston 

Perceptions 
Parshas Tetzaveh - Inside Out 
You shall make holy garments for your brother Aharon, for honor and 
glory. Shemos 28:2 
ADAR IS UPON US. Well, at least the first one. No Purim this month. On 
the other hand, we get an extra 30 days before having to clean for Pesach, 
which will still come around fast enough. 
We don’t push off every aspect of the holiday, though. We will take note 
of the 14th and 15th of the month, b”H, called “Purim Katan,” or “Small 
Purim.” We’ll treat those days, that in a non-leap year would have been 
Purim and Shushan Purim, with a somewhat festive atmosphere. Some will 
even make a point of drinking some wine on those days. I’m not always 
stringent about every tradition, but this is one about which I am. 
A main topic in this week’s parshah is the clothing of the Kohen Gadol. 
Ironically, it is a connection to the story of Purim as well, as the Talmud 
relates: 
When he showed the riches of his glorious kingdom, and the splendor—
tifferes—of his excellent majesty, many days, 180 days. (Esther 1:4) 
Rebi Yosi bar Chanina said: “This shows that he wore priestly clothing. It 
is written here, ‘the riches of his glorious—tifferes—kingdom,’ and it is 
written there, ‘for splendor and for glory—tifferes’ (Shemos 28:2).” 
(Megillah 12a) 
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The second verse, of course, is from this week’s parshah, which is talking 
about the clothing of the Kohen Gadol. The Talmud is saying that since 
the word tifferes is used in the Torah in reference to the clothing of the 
Kohen Gadol, and also in Megillas Esther in reference to the wealth of 
Achashveros, it is a hint that Achashveros donned the holy clothing at his 
drinking feast. It was quite an audacious thing to do, especially given that 
his predecessors died making use of Temple property.  
Either the king had a death wish, or he was making a point. He was 
certainly being antagonistic, and the question is, why? What was the point 
that Achashveros was making? More importantly, what was the point that 
Heaven was making by having Achashveros commit such a demeaning 
act? It certainly wasn’t going to inspire Jewish loyalty to the Persian 
throne. 
The answer to the question is the clothing itself, what it represented: 
And you shall bring near to yourself your brother Aharon, and his sons 
with him, from among the Children of Israel to serve Me: Aharon, Nadav, 
and Avihu, Elazar, and Itamar, Aharon’s sons. You shall make holy 
garments for your brother Aharon, for honor and glory. (Shemos 28:1-2) 
It’s a lot of words to deal with what would otherwise seem like just a 
technical issue of making special clothing for the Kohen Gadol. There was 
no question that they had to unique, given the office that Aharon 
represented. He was the chief spiritual representative of the Jewish nation, 
and of the en- tire world for that matter. He had to look the part to play the 
part, and we all know that “clothing makes the man.” 
Not this time. Though normally it is true that what we wear has great 
impact on us and helps us to better fulfill our role, in the case of the Kohen 
Gadol, it was only partially true. This was evident by the way so many 
Kohen Gadols died during the Second Temple period, Sadducees who 
tried to serve God as they saw fit. 
In the case of the Kohen Gadol, it was the man who made the clothing. 
They were to bring honor and glory to him, and every succeeding Kohen 
Gadol, but only if they first brought honor to the clothing. If the person 
wearing them did not already exude honor and glory, then the clothing was 
not going to help to do so. 
We find a similar concept by the Temple as well. The Talmud says that 
when the Babylonians destroyed the First Temple, a Heavenly Voice went 
out and said, “You have ground already ground flour, killed an already 
dead people” (Sanhedrin 96b). “You have destroyed the physical 
building,” Heaven was saying, “but that is only because it already lost its 
holiness due to the sins of the people, who became worthy of death and 
exile long before you ap- peared on the scene.” 
The Talmud recounts what happened on the day that Rabban Gamliel was 
replaced as head of the yeshivah by Rebi Elazar ben Azariah:  
A Tanna taught: On that day the doorkeeper was removed and permission 
was given to the students to enter. Rabban Gamaliel had issued a 
proclamation [saying], “No student whose character does not correspond 
to his exterior may enter the Study Hall.” (Brochos 28a) 
Apparently, Rabban Gamliel had a very high standard when it came to 
those who were permitted to enter the main Bais Midrash and learn Torah. 
They couldn’t just look like Torah scholars on the outside, they had to be 
Torah scholars on the inside as well, which apparently excluded a lot of 
would-be attendees. 
In the end, the Talmud concludes, many people who were excluded should 
not have been. As the Talmud says elsewhere, it is better that a person do a 
mitzvah insincerely than not at all, with the hope that he will, over time, 
come to do it for the right reasons. Performing mitzvos for the wrong 
reasons is never an ideal way to serve God. 
In fact, Rabban Gamliel was not wrong in principle. He was just wrong 
about the need to let people start off on lower levels to reach higher levels. 
When he saw how many people stormed the doors of the Bais Midrash to 
learn Torah under the leadership of Rebi Elazar ben Azariah, he became 
concerned that he had shut out people who really should have been 
allowed to enter. Heaven, therefore, gave him a sign to allay his concern. 
The Kohen Gadol symbolized this idea. He was the one person who had to 
be spiritually consistent. If on Yom Kippur he entered the Holy of Holies 
and lacked spiritual perfection, he died on the spot. Sadducee after 
Sadducee had to be pulled out by rope year after year from the Holy of 
Holies on Yom Kippur. Their insides were very different from their 
outsides. 
This is why Achashveros, in “honor” of the completed 70 years and no 
redemption, dressed in the clothing of the Kohen Gadol. He did not 
pretend for a moment that he was fit to be Kohen Gadol. He knew that his 
inside did not match his outside by any stretch of the imagination, 

especially during his extravagant drinking feast. But that was exactly the 
point he was making: it was no longer important that anyone’s did. 
It was not Achashveros’ intention to mock either the Jews or their Temple 
service by donning the clothing of their holiest man. It was his inten- tion 
to inform them that, since God did not redeem them as prophesied, He had 
given up on them. They might as well give up on God too, he was saying, 
so sit back, and eat, drink, and be merry, because tomorrow you’re not 
going home either. Spiritual excellence was a thing of the past. 
People do not realize that they are acknowledging all of this when they 
dress up on Purim. The tradition is not just to dress up, but to dress up as 
your yetzer hara, the spiritual weakness that most affects you. This way a 
person’s outside literally matches his inside, with the hope that they will 
work on revers- ing the trend, to be as righteous on the inside as they try 
and appear on the outside. 
Thus, when the rabbis say that Yom Kippurim is called this because it is a 
yom k’Purim, “a day like Purim,” they were not speaking “Purim Torah.” 
They meant it, and Kabbalah certainly backs it up. Even Yom Kippur will 
cease to be a holiday before Purim is no longer necessary, well into the 
period of Olam HaBa, the World-to-Come. Purim is truly a day of 
teshuvah and atonement be- cause it is a day that we are supposed to focus 
on becoming spiritually con- sistent. 
How, one might ask, is that promoted through the drinking of wine? The 
Talmud already answered that question: 
Anyone whose mind becomes settled through [the drinking of] wine has 
the knowledge of his Creator . . . has the knowledge of the Seventy Elders. 
(Eiruvin 65a) 
What does this mean? Most people become relaxed through the drinking 
of wine. This alone turns a person into a talmid chacham of the high- est 
order? Obviously not. Rather, “settled” here means something very differ- 
ent which can be understood with the help of the following interesting 
section of Talmud: 
It is said, “O that I were as the months of old, as in the days when God 
watched over me” (Iyov 29:2). Which are the days that make up months 
and do not make up years? The months of pregnancy of course. [The fetus] 
is also taught all the Torah from beginning to end. (Niddah 30b) 
As it is well known, tradition teaches that prior to a child’s birth an angel 
teaches him the entire Torah. At birth, the angel touches the baby above 
the upper lip, and the child is made to forget all that he learned. It begs the 
question: Why learn only to forget? 
The answer is what learning is all about. We may think that education 
teaches us new ideas, but in reality it is helping us to recall old ideas, to 
bring subconscious knowledge to the conscious mind. If a previous 
relationship did not already exist a new one would not be possible, just 
like marrying one’s soul mate. This is why God made Chava from Adam, 
and not from the ground as He first made man. 
There are all kinds of stories of people, through meditation, accessing 
inner knowledge. That is one method. The main point is the settledness, 
the shutting out of all the extraneous “noise” that blocks us from hearing 
what is at our core, causing us to become things we are not. This is the 
way of most people throughout history, and it was what Achashveros was 
trying to push on the Jewish people. 
Fortunately, his spell did not work on Mordechai. As we will later see, 
b”H, it was Mordechai who woke the people up, and reversed the trend, 
setting up the Purim miracle and the redemption that followed. 
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HaRav Shlomo Wolbe Zt”l 

Bais Hamussar 
Tetzaveh 
This Dvar Torah is dedicated for the refuah shleima of Sarah bas Dina, b'soch sha'ar cholei 
yisroel - the kallah who was injured in the bus accident this week in Eretz Yisroel.  
Rav Wolbe (Da'as Shlomo) comments that one who is very particular 
about his clothing, will only buy a suit from a tailor. A suit tailored to their 
specific body sits better on them than a store bought suit. In this regard, 
the world of ruchniyus is no different from the material world. There are 
"ordinary" articles of spiritual clothing, and there are articles that are 
"hand tailored" to fit a person. 
Rabbeinu Yonah writes (Sha'arei Teshuvah 1:10) that every person should 
be aware that, "Hashem has blown into my nostrils a living spirit, wisdom 
of the heart... to enable me... to fear Him." Why does Rabbeinu Yonah 
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emphasize that the wisdom given to us is wisdom "of the heart?" The 
answer can be found in the menorah oil discussed in this week's parsha. 
Parshas Tetzaveh commences with Hashem instructing Moshe to 
command Bnei Yisrael to prepare the purest olive oil for the lighting of the 
menorah. In Parshas Vayakhel (35:14) this unique oil is listed among the 
various components of the Mishkan whose preparation required the 
expertise of "wise hearted men." Rashi explains that this was so because 
this oil was different from all other oils. Only the ripest olives from the top 
of the tree were used, and only the very first drop squeezed from each 
olive qualified to be used as oil for the menorah. 
Just as the oil of the menorah needed the expertise of "wise hearted" men 
because it differed from ordinary oil, so too, the fear of Hashem requires 
"wisdom of the heart" because it differs from ordinary fear. The Navi 
Yeshaya (29:13), relaying Hashem's castigation of Bnei Yisrael, declares, 
"Their fear of Me is like commands performed by rote." Indeed they 
feared Hashem, but their fear was robotic. They practiced their fear by rote 
as if was a standard item that one acquires in any store. Their fear was not 
tailored to fit their individuality. 
So who is the tailor that can outfit a person with a perfect garb of yiras 
Shamayim? The tailor is the person himself! Each person for himself, after 
becoming cognizant of his specific set of virtues and deficiencies, can 
fashion a spiritual suit that should fit him like a glove. The wisdom 
required to achieve this goal cannot be found in a sefer. No two people are 
the same and no two situations are the same, and thus, the guidelines set 
down for Reuven will not work for Shimon. Rather, this knowledge can be 
found by each person in the wisdom of his heart. 
Just because your neighbor eats in a specific restaurant doesn't mean that 
you should, and just because your friend dresses in a specific manner 
doesn't mean that you have to. The only place to look to the find the 
answers to what you should or should not be doing is in the mirror. Take a 
deep breath, smile, and define for yourself where you stand in the spiritual 
arena. This exercise will enable you to stop wearing borrowed clothing 
and begin enjoying the advantage of wearing a perfectly tailored suit! 
Maaseh Rav 
Rav Wolbe took great care to avoid witnessing chillul Shabbos. When 
walking to Yeshivas Kol Torah in Bayit Vegan on Shabbos afternoons, the 
mashgiach would take a roundabout route, walking through side streets 
rather than the main road. Although this extended the walk, Rav Wolbe 
preferred strolling along the quieter roads, where there was less passing 
traffic. 
The mashgiach mention numerous times that the Avnei Nezer said that he 
witnessed chillul Shabbos three times in his life and he felt that it had 
greatly harmed him. He continued by stating that had his eyes beheld 
Shabbos desecration even once more, he may not have been able to author 
the Avnei Nezer - so great is the effect of seeing chillul Shabbos. 
Please share with us your personal experiences with the Mashgiach Rabbi Wolbe z"l, Thank 
you.  
 

Aish.Com - Rabbi Ken Spiro 

Jewish History Crash Course 
Crash Course in Jewish History Part 49 - The Jews of Poland 
The period of history we are looking at is known as the Renaissance which 
historians generally date from about 1350 to about 1650. Renaissance 
means "rebirth." Rebirth of what? Of knowledge. 
We have now left the Dark Ages dominated by the repressive policies of 
the Church in Rome and are beginning a time period associated with 
individual expression, self-consciousness, and worldly experience, and 
accomplishments in scholarship, literature, science, and the arts.  
In the Renaissance, we see some powerful kings emerging in England and 
in France, while the power of the Church begins to wane. The famous 
personalities of this period of time are Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, 
Shakespeare, Machiavelli, Petrarch, Rabelais, Descartes, Copernicus, just 
to name a few.  
This is also a time when Jews made their way into Poland. Today we tend 
to think of Jewish life in Poland as being confined to the shtetl, but that did 
not happen until the 18th century. We also tend to think of Poland as 
synonymous with anti-Semitism, pogroms, etc. But during the time of the 
Renaissance the picture was quite different. 
Before we begin the fascinating story of the Jews of Poland, we have to 
keep in mind the historical pattern that we see constantly in Jewish history. 
The places where the Jews will do the best are almost always the places 
where the Jews will suffer the worst in the end. You'd expect there'd be 

places that would be good for the Jews and other places where Jews would 
have a rough time. But that's not what happens.  
The best of times and the worst of times tend to happen in the same place. 
We just saw it in Spain, we're going to see it now in Poland, we'll see it 
later in Germany. It's one of the great patterns in Jewish history ever since 
the Jews were invited into Egypt and then enslaved there.  
So how did the Jews come to Poland? 
A Polish Invitation  
Poland became Christian very late, only at the turn of the 11th century, 
and only then did it join the European community of nations (so to speak). 
After that, it took a couple of hundred years before Poland started to 
emerge as a nation-state with strong development potential.  
If you want to develop your country economically and culturally, who do 
you need? 
You need Jews.  
Why were the Jews so necessary? First, they could read and write. Jews 
were always highly educated as they had to be literate to read and obey the 
Torah, and general education came along as part of the parcel. Second, 
Jews were excellent bankers, accountants, and administrators who knew 
how to keep the economy healthy.  
So in 1264, King Boleslav of Poland granted a charter inviting the Jews 
there. The charter was an amazing document, granting Jews unprecedented 
rights and privileges. For example, it stated that: 
• "The testimony of the Christian alone may not be admitted in a 
matter which concerns the money or property of a Jew. In every such 
incidence there must be the testimony of both a Christian and a Jew. If a 
Christian injures a Jew in any which way, the accused shall pay a fine to 
the royal treasury."  
• "If a Christian desecrates or defiles a Jewish cemetery in any 
which way, it is our wish that he be punished severely as demanded by 
law."  
• "If a Christian should attack a Jew, the Christian shall be 
punished as required by the laws of this land. We absolutely forbid anyone 
to accuse the Jews in our domain of using the blood of human beings."  
• "We affirm that if any Jew cry out in the night as a result of 
violence done to him, and if his Christian neighbors fail to respond to his 
cries and do not bring the necessary help, they shall be fined."  
• "We also affirm that Jews are free to buy and sell all manner of 
things just as Christians, and if anyone hampers them, he shall pay a fine." 
This was an amazing document. We saw previously that Jews (see Part 46) 
would be brought in as money-lenders (being excluded from other 
professions), then when a bishop or nobleman wanted his debt annulled, he 
brought a "blood libel" against the Jews and had them expelled or killed. 
King Boleslav boldly promised the Jews that this would not happen in 
Poland. 
Jews did not immediately flock into Poland, though some did settle there 
to test the waters. But when other countries started expelling Jews -- 
England being the first in 13th century and Italy and Portugal being the 
more recent in the 15th century (as we saw in Parts 46 and 48) -- Poland 
became an attractive destination point. 
Then in 1569, Poland unified with Lithuania, and as a result expanded its 
borders to the east. What we know as the Ukraine today and some of 
Byelorussia, became vassal lands of Poland which was still a semi-feudal 
country. These lands needed to be managed and job openings in 
administration (at which Jews excelled) sprung up everywhere. 
Another Polish king, Sigismund II Augustus, issued another invitation. 
Here is an excerpt from his edict, granting the Jews permission to open a 
yeshiva at Lublin, dated August 23, 1567: 
"As a result of the efforts of our advisors and in keeping with the request 
of the Jews of Lublin we do hereby grant permission to erect a yeshiva and 
to outfit said yeshiva with all that is required to advance learning. All the 
learned men and rabbis of Lublin shall come together for among their 
number they shall choose one to serve as the head of the yeshiva. Let their 
choice be a man who will magnify Torah and bring it glory." 
Golden Age Of Polish Jewry 
In Poland, the Jews were allowed to have their own governing body called 
the Va'ad Arba Artzos, which was composed of various rabbis who 
oversaw the affairs of the Jews in eastern Europe. The Poles did not 
interfere with Jewish life and scholarship flourished. 
Some important personalities of this period, which a student of Jewish 
history should remember, were: 
• Rabbi Moshe Isserles (1525-1572), from Krakow, also known as 
the Rema. After the Sephardi Rabbi Yoseph Karo wrote the Shulchan 
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Aruch, the code of Jewish Law, Rabbi Isserles annotated it to fill in the 
rabbinic decisions from Eastern Europe. His commentary was, and 
continues to be, critically important in daily Jewish life.  
• Rabbi Yaakov Pollack (1455-1530), from Krakow. He opened 
the first yeshivah in Poland and was later named the chief rabbi of Poland. 
He developed a method of learning Talmud called pilpul, meaning "fine 
distinctions." This was a type of dialectical reasoning that became very 
popular, whereby contradictory facts or ideas were systematically weighed 
with a view to the resolution of their real or apparent contradictions.  
• Rabbi Yehudah Loewe, (1526-1609), not from Poland but 
important to Eastern European Jewry. He was known as the Maharal of 
Prague and was one of the great mystical scholars of his time. He has been 
credited with having created the golem, a Frankenstein figure, a living 
being without soul.  
Population Boom 
Along with the growth in Torah scholarship came population growth. In 
1500 there were about 50,000 Jews living in Poland. By 1650 there were 
500,000 Jews. This means that by the mid 17th century about 30% of the 
Jewish population of the world was living in Poland! 
Where did these Jews settle within Poland?  
Jews were generally urban people as they were historically not allowed to 
own land in most of the places they lived. However, they also created their 
own farm communities called shtetls. Although we tend to think of the 
shtetl today as a poor farming village (like in Fiddler on the Roof), during 
the Golden Age of Polish Jewry, many of these communities were actually 
quite prosperous. And there were thousands of them. 
The Jews in these independent communities spoke their own language 
called Yiddish. Original Yiddish was written in Hebrew letters and was a 
mixture of Hebrew, Slavic, and German. (Note that Yiddish underwent 
constant development and "modern" Yiddish is not like the "old" Yiddish 
which first appeared in the 13th century, nor "middle" Yiddish of this 
period of time.) 
Overall, the Jews did well, but working alongside Polish and Ukrainian 
Christians (who thought Jews killed Jesus) had its downside. 
There were several instances of Christian rioting against Jews. For 
example, in 1399 in Poznan, a rabbi and 13 elders were accused of stealing 
Church property and they were tortured and burnt at the stake. (The Poles 
must have forgot the king's edict.) 
Another problem was that Jews worked as administrators and tax 
collectors for Polish feudal lords. This did not make them popular among 
the local folk, who needed little encouragement to unleash their anti-
Semitic rage.  
This was especially true in places like the Ukraine, where the Catholic 
Poles were viewed as an occupying power in an Eastern Orthodox land, 
and the Jews -- being representatives of the occupation forces -- were the 
easiest to resent. 
And while the Polish nobility might have needed the Jews, the common 
Poles didn't. There were instances when the Polish soldiers would 
purposely leave town, abandoning the Jews to the mercy (or lack thereof) 
of the Ukrainians. This happened, for example, in 1648 in the city of 
Tulchin. The Polish soldiers made a deal with the Cossacks and left town. 
The Jews defended the city by themselves until it fell and they were all 
slaughtered.  
Pogroms 
When the Ukrainians decided to throw the Poles out of their land, a full-
scale massacres of Jews began.  
The year 1635 saw the first big explosion of violence in Ukraine against 
Poles and Jews. But this attempt at the revolution was crushed. It returned 
with new vigor thirteen years later.  
This second rebellion, in 1648, which succeeded in freeing Ukraine from 
Polish rule, was led by a Ukrainian Cossack named Bogdan Chmielnicki. 
In large measure it was directed at the Jews. 
Chmielnicki was one of the biggest anti-Semites in human history, on par 
with Hitler. His aim was genocide and his forces murdered an estimated 
100,000 Jews in the most horrendous ways: 
Here is one description (from Yeven Mezulah, pp. 31-32): 
"Some of them [the Jews] had their skins flayed off them and their flesh 
was flung to the dogs. The hands and feet of others were cut off and they 
[their bodies] were flung onto the roadway where carts ran over them and 
they were trodden underfoot by horse ... And many were buried alive. 
Children were slaughtered at their mother's bosoms and many children 
were torn apart like fish. They ripped up the bellies of pregnant women, 
took out the unborn children, and flung them in their faces. They tore open 

the bellies of some of them and placed a living cat within the belly and 
they left them alive thus, first cutting off their hands so that they should 
not be able to take the living cat out of the belly ... and there was never an 
unnatural death in the world that they did not inflict upon them." 
Here is another account from a Lithuanian Rabbi Shabbesai ben Meir 
HaCohen (1621-1662) also known as the Shah, who survived this time: 
"On the same day 1,500 people were killed in the city of Human in Russia 
on the Shabbos. The nobles [Cossacks] with whom the wicked mob had 
again made an alliance chased all the Jews from the city into the fields and 
vineyards where the villains surrounded them in a circle, stripped them to 
their skin and ordered them to lie on the ground. The villains spoke to the 
Jews with friendly and consoling words: 'Why do you want to be killed, 
strangled and slaughtered like an offering to your G-d Who poured out His 
anger upon you without mercy? Would it not be safer for you to worship 
our gods, our images and crosses and we would form one people which 
would unite together.' "But the holy and faithful people who so often 
allowed themselves to be murdered for the sake of the L-rd, raised their 
voices together in almighty in Heaven and cried: 'Hear of Israel the L-rd 
our G-d, the Holy One and the King of the Universe, we have been 
murdered for Thy sake so often already. O L-rd G-d of Israel let us remain 
faithful to Thee.' Afterward they recited the confession of sins and said: 
'We are guilty and thus recognize the Divine judgment.' Now the villains 
turned upon them and there was not one of them who did not fall victim." 
It's no wonder when Jews hear the word Cossack they break out in a sweat. 
These people killed 100,000 Jews and destroyed 300 Jewish communities 
in the most brutal way one could imagine.  
Yet to this day Chmielnicki is considered a nationalist hero in the Ukraine, 
where they regard him as a kind of "George Washington." In Kiev there is 
a big statue in the square erected in his honor.  
So this is how, in 1648-1649, the Golden Age of Polish Jewry came 
crashing down.  
These pogroms took place in Eastern Poland, and the Jews in other parts 
remained there. Poland continued for many years to be the center of the 
Ashkenazi Jewish world as we shall see in future installments. 
However, before we cover that period of time, we will backtrack a bit to 
talk about the Protestant Reformation which also took place during the 
Renaissance. 
Next: Reformation And The Jews  
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/literacy/jewishhistory/Crash_Course_in_Jewish_History_Part_24_-_Purim_in_Persia.asp 
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48 Ways to Wisdom 
Way #15 Oral Instructions For Living  
Most Jews are familiar with the "Written Torah" - the Five Books of 
Moshe. But many are not aware that the Jewish People also received the 
Oral Torah at the same time. 
The Oral Torah is not an interpretation of the Written Torah. The fact is, 
the Oral Torah preceded the Written Torah. At Mount Sinai 3,300 years 
ago, HaShem revealed Himself to the entire Jewish People. He then gave 
Moshe the 613 commandments along with a detailed explanation of how 
the Jewish People were to fulfill them. At that point in time, the teachings 
were entirely oral. 
It wasn't until 40 years later, just prior to Moshe’s death and the Jewish 
People's entering the Land of Israel, that the Written Torah as we know it 
(containing various stories and sources for the Mitzvos), was given to the 
Jewish People. 
In effect, the Written Torah is a form of "Cliff Notes" or summary notes of 
the information that HaShem gave the Jewish People, through Moshe at 
Sinai. As such, the Written Torah cannot be understood without the Oral 
Torah. 
Today, the Oral Torah also exists in a written form, called the "Mishnah." 
Almost 2,000 years ago during intense Roman persecution, the Jewish 
leaders wrote down the Oral Torah to avoid it being forgotten. 
Go For As Much As You Can Get 
A single word in the Torah can yield a four-layered understanding about 
life, if one knows how to apply the appropriate tools for gaining this 
understanding. The deeper you go into a Torah idea, the more real it 
becomes until you integrate it and act accordingly. 
The Torah can be understood on four primary levels of depth. 
1. "P'shat" - the simple explanation of what the Torah is about. Rashi 
(12th century France) wrote a famous commentary explaining this level.  
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2. "Drush" - this is the Midrash, which tells us where the Biblical 
concepts emanate from - and how to apply it to living.  
3. "Remez" - a more sophisticated level of the Midrash. Different ways 
of reading the words reveal different aspects of their meaning.  
4. "Sod" - the hidden meanings and mysticism of the Torah. 
These four words form the acronym "PaRDeS," which means "orchard." 
The Torah is filled with delicious spiritual fruits, just waiting to be plucked 
and savored. 
Wisdom is for the soul, as food is for the body. HaShem gave us the need 
for physical nourishment in order to teach us that we also need spiritual 
nourishment. The Sages say that a Jew prays three times a day -paralleling 
the three daily meals. 
The Science Of Metaphysics 
If you have a legal problem, you seek out a lawyer. If you become ill, 
you'll look for a doctor. If a piece of Torah is difficult for you, look for an 
expert. Find a rabbi who can teach you the intricacies - and techniques for 
learning it on you own. 
Torah, because it is so comprehensive and comes from a Divine source, 
cannot be approached like any other book. There are immutable principles 
and rules that you need to first become familiar with before delving into 
Torah, and they are usually learned from experts who are entirely familiar 
with them. Get practice in using the traditional techniques needed to 
approach the study of Torah properly. 
The wonderful thing about Torah is that so many volumes of precious 
commentaries have already been written on all aspects of Torah. 
Whenever you have problems understanding the Torah's instructions, you 
can benefit from the understanding of those who preceded you. In recent 
years, much of this literature has been translated into English. 
Why Do We Need The Oral Torah? 
The Bible with its Oral Instructions is the only way to open all the locks. 
There is a symbiosis between them: The Written Torah provides the 
commandments for daily living, and the Oral Torah explains how to 
actually carry them out. The Written Law cannot be used intelligently 
without it. For example: 
Totafos (known as Tefillin) are mentioned in the Written Law. But how do 
we know what they are? What color are they? What size? Shape? What 
about the straps? How many compartments? What parchments go inside? 
How should they be worn? Who should wear them? When? We need the 
Oral Law to tell us that they are square, black boxes. 
A Sukkah - what is it? Does it have a plastic roof or a metal one? Is it 
made of wood? Does it have pink floors? The Written Bible doesn't say; 
the Oral Law does. 

Jews all over the world know what "Tefillin" are. If you think about it, you 
will realize that it was not necessary to write an explicit description of 
Tefillin in the Torah. One need simply look at an older pair. Tefillin were 
worn by every adult male throughout Jewish history, and they themselves 
provided as permanent a record as any book. The Oral Law is as absolute 
as the Written. 
Advantage Of The Oral Torah 
Do you have an encyclopedia? When was the last time you used it? Most 
people haven't looked at their encyclopedia in ages. Usually, the only time 
you use an encyclopedia is when you need to look up something specific. 
Otherwise, it is just a reference work that sits on your bookshelf. 
Imagine if there was no such thing as an encyclopedia. How would life be 
different? We'd all have to retain a lot more information! 
This was HaShem's objective in devising the Oral Torah. Because Judaism 
is not a reference work made to sit on a shelf. Torah is meant to be lived 
and internalized. To do that, you need to know it backwards and forwards. 
With both a Written and Oral Torah, the basics are laid out in writing, but 
the rest of it must be learned orally, encouraging every Jew to constantly 
discuss and clarify. 
The word "mishnah" means "review." Since the nature of an oral 
transmission is that there's a danger of inaccuracy, constant review was 
one of the ways to ensure its integrity. The student would take notes, and 
then memorize them until he knew it perfectly by heart. Then, having tens 
of thousands of people learning the same information guarantee that 
mistakes would not enter into the transmission. 
HaShem, in His infinite wisdom, devised the consummate system for 
transmitting Torah throughout the generations. It is not a written law, and 
it is not an oral law. It's both. 
Why Are "Oral Instructions" An Ingredient In Wisdom? 
• If HaShem spoke on Mt. Sinai, then that message is significant! You 
should look up the explanation of what He said.  
• The Written Torah tells you "Love the L-rd your G-d with all your 
heart." The Mishnah tells you how.  
• If you have an insight into how to live, it makes sense to remember it 
and integrate it.  
• It is a principle of Jewish life that you need to know as much Torah as 
possible. The more you know, the more fulfilled you can become.  
• Master the Mishnah, and you uncover a whole world of 
understanding and insight. 
Author Biography: Rabbi Noach Weinberg was the dean and founder of Aish HaTorah International. Over 
the last 40 years, his visionary educational programs have brought hundreds of thousands of Jews closer to 
their heritage. Copyright © 2003 Aish.com - "The 48 Ways to Wisdom" is culled from the Talmud (Pirkei Avos 6:6), 
which states that "the crown of Torah is acquired by 48 Ways." Each of these is a special tool to help us sharpen our 
personal skills and get the most out of life.  
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Parsha Encounters 
Parshas Terumah – Stay Connected 
By Rabbi Binyomin Chajes 
3 Adar l 5776 / Feb. 12, 2016 
A Project Of Chicago Community Kollel 
This week’s parshah describes the different vessels in the mishkan. The 
first vessel mentioned is the aron. The Ramban notes that in reference to 
the aron, the Torah says “v’asu aron - and they should make an aron” in 
the plural form, as opposed to the lashon yachid used to refer to the 
creation of all the other vessels (“v’asisa - and you should make”). The 
Ramban explains that the purpose of this distinction was to show that 
everyone had to have a part in producing the aron, which symbolizes 
Torah. Why is it so crucial for everyone to have a share in Torah? 
The pasuk in the beginning of the parshah commands “Veyikchu li 
terumah - And they should take for me a portion.” It would seem that the 
pasuk should have said “and they should take a portion.” The inclusion of 
the word “li - for me” seems unnecessary. The Medrash explains its 

relevance with a parable. There was once a king who had an only 
daughter. When she reached marriageable age, she wed a prince. After the 
festivities were over, the king summoned his son-in-law and said, “Your 
wife is my only daughter and I can’t bear to part from her. However, I 
cannot tell you to leave her here, for she is your wife. Grant me one favor: 
wherever you go, prepare a small room for me, so that I can live next to 
you.” 
Similarly, Hashem told the Yidden, “I gave you the Torah. I can’t part 
from it, yet I can’t tell you not to take it, for I gifted it to you. Wherever 
you go, make a house for Me so I can dwell near you.” 
This exchange demonstrates that through our connection to Torah, we are 
zocheh to have Hashem (the Shechinah) dwell in our midst, for our 
connection to Hashem is through the Torah. Accordingly, it is imperative 
that every Jew have a connection to Torah, the starting point of his 
relationship with Hashem. Based on this connection between a Jew, 
Hashem and Torah we can understand the use of the plural “ve’asu” - each 
and every Yid had to play a part in the making of the aron, the 
representation of Torah. 
Rabbi Chajes is a full-time member of the kollel.  
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Halacha Encounters 
Putting up the Mezuzah - Part 2 
By Rabbi Moshe Kaufman 
After discussing the preliminary issues involving in putting up a mezuzah, 
we can proceed to the act itself. 
Who should put up the mezuzah? 
Any Jewish adult, whether male or female, is able to perform the mitzvah 
of mezuzah (see Agur B’ohalecha 8, note 59). It is best to avoid having a 
minor do so, as minors are not obligated in the mitzvah on the same level 
as adults (Chovas Hador 9: note 7, Chanoch Lena’ar 35:4). One may 
perform the mitzvah in someone else’s home, even without intending to 
serve as the owner’s proxy (shaliach) in performing the mitzvah (Minchas 
Shlomo 2:56). Even so, it is always better to perform a mitzvah yourself 
rather than appoint someone else to do it for you (Kiddushin 41a, Mishnah 
Berurah 250:3, Mezuzos Beisecha 289:ST3). Therefore, one should not 
perform a mitzvah on behalf of the owner without his permission. If it is 
too difficult for the owner of the house to put up all of the mezuzos 
himself, he may put up some of them, and then ask others to do the rest 
(based on the Magen Avraham 432:5). However, those people joining in 
the mitzvah do not recite their own brachah, even if they were not present 
at the time the owner recited his brachah (Chovas Hadar 11:8). If the 
owner of the house is not putting up all of the mezuzos of the house, the 
people living in the house should take part in the mitzvah before others do 
so (Agur B’ohalecha 8:13). 
Many people bestow the honor of posting the mezuzah on a dignified 
individual, foregoing the opportunity to do it themselves. While some 
Poskim frown on the practice (Chachmas Adam), others support it, as it is 
a way of enhancing the mitzvah (Da’as Kedoshim 289:2, Tevuos Shor 
28:14). 
The Brachah 
Since the brachah is one recited on a mitzvah, it should be said while 
standing (SA 8:1 and 489:1). A brachah on any mitzvah must be recited 
immediately preceding the performance of the mitzvah (referred to as 
“oveir l’asiyasan”). Therefore, prior to reciting the brachah, the mezuzah 
should be held up on the place where it will be affixed (see Chovas Hadar 
11, who extrapolates this from the language of the Shulchan Aruch 289:1) 
Others suggest that the nail should already be knocked into the wall a bit 
before the recital of the brachah (Sefarim quoting the Sdei Chemed). 
The brachah that is said when posting a mezuzah in one’s own home is 
“Likvoa mezuzah.” Even if one is putting up many mezuzos, the brachah 
remains in the singular tense. However, if he is posting in someone else’s 
home, many Poskim maintain that the nusach should be “Al kevias 
mezuzah” (Chovas Hadar 11:8, Minchas Yitzchok 6:112) (see, however, 
“Agur B’ohalecha” 7 fn 29). 
Shehecheyanu 
The Shach (289:1) writes that even if one is placing a mezuzah for the 
first time, he does not recite a Shehecheyanu. The Mishnah Berurah (Biur 
Halachah s22) cites a discussion in the Poskim if performing a mitzvah for 
the first time qualifies for a birchas Shehecheyanu. It is recorded that Rav 
Shlomo Zalman did instruct people to recite a Shehecheyanu in such a 
circumstance (Halichos Shlomo Ch. 23, fn 54). However, the Mishnah 
Berurah (ibid) and others write that one should only recite this brachah if 
he has something else on which to recite the Shehecheyanu, such as a new 
fruit or suit, and have the new mitzvah in mind as well. One who 
purchases a new home, recites the brachah of Shehecheyanu on the house 
if he lives alone. If others live in the same house, he recites a Hatov 
V’hameitiv. He should wait to say this b’racha until after he finishes 
putting up his mezuzos (see Mezuzos Beisecha, ibid 4). 
Brachah for multiple mezuzos 
If one is placing mezuzos on multiple doorways, he recites one brachah, 
having in mind all of the mezuzos. One should first check to insure that 
the doorway he is reciting the brachah on is in fact obligated to recite the 
brachah. For example in the area at the front door is not the necessary 
dimensions of 7 ft. by 7ft., and no brachah may be said. He must be 
careful not to make any interruption that is not connected to the mitzvah 
(Aruch HaShulchan YD 289:4). If he does in fact make such an 
interruption, many Poskim say that he must recite a new brachah for the 
subsequent mezuzos (see Chovas Hador 11:9, note 17). However, not all 
Poskim agree, so one may not recite a new brachah, and should do all he 
can to avoid the sh’eilah. Walking from room to room is not considered an 
interruption. However, if he were to walk out of his house to place a 

mezuzah outside, on his garage or elsewhere, thereby changing his 
location, it is unclear if a new brachah is necessary. Therefore, he should 
not recite a new one (Mishnah Berurah 8:33, Mezuzos Beisecha 289 
“Vayivareich” from Rav Elyashiv). 
Positioning of the mezuzah 
There is a dispute in the Rishonim as to the proper position of the 
mezuzah when it is placed on the doorpost. Rashi (Menachos 33a) writes 
that it is to be standing erect, while Tosfos (ibid) argues that it is supposed 
to be lying flat. While we follow the opinion of Rashi to post it upright, 
the Rema (289:6) writes that the minhag is to make some sort of 
compromise by putting the mezuzah on a slant, with the top part slanted 
toward the inside of the room. If the post is very thin, it should be placed 
upright, as Rashi’s opinion is the one we follow. When placing it on a 
slant in a wide doorway, one should be careful that the top of the mezuzah 
does not end up more than a tefach away from the beginning of the 
doorpost (Poskim). 
However, the Chazon Ish maintained that putting it on a true slant, like a 
45 degree angle, would not be in keeping with Rashi’s opinion that it be 
erect. Therefore, he recommended that one who follows the minhag of the 
Rema should place it on a slight slant, just enough to be noticeable, yet 
remain upright (MB 289 fn 62, Orchos Rabbeinu Vol 1, page 378). 
Putting up the mezuzah at night 
It is mentioned in the sefarim that a mezuzah should be put up during the 
day, and not at night. However, this is a concept rooted in kabbalah, and is 
not binding in the fulfillment of the mitzvah (MB 289:23). Therefore, 
even if one would choose to do it only during the day, he should not push 
off the performance of the mitzvah in order to do so (Agur B’ohalecha 8: 
fn 7 in the name of the Ben Ish Chai). 
How to attach it to the wall 
When nailing in a mezuzah, it must be nailed in at the top and bottom, so 
that it is secure, and not hanging at all (Kitzur 11:6, Chaya Adam 15:19). 
Although the Shulchan Aruch (289:5) writes to post it with nails, any tight 
adhesive such as double-sided tape may be used (Ar”H 289:14). A weak 
adhesive such as scotch tape may not be used (MB 289). 
Rabbi Kaufman is full-time member of the kollel.  
 

Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 

Khal Machzikei Torah 
Terumah 5776-Hint, Please? 
In this week’s parsha Hashem instructs Moshe to relay to the Bnai Yisrael 
how the Mishkan and its vessels were to be constructed. This construction 
is explained in much detail, with the parsha mentioning many parts, 
together with amounts of said parts, and their dimensions. This would 
seem to be fertile ground for remez-finding hints in the (names of the 
objects and in their) numbers that correlate to other spiritual messages. 
And indeed the Mefarshim are replete with such remazim. What caught 
my eye, however, is that Targum Yonason Ben Uziel throughout the 
whole entire parsha only once presents us with a remez for a set of 
numbers. There were two sets of coverings to the Ohel Mo’aid. The lower 
covering consisted of 10 panels of wool/linen fabric. 5 of the panels were 
then sewn together as were the remaining 5, making two sets each of 5 
panels. The upper covering was made up of 11 panels of goat-skin made 
into two sets, one of 5 panels sewn together, the other of 6. By the upper 
set Targum Yonason adds a remez, that the set of 5 panels represent the 
Five Books of the Torah and the 6 panel set represents the Six Books of 
Mishna. [The Midrash (Hagadol) gives the same remez as Targum 
Yonason, but it also offers a (obvious) remez for the lower covering, the 
two sets of 5 panels, namely they represent the Luchos, each of which had 
5 statements upon them.] And that is it for Rebbe Yonason, by no other 
vessel or any other part of the structure does he give even a hint of a 
remez (pun intended). So, what is so special or unique about this 11-panel 
covering that it is the only place Targum deemed it necessary to add some 
depth to its numbers? 
Perhaps we can say the following: Whenever Yidden are given by Hashem 
a highly concentrated level of Kedusha be it a specific venue, time or 
personality, the destructive force that exists, a.k.a. the Satan complains. 
He claims to Hashem that He has made an extremely uneven playing 
surface upon which to play the game known as Life. He noodges and nags 
saying he cannot excel anymore in his job as a subversive under such 
circumstances. What Hashem does to mollify the Satan is to throw him a 
bone. That is why on Yom Kippur the Satan is given the Azazel goat. And 
that is why, with the creation of the family tree which will eventually 
provide us with Mashiach, we find several unsavory unions. All little 
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what-nots to keep the Satan happy The Mishkan was the official dwelling 
place of Hashem’s presence. Most definitely a place infused with a 
tremendous level of Kedusha-holiness. One can imagine that the Satan, 
who saw such a motherlode of kedusha and recognized that Bnai Yisrael 
had access to it, got totally bent out of shape, and did protest. And so 
Hashem threw him a tidbit, and that tidbit I believe was the 11-panel 
covering. The Yesod HaEmunah (see also Kedushas Levi, end of 
Mishpatim) tells us that the Satan is represented by the number 11. For if 
complete Kedusha is represented by 10 - a minyan, then destructive forces 
which envelop Kedusha [like a klipah-peel that envelopes a pree-fruit] 
will be 11. That is why the 11-panel covering of tumah in true form 
covers (and attempts to neutralize) the 10 panel covering of Kedusha. 
Now we can understand the necessity of Targum Yonason to add remez to 
the 11- panel covering but nowhere else. He only felt a need to point out 
the remez at a location where one would be surprised to find one. But 
where one is expecting remez Targum knows we can figure it out 
ourselves. By all other places therefore, it was un-necessary for him to add 
remez to the numbers of dimension and parts. This is because the Mishkan 
was not only the meeting place for Hashem and Bnai Yisrael but was also 
a central warehouse for all the different kedushos that existed. Thus, every 
number and part automatically had remez to any other possible facet of 
Yiddishkiet. Rebbe Yonason knew since remez is expected we could work 
it out (Try it. The six branches of the Menorah and the central seventh 
branch, anyone?). But there was one part with which he thought we might 
need his help. A part we would think was so bereft from Kedusha that 
even in the world of remez it had no Kedusha. And that part is the 11-
panel covering. After all, it was the domain of the Satan. Comes Rebbe 
Yonason and tells us tis not so. Yes, we gave the Satan a bone allowing 
him to participate and to feel he has a foothold in the Mishkan. But there 
is no such thing that in Hashem’s dwelling place there is a part that is 
devoid of Kedusha. On the surface it might project tumah, but in remez it 
is still infused with huge dollops of holiness, yes, the Books of Torah and 
Mishna. 
Have a great Shabbos, Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 
Rav, Khal Machzikei Torah, Far Rockaway, N.Y. ravgreenbergkmt@gmail.com 
 

Rabbi Yaacov Haber 

TorahLab 
How To Make Synagogues Holy 
Dedicated by Mrs. Sarah Shane in memory of her mother,  
Mrs. Gussie (Henna Gittel) Poliakoff, whose yahrzeit was on 2 Adar. 
Bubby, or 'Aunt Gussie' was a stalwart of the Baltimore Jewish community. The eldest 
daughter of Rabbi and Rebbetzin Schwartz, she not only was their right hand in the founding of 
the Talmudical Academy and Bais Yaakov, she dedicated herself to the community in many 
other areas. AMIT, Congregation Shaarie Zion, Ner Israel, and many more organizations and 
individuals were the beneficiaries of her untiring efforts. 
Her four children and many grandchildren and great grandchildren, nieces and nephews were 
her pride and joy. 
An American industrialist once came to visit the Chofetz Chaim of 
blessed memory. The Chofetz Chaim proudly gave the man a personal 
tour of his Yeshiva and asked him if he too would like to be a partner in 
the building of Torah. The man looked at the saintly Rabbi. He observed 
the young teenagers studying Torah in the cold underappointed room. He 
witnessed the sincerity and genuineness of everything he saw. He thought 
hard. Finally he magnanimously replied, “Rebbe, I'll fund the whole 
thing!” Only the Chofetz Chaim could merit such a miracle. The Chofetz 
Chaim quickly took the man's hand and blessed him with all of G-d's 
blessing and then said, “My dear friend, you are indeed a very generous 
and righteous person, but as much as I would like to, I can not accept your 
offer. The holiness you see and feel, is the result of the contribution of 
hundreds of people. A loving tear accompanied each small donation. It is 
upon those tears that we have built success. It is upon those souls that the 
Shechina rests.” 
Wherever we went we never forfeited our spiritual centers. Since the 
destruction of Jerusalem, wherever we wandered, as soon as we put our 
feet on the ground we built a synagogue. That Shul became a mikdash 
m'at. 
The whole life of the Jew, from birth to the very end surrounded the 
synagogue. It was in the Synagogue that the Jew sought and found refuge 
and solace from his or her day to day troubles. 
The synagogue had many things to offer; friendship, a sense of belonging, 
a place to study Torah, entertainment and a burial plot. But there was one 
major ingredient that made the synagogue the epicenter for the Jew. The 
Shechina; the presence of G-d. The moment we dedicated a synagogue, 
Hashem’s presence was felt there. This spirituality, that was actually 

palpable, was the dynamo that energized the Shul and everyone who 
visited it - the Shechina made the experience unique. 
We all know how to build buildings and we have good ideas for 
programming. We know community members that are capable of 
understanding sophisticated constitutions. But how do we get Kedusha 
into a Shul? What is the secret ingredient that brings the presence of 
Hashem into the Synagogue? How do we get to a point where people 
come in and find the Shechina? 
What brought the presence of Hashem into a tent in the desert? Hashem 
told Moshe that when he builds the Mishkan he must include every Jew, 
not just their money or their handiwork, but their hearts. “Kol Ish asher 
yidveno libo.” G-d wanted the hearts and souls of the people. It was the 
collective spiritual and emotional input of all the people of Israel that 
caused the Shechina to rest upon the building. Everyone contributed his or 
her soul. 
In the Mishkan there was only one kind of wood; shitim or acacia wood. 
The Ark was built out of acacia, the table for the showbread was built out 
of acacia and the structure of the tent itself was built from “standing poles 
of acacia'. We were in a desert; where did we get all of this acacia 
lumber? We know there was a miraculous well in the desert and that food 
was sent down to us from the heavens, but we are not told of a Home 
Depot that followed us out of Egypt! 
Rashi gives the answer. Generations earlier, when our forefather Yaakov 
moved to Egypt he mysteriously planted acacia trees in Goshen. He 
instructed his children to nurture the trees and let them grow very large. 
Yaakov Avinu told his children that a time would come that the Jewish 
people would leave Egypt, but before they leave they should cut these 
enormous trees down and take the wood with them into the desert. 
Hundreds of years of Jewish care and nurturing were invested into this 
acacia wood! 
If we would have miraculously stumbled upon an acacia forest in the 
desert the timber would have been missing a major ingredient. It would 
have been missing the heart and prayers of our father Yaakov and his 
children for generations. It would have been missing the nurturing of 
thousands of Jews who may have given from their drinking water to care 
for their grandfather's garden. Just any acacia wood wouldn't do. This 
wood had to bring the Shechina into the camp and it therefore required the 
heart and soul of the Jewish people. 
As for us, we too can usher the Shechina into our lives, into our homes 
and into our Synagogues. Not just by belonging, not just by attending or 
affiliating, but by committing our heart and soul. When we give up little 
things that are so important to us, when we walk in the snow to Shul, and 
when we include the place of Hashem in our schedules and even in our 
prayers, we nurture our surroundings. We can achieve the presence of the 
Shechina. 
 

Rabbi Sender Haber 

Out of the Loop 
Hold Up 
The Torah portion that we just read discussed the building of the Mishkan. 
The Mishkan was the dwelling place for G-d in this world. If as G-d could 
have a house here on earth this parsha tells us what it would look like. The 
Torah goes to great lengths to describe to the Jewish people exactly how 
the Mishkan should be built and how it should look. This is a sort of 
Jewish Feng Shui (fung shway). It is a lesson in how to make G-d belong 
in our homes and in our lives. If we can understand the architecture of the 
Mishkan we can understand something about how G-d relates to this 
world and to us. 
The supporting beams of the Mishkan were a series of very large pillars, 
called Krashim. The Torah describes the placement of the Krashim in the 
very human terms of “Isha El Achosa” like sisters standing beside one 
another. 
The Baal Shem Tov explains that this world is one big Mishkan and that 
human beings have the role of the Krashim. Just as the tapestries of the 
Mishkan depended on the Krashim – the pillars to form an actual 
structure, G-d leaves it to us to make the world into a G-dly place. Just as 
the Krashim give shape to the Mishkan, G-d gives us a job to give shape 
to this world and turn it into a holy structure – a place where He can 
dwell. 
We are here in this world as ambassadors of G-d. We should represent G-
d in everything that we do and to everyone that we meet. We can make 
this world more G-dly with every nice word that we say and every time 
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we keep our mouths shut. If we can do this then we are truly Krashim 
pillars of this world that can hold this world up. 
Often, great people are also great nonconformists. These are the people 
who have courage and can beat to their own drum; but these people can 
only become truly great if they never forget their role as supporting actors. 
We should have courage and we can do our own thing but we must always 
doing the will of Hashem and representing Hashem to everyone around 
us. 
Unfortunately, we do not need to look very far to find examples of 
talented people who have completely ruined their lives and talents by 
forgetting that there is more to life than themselves. The Baal Shem Tov 
writes that if we can remember to bring G-d with us in everything we do 
then we are making a Kesher – a connection. Otherwise all we have is 
Sheker – falsehood and superficiality. How long can it last? 
 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Parshas Terumah 5776 - Give & Take 
After an entire portion filled with commandments regarding man's 
obligation toward his fellow man, the Torah focuses on a very spiritual 
aspect of our existence. Hashem commands His nation to build a 
Tabernacle in which He would figuratively dwell. Thus the Torah begins 
this week's portion with a mainstay of Jewish life -- the appeal. 
The Torah instructs the Jewish nation to contribute gold, silver, and an 
array of other materials to the great cause of erecting and furnishing a 
Mishkan (Tabernacle). However the appeal is worded very strangely. 
Hashem does not ask the people to give; he asks them to take. Exodus 
25:2: "Speak to the children of Israel and let them take a portion for me." 
The question is obvious. Why does the Torah tell the people to take a 
portion when in essence they are giving a portion? What is the message 
behind the semantic anomaly? 
The Story 
Max and Irving went fishing on an overcast afternoon. About two hours 
into their expedition a fierce storm developed. Their small rowboat tossed 
and tossed and finally flipped over into the middle of the lake. Max, a 
strong swimmer, called to save Irving, but to no avail. Irving did not 
respond to any plea and unfortunately drowned. Max swam to shore to 
break the terrible news to Irving's poor wife. 
"What happened?" she screamed. "Tell me the whole story!" 
Max recounted the entire episode in full detail. 
"But what did you do to try to save my Irving?" she shrieked. Max 
explained once again. "I kept screaming to your husband, 'Irving, give me 
your hand -- give me your hand -- Give me your hand! But Irving just 
gave me a blank stare and drifted away." 
"You fool!" shouted the widow. "You said the wrong thing. You should 
have said, 'take my hand.' Irving never gave anything to anybody!" 
The Message 
We often make the same mistake that Irving made. When we hear the 
word "give" we recoil. In its first solicitation, the Torah is teaching us a 
lesson. When you give with true heart, you are not giving anything away. 
You are taking a share for yourself. Materialistic pleasures in which many 
people indulge are eventually digested and forgotten. The new cars 
become old ones, the glorious homes fall to disrepair, and the newest 
gizmos become outdated. The only items that remain are those that we 
give. They remain in a storehouse of merits and eventually will repay us 
and our descendants. The Montefiores and the Rothschilds are not forever 
cherished for opulence and indulgence. They are remembered for their 
great benevolence and charity. They not only gave for eternity. They 
received for eternity as well. 
Good Shabbos ©2016 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky  
 

Rabbi Shlomo Katz 

HaMaayan 
Parshas Terumah - The Tabernacle in Your Heart 
Volume 30, No. 19 4 Adar I 5776 February 13, 2016 
Sponsored by Elaine and Jerry Taragin on the yahrzeits of Mrs. Shirley 
Taragin a”h, Mr. Irving Rivkin a”h and Mrs. Frances Rivkin a”h  
Mrs. Rochelle Dimont and family on the yahrzeit of father-in-law and 
grandfather Rabbi Shmuel Elchanan Dimont a”h 

Daf Yomi: Gittin 62 
In this week’s parashah, we begin to read about the mishkan. R’ Moshe 
David Valle z”l (Italy; 1697-1777) writes that this follows logically from 
the end of last week’s parashah, where we read, “The appearance of the 
glory of Hashem was like a consuming fire on the mountaintop before the 
eyes of Bnei Yisrael. Moshe arrived in the midst of the cloud and 
ascended the mountain; and Moshe was on the mountain for forty days 
and forty nights.” He explains: What Bnei Yisrael witnessed at Har Sinai 
instilled fear in them, and they gave up hope that Hashem would rest His 
Shechinah in their midst. Who can stand a “consuming fire”? they asked. 
Therefore, the Torah immediately says: It’s not so! You can easily cause 
the Shechinah to rest in your midst, if you only prepare your heart. 
“Hashem desires man’s heart,” say our Sages. They also teach, “An 
awakening below [i.e., from man] causes an a wakening Above,” i.e., 
Hashem responds to our initiative. This is why the verse says, “From 
every man whose heart motivates him you shall take My portion [i.e., a 
donation for the mishkan].” Notably, the gematria of the word “yidvenu” 
(“motivates him”) equals the gematria of the word “chessed.” This 
indicates that Hashem will perform a chessed / kindness for a person who 
prepares himself and will rest His Shechinah on him. 
R’ Valle adds: The word “Terumah” can be broken into “Torah” and the 
letter “mem,” alluding to the 40 days that Moshe was on Har Sinai. This, 
too, caused Bnei Yisrael to lose hope. If Moshe, who was like a member 
of Hashem’s “household,” needed 40 days to receive the Torah, what can 
we hope for? In fact, R’ Valle writes, Moshe did not need 40 days to 
receive the Torah. Rather, the 40 days were for Moshe to achieve a special 
closeness to Hashem. 
On a p’shat level, R’ Valle concludes, our parashah teaches that the 
Shechinah will not rest just anywhere. One must prepare a clean and pure 
place in which to receive the Shechinah. (Brit Olam) 
“They shall make a Mishkan / sanctuary for Me -- so that I may dwell 
among them.” (25:8) 
Why were all of the sanctuaries that existed prior to the building of the 
Temple in Yerushalayim--both in the desert and in Eretz Yisrael--called 
“Mishkan,” while the Temple is called “Bet Ha’mikdash”? R’ Yechiel 
Michel Halevi Epstein z"l (1829-1908; rabbi of Novardok, Russia) 
explains: 
The word “Mishkan” connotes a temporary location. Thus, the Mishkan is 
also called “ohel” / “tent.” The term “Mishkan” alludes to the fact that the 
Shechinah is with us wherever we are. Indeed, our Sages say that the 
Shechinah went into exile in Babylon with the Jewish People. This is the 
real meaning of “dwelling among Bnei Yisrael,” i.e., that the Shechinah 
resides among us wherever we are. 
In contrast, the Bet Ha’mikdash was a permanent structure at the fixed 
location where Hashem’s Shechinah can always be found. That is where 
the First and Second Temples stood, and where the Third Temple will be 
built im yirtzeh Hashem, concludes R’ Epstein. (Aruch Ha’shulchan 
Ha’atid: Hil. Bet Hamikdash 1:3) 
“They shall make an Aron / ark of acacia wood, two and half amot / 
cubits its length, an amah and a half its width, and an amah and a half 
its height.” (25:10) 
Our Sages teach that the Aron took up no space in the Kodesh 
Ha’kodashim. Since the Kodesh Ha’kodashim was 10 amot by 10 amot 
square, one would have expected to measure five amot from the center of 
the Aron to each wall. Instead, there were 5 amot from each edge of the 
Aron to the nearest wall on each side. 
What was the purpose of this miracle? R’ Yerachmiel Eliyahu Botchko 
z”l (1888-1956; founder and rosh yeshiva of Yeshivat Etz Chaim in 
Montreux, Switzerland) explains: The Gemara (Sanhedrin 7a) quotes one 
of the Sages as saying about his relationship with his wife, “When our 
love is strong, we can live side-by-side on the sharp edge of a sword. 
When we are not getting along, the entire world is not big enough for us.” 
When there is love, no space is too small. Thus, writes R’ Botchko, the 
fact that the Aron takes up no space is an expression of the strong love 
between Hashem’s and the Jewish People. 
Indeed, he writes, the relatively simple design of the Mishkan, including 
the fact that it was a temporary structure, is a symbol of that love. That 
also is why Hashem did not want King David to build a Bet Ha’mikdash. 
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The prophet told King David that it was because he had spilled much 
blood (Divrei Ha’yamim I 22:8). This refers to his own blood, i.e., to his 
life of sacrifice for Hashem. When there is such love, there is no need for 
a fancy house. (Ohr Ha’yahadut) 
“You shall place [literally ‘give’] in the Aron the Luchot of Testimony 
that I shall give you.” (25:16) 
R’ Moshe Yehoshua Hager z”l (1916-2012; Vizhnitzer Rebbe in Bnei 
Brak) writes: Some people find it difficult to give charity because they 
think that their wealth is the product of their hard work. They fail to 
realize that they are mortal beings just like the person asking for tzedakah; 
that but for Hashem’s decree, their positions in society could just as well 
have been the reverse. 
Our verse may be interpreted as a response to those whose hands are 
closed. “You shall give.” To whom? To those who hold the Luchot, i.e., to 
Torah scholars and the institutions that support them. If you do, it will 
show that you understand that “I shall give you,” i.e., that your wealth is 
not your own but rather a gift from Me. (Kuntreis Avodat Hashem 
B’yemei Ha’Shovavim p.33) 
“You shall make two keruvim of gold--hammered out you shall make 
them--from both ends of the cover [of the Aron Kodesh].” (25:18) 
Many ask: Why did Hashem, who prohibited us from making human 
forms, command us to put human-like forms in the Holy of Holies? 
R’ Eliyahu Hakohen z”l (the Ba’al Shevet Mussar; Izmir, Turkey; 1650-
1729) explains: The Gemara (Chullin 109b) teaches: For everything that 
Hashem prohibited, He permitted something that parallels it. For example, 
the Gemara says, He prohibited eating blood, but He permitted eating 
liver. In the same way, writes R’ Eliyahu, He prohibited making human 
forms, but permitted these human-like forms. 
Why? R’ Eliyahu explains: Hashem created seventy nations and he 
assigned seventy guardian angels to direct those nations. Those angels are 
subservient to Hashem, however, and they can do only what He has 
enabled them to do. 
Since each of the nations has an angel, one might mistakenly think that the 
G-d of Yisrael is also an angel--perhaps a greater angel, since He was able 
to defeat the angel of Egypt, but an angel nonetheless. To dispel this 
mistaken notion, Hashem prohibited certain things and then made 
exceptions. This demonstrates that He is not a subservient being like the 
angels of the other nations; rather, He is the Supreme Being, and no one 
can tell Him what He can or must do. 
R’ Eliyahu continues: This is why Avraham Avinu’s ultimate test was the 
command to sacrifice his son. Through the akeidah, Avraham was 
challenged to recognize that there is One G-d, even when He seems to 
change His mind or act inconsistently. (Aggadot Eliyahu: Shekalim ch.8) 
Zemirot Shabbat 
“Me’ain Olam Ha’ba, yom Shabbat menuchah / The Sabbath day of 
contentment is a semblance of the World to Come.” (From the zemer Mah 
Yedidut) 
R’ Shalom Noach Berezovsky z”l (1911-2000; Slonimer Rebbe in 
Yerushalayim) explains in what way Shabbat resembles Olam Ha’ba: 
R’ Moshe Chaim Luzzato z”l (Ramchal; 1707-1746) writes at the 
beginning of Mesilat Yesharim that the greatest good a person can 
achieve--indeed, the ultimate purpose of his creation--is to bask in 
closeness to Hashem. The primary place for attaining this closeness is 
Olam Ha’ba. 
Nevertheless, the Slonimer Rebbe continues, the Ba’al Shem Tov z”l 
(1700-1760; founder of the chassidic movement) taught that this closeness 
can be attained even in this world, especially on Shabbat. This is stated in 
the verse (Yeshayah 58:13-14), “If you proclaim the Sabbath an ‘oneg’ / 
‘delight,’ . . . Then you shall be granted pleasure with Hashem . . .” 
Importantly, the cited verses in Yeshayah suggest that merely observing 
the laws of Shabbat, while required, will not bring about closeness to 
Hashem. Rather, this lofty attainment is reserved for one who “delights” 
in Shabbat. Moreover, the delight one will experience in Olam Ha’ba is 
dependent to a greater degree on the delight he took in Shabbat than on 
any other mitzvah. 
Why is this so? The Slonimer Rebbe explains: When Hashem takes a 
neshamah from “beneath His throne” (i.e., from the spiritual realms) and 
sends it down to this world, a place teeming with materialism and 
impurity, He seemingly is cutting that soul off from any connection to 
Him. But, He gives the soul a “refuge”--the 613 mitzvot, which are 613 
ways to connect with Him. Notably, our Sages say that Shabbat is equal to 
all of the other mitzvot, which is because it is more of a refuge from this 
world than any of them is. Related to this, R’ Avraham son of the 

Rambam z”l (Egypt; 1186-1237) notes that the highest form of Shabbat 
observance is accomplished when one separates himself on Shabbat from 
this world and focuses on the opportunity to be close to Hashem. 
In this light, we can understand why Shabbat, more than any other 
mitzvah, sets the tone for a person’s Olam Ha’ba. (Nesivos Shalom: 
Shabbat I) 
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Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
Parshas Terumah: Join Us! 
"And they shall make Me a Sanctuary that I may dwell among them." 
(Shemos 25:8) 
They shall make Me a Sanctuary: They will make a house of sanctity 
dedicated to My name! (Rashi) 
There are so many grandiose questions about this business of making a 
Sanctuary for Hashem. Does Hashem need a house? How can we puny 
creatures build a house to accommodate Hashem? Why the hyper 
attention to the details of the physical structure? Isn’t it a spiritual 
pursuit!? Shouldn’t attitude matter most? 
I have found that language becomes clumsy when trying to discuss these 
matters with adults but it all becomes crystal clear when trying to explain 
things to a child. Let us then look at two stories that explain to children 
what adults should know. 
When the Kotzker Rebbe was a child himself, his Rebbe asked him, 
“Where can Hashem be found?” He answered what should have been a 
correct answer, “Hashem is everywhere!” The Rebbe asked again, “Where 
can Hashem be found?” He proffered the same answer! The volley 
repeated again and again until the frustrated young Kotzker himself asked, 
“So where can Hashem be found?” Then his Rebbe responded with 
ultimate profundity, “Wherever He is invited to enter!” 
The Opter Rebbe, Avraham Yehoshua Heschel, who was known as the 
Ohaiv Yisrael- the lover of Jews, was holding court with his Chassidim 
when an obviously upset little boy burst into the room. The throngs parted 
like the splitting of the Red Sea to allow the little tearful boy immediate 
access to the Rebbe’s heart. The Rebbe listened intently to his sad tale, 
“We were playing “hide and go seek”. When it was Shimon’s turn to hide 
we went and found him. When it was Yaakov’s turn to hide we went and 
found him. When it was Eli’s turn to hide we went and found him.” 
Then the boy unleashed a fit of tears, “When it was my turn to hide, 
everybody went home!” Then the Rebbe too began to weep 
uncontrollably as he and the boy hugged. The Rebbe fumbled in one 
pocket and pulled out a shiny coin and then from the other pocket he 
produced a small candy which he presented to him. He wiped his tears 
away and the child left with the beginnings of a smile upon his face. 
After the encounter the Chassidim began to buzz in conversation about 
how sensitive and loving the Rebbe is and how he was able to identify 
with the pain of a small boy. The Rebbe corrected them. “It was not the 
boy’s woe’s that brought me to tears. When I heard how painful it was to 
hide and not be sought out I began to understand the suffering, as it were, 
of The Almighty. When it’s your turn or my turn to hide, He always finds 
us. When it’s His turn to hide, who is it that seeks Him out?” 
The word for “world”-OLAM- is derived from the root for hiding. The 
world is a giant hiding place! We are not hiding from Hashem! Hashem is 
hidden from us! From the beginning of creation we are told, “And the 
spirit of Elochim was hovering on the face of the waters”. Hashem hovers 
near and waits to be “found” – and “invited in”! The building of a 
Mishkan is a true expression of invitation and a sincere form of welcome! 
The Mishne in Pirke’ Avos tells us, “Since the destruction of the Beis 
HaMikdash, all that there is for the Holy One blessed is He is the four 
cubits of Hallacha!” Where people are keeping Shabbos, Kashrus, Taharos 
HaMishpacha, Tefillin etc. with attention to the thousands of details- that 
is where Hashem is really being invited in. The Shulchan Aruch- literally, 
“set table” is an authentic invite, not just a passing sentiment. So when we 
pray together in our Mikdash Me’at- Miniature Mikdash, what we are 
doing is actually inviting Hashem to join us. 
DvarTorah, Copyright © 2007 by Rabbi Label Lam and Torah.org. 
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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Yoma 2b) states that the Kohen vnjkn juan, whose 
function is to prepare the Jewish army for battle, ranks just under 
the Kohen Gadol, and wears the 8 special Kohen Gadol garments. 
This is derived from: uhrjt uhbck uhvh irvtk rat asuev hsdcu where 
uhrjt refers to the vnjkn juan. However, he does not pass along 
his position to his son, the way a Kohen Gadol does, because the 
purpose of his anointing is not to serve in the Ohel Moed. The 
Rema (s”uh 245) states that an established Rav in a community 
may not be removed simply because someone greater than he 
appears, and the Rav’s position is inherited by his son and [then] 
grandson who retain priority over all others forever as long as 
each follows his father’s footsteps in Yiras Shomayim, and is 
somewhat wise. The GRA adds that this right of succession 
applies to all communal appointments. The Midrash (Pinchas) 
relates that when Moshe said: ,ujurv heukt ‘s sueph he had his 
own son(s) in mind to take over his position, but Hashem said that 
was not to be, that Yehoshua would succeed him. We can be 
certain that Moshe would not have requested such an appointment 
for his sons if they were not worthy. If so, according to the Rema, 
should they not have inherited the position ? The Beis HaYotzer 
(n”uj 15) suggests that a son only inherits a father’s appointed 
office where it was already held by the father when the son was 
born. If however, the father attained the position after the son was 
born, it is not inheritable. We see this from Rashi’s explanation 
for why Pinchas was not initially a Kohen, even though he was 
the son of Elazar and grandson of Aharon. Since he had already 
been born when Aharon and his sons were bestowed with 
Kehunah, Pinchas was not anointed as a Kohen. It was only as a 
reward for the Zimri incident that he “became” a Kohen. In the 
same way, Moshe’s sons were born prior to Moshe’s promotion 
to leader of Klal Yisroel. As such, they did not qualify for 
automatic succession.      

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
How is it possible for a properly slaughtered animal to be half 
kasher and half  Traif ?    

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When may a Baal Hora’ah not teach Torah, but another may ?)  
The Rambam (asen ,thc 1:4) states that one who is drunk may 
teach Torah, but may not pasken. However an acknowledged 
Baal Hora’ah may not even teach Torah when drunk because 
everyone is used to accepting whatever he says as Psak Halacha.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
For a D’var Mitzvah, such as to be jnan a Choson and Kallah, 
one may drink wine (without eating food) while singing songs 
and/or playing musical instruments. Otherwise, one may not sing 
songs over wine, as it suggests an image of a common gentile 
practice. Even at a Shabbos table, one should try to sing only the 
Shabbos Zemiros designated for the meal. (MB 560:11-14).  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Bava Basra 62b) states that when one of two 
partners who own a piece of land together decides to sell his half 
to a third party, Rabbah holds that if he says: tgrtc hk ,hts tdkp - 
“half that I own in this property”, he has sold his half; but if he 
says: hk ,hts tgrtc tdkp - “half of the property that I own”, he 
has sold only a quarter (i.e. half of what he owns). Abaye 
disagrees, maintaining that he has sold his half either way. The 
Rashbam explains that the words hk ,hts (that I own) may refer to 
the word immediately before it, or the word before that. Rabbah 
holds that it refers to the word immediately before - tgrtc, to 
mean [half of] the land that I own; Abaye holds it refers to the 
previous word - tdkp, to mean [half] that I own in the land. The 
Beis Shmuel (z”gvt 129:24) seems to side with Rabbah when 
ruling that when writing a Get for a man with a name like Moshe 
Yehudah, who is called Moshe Leib, one writes “Moshe Yehudah 
also known as Leib”, and the a.k.a. Leib is a limited replacement 
only for Yehudah which immediately precedes it, and not for the 
full name of Moshe Yehudah. (The Noda BiYehuda (z”gvt 2:119) 
disagrees, arguing that a.k.a. refers to the person himself, and not 
his name, and therefore the Get should say “Moshe Yehudah 
a.k.a. Moshe Leib”. Otherwise, one might conclude that Leib is a 
replacement for Moshe Yehudah.) Similarly, Rashi comments on 
the phrase “lz ,hz ina” that the the word lz (pure) refers not to the 
,hz immediately preceding it, but to the ina, describing the oil as 
pure, without sediment. However, the Ibn Ezra disagrees, 
explaining that the purity refers to the olives, which should be 
unspoiled and without blemish, as the word ,hz immediately 
precedes the word lz. The Gemara (Yoma 10b) analyzes the 
Posuk: vkusdv rhgv thv jkf ihcu vubhb ihc ixr ,tu, asking which city 
is the vkusdv rhgv - Resen or Nineveh. The Gemara cites a 
different Posuk referring to Nineveh as a great city, to resolve the 
question. Tosafos asks, what about Kolach ? Before connecting 
vkusdv rhgv to a previous city, should one not try to connect it to 
the more logical city which immediately precedes it ? Tosafos 
answers that if it referred to Kolach, the word “thv” would have 
been redundant. But we see from Tosafos like the Ibn Ezra, that 
an adjective is more likely to connect to the word just before it.       

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
R' Tzvi Dovid of Cracow was the subject of a mud-slinging campaign and 
suffered much from ridicule and criticism. One Shabbos, he expounded 
on the Posuk in Tehilim: rga hcauh hc ujhah - the residents of the gates 
[lower class] will speak of me. "Why is this used to exemplify the sorry 
state of Jews in Golus ?" he asked. "Would it be better if important 
people spoke about him ? The answer is that when one speaks Lashon 
HoRa about someone, all of the speaker's Schar for his mitzvos is 
transferred to the victim of his Lashon HoRa, and all the victim's sins are 
transferred to the speaker. When great people heap abuse on someone, 
he may be comforted by the many mitzvos he will be receiving. But 
what can one hope for, from the rga hcauh ?”      
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Miller family. 


